




P 
eople who play games and people who play 
and write about games have a number of 
shared vices, but one of the most common is 

anthropomorphism -espeCially when we're grumpy. So 
Sony, despite being a complex commercial entity formed of 
tens of thousands of people, making thousands of products 
in 1 00-odd countries. is 'arrogant'. Microsoft. desp1te being 
embodied by Bill Gates. the most extravagant philanthropist 
the world has ever known, is 'greedy'. But sometimes 
there's no escaping it, and for the last 12 months there's 
been only one word to describe Nintendo: tease. 

it's a full year since the last Tokyo Game Show. when we 
sat in a hotel room with Shigeru Miyomoto and first laid 
hands on Nintendo's revolution in the making. A year of 
snatching tasters of Galaxy and tennis, of sweaty public 
events and rushed private shows: ten minutes here. half an 
hour there, before Wii smoothed down 1ts sk1rts, checked its 
watch and said it had to be going And so, for all that time, 
two questions have dom1nated How will that controller feel 
after it's been in your hand for hours, not m1nutes? And can 
W play host to proper games- gamer's games -as well as 
dazz mg ncr.e tJes? And now we ha11e our answers 

- he•e"s an rony that t was Ze da - noble. wtuous Zelda 
- that ' na t put OUt 'or N ntendo Suxe the announcement 
that Twrl gn< Pnncess was mak ng the move to Wi1, the 
company has been fobll ng o" players With a bland demo 
area, cons:ruaed purely to 1lustrate the uses of the 
contro er But thts month we had our way wrth the real 
thing, and had time to explore 1ts subtletieS and secrets. 
time to adjust to the controller, and time to make up our 
m1nds. And so, starting on p66, you can read the real 
legend of Zelda, as we exam1ne the htstory of the series, 
its significance for Nintendo, and the Implications of ...., 
its future. The waiting is nearly over. ~ 
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Easy to dismiss, but harder to resist. does Croteam's 
defiantly loony FPS hold the keys to the heart of its genre? 
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Battle lines sketched 
at Tokyo Game Show 
PS3 warms up as 360 plays on, 
but is Sony still off its game? 

1th Nintendo's preference for separate 
press gathenngs hold1ng firm -
unsurprising cons1denng 1ts ongotng 

aversion. to standing Wu next to 1ts contemporanes 
- TGS was always going to be Sony's show. With 
Microsoft's 360 booth unglamorously tucked away 
.n the Makuhari Messe's thtrd hall, wh1ch w1th its 
predom1nance of th1rd parties and negotiable 
crowds IS still very much the other one, there was 
little to undermine the dominance of PS3, 
represented as it was by over 200 debug units and 
development kits, together w1th most of the 
movers and shakers of 1ts opening line-up. Little, 
that was. beyond the persistent amb1gu1ty of 1ts 
software systems and a qu1te bewildering flight of 
fancy from Ken Kutaragi. 

In a keynote speech that lasted little over an 
hour, to be followed by a tightly-engineered 'Q&ft: 
session with Japanese publication Nikke1BP. the SCE 
pres•dent played not to the mob of journalists and 
photographers at the back of the house, but to a 
sea of black jackets and t1es sat before h1m. Not 

that 1t made his JOb any eas•er. of course the h•gh 
pnce po.nt announced at E3, together w•th 
transatlantic shockwaves from that press 
conference, have g1ven Sony's mvestors and 
manufacturing partners a sour early taste of 1ts new 
machtne, with questions be1ng raised over both 
short· and long-term compet1t1veness. "Sometimes 
eggs are thrown at me, ' he confided. "Almost • 

W1th an unexpectedly se.ect chp from a much 
larger show· floor tra1ler reel, the conference began 
with reassurance over PS3's blockbustmg assets. 
Ridge Racer 7 and Gundam: Target In Sight weren't 
the show's most outstandtng express1ons of Cell 
and RSX power, nor Final Fantasy XIII the most 
bel1evable, but bunched together they left httle 
doubt over one th1ng: in the f1ght for Japan's 
garners, Sony still has the b1g guns. 

Core to Kutaragi's speech, somewhere between 
the apolog1es and repetitions, was the Sony 
rhetonc of old, full of convergence talk and cross
Industry ambition. Frustraungly, however, httle 
made d1rect reference to the 1mminent PS3 

Rogul¥ att~ of 
!M CESA .,..,twill be 
.C..,ttd With the 
sight of c01j)la~rs 
photographing other 
cosplayers whtle armies 
of casually·dressed 
observers snapped 
them. ThiS year, they 
had quote an audience 



As journalists struggled to exploit 
the comparative calm of the 
opening day, Epic Games made 
itself busy during the intimate 
TGS Forum. CEO Tim Sweeney 
began by paying tribute to the 
latest generation of multi-core 
processors, highlighting their 
importance for a sustained 
evolution in efficiency. The catch: 
they demand double the effort 
and development cost of their 
single-core predecessors. Cell, 
frighteningly, was singled out 
as demanding five times the 
resources, though added that a 
licensed part of Unreal Engine 3 
- the Ageia PhysX package - is 
already substantially optimised 
for the PS3 CPU, with UE3 
boasting a few tricks of its own. 
Interestingly, Sweeney expressed 
optimism regarding Sony's model 
for open PS3 development while 
criticising Microsoft's attitude 
towards user-created content. 
Citing the importance of the 
Unreal mod community as an 
example of Epic's specific 
interests, he alluded to plans for 
integrating user content into the 
forthcoming UT2007, which he 
confirmed was now slated for a 
Q3/Q4 2007 release. 

As ever, despite publisher's bHt efforts. 
the most hypnotic pan of TGS IS the last 
five minutes. as the h~ aowd disperses 
w1th the efficiency of a Cell AI demo 

PHIL HARRISON, head of 5ony Worldwtde Studto> 

An evening in t he 16th-floor 
lounge of Sony's Tokyo HQ saw 
the company sing in TGS with an 
informal brunch, reserved hands· 
on session and comparatively 
down-to-Earth presentation from 
Phil Harrison. Having enjoyed, 
with added scepticism, a tour of 
the XMB dashboard and its 
constituent parts - the real time 
30 slideshow is a nice touch, and 
certainly sexier than Windows 
Vista's -we took him aside to' 
address some outstanding 
concerns about the new console. 
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How's the last year been 
for you? 
it's not been the most enjoyable 
experience, some of it. But it was 
actually, probably necessary. 1 

haven't been asked that question 
before - I don't know how to 
respond to it. it's been a year 
where we've been working 

I extremely hard; obviously, pre· 
launch on a console is extremely 
difficult at any time. But the end 
result, I think, has been absolutely 
worth it . I'm delighted with 
everything that we're showing 
here and the format generally. So 
from a selfish point of v1ew- from 
a Worldwide Studios point of view 

I
- I'II be looking at the titles here 
perhaps with a keener eye, and a 
greater sense of satisfaction. 

Do you feel that the so-<alled 
hardcore - both gamers and 
journalists- sometimes shut 

I 
themselves off to the bigger 
picture when judging 
conferences and expos7 
it's not their fault- it's our fault. 
it's our fault for not doing a 
better job of explaining ourselves 
and positioning the t itles in the 
context of their development arc. 

hardware. but instead to some distant, apparently 
speculative scenano in which an open database 
of user- and designer-created content would 
combtne to break every bottleneck of modern 
mdustry. be that games. movies, pharmaceuticals, 
or anything else that could be plugged in to a 
Cell-powered network. Extsting global 
Infrastructure was made the bogeyman of this 
dream, wtth recent disruptton to Japan's VoiP 
servtces symptomatic of its devilish influence. 

Both PS3 packages will ship with 
HDMI support, w ith the 20GB HOD 
package boasting a vastly reduced 

Japanese price point of ¥49,800 (£225) 

For those t hat were keeping up - probably 
not the row in front, where some of our US 
colleagues were already m a state of apparent 
decline - the react1on was one of increas1ng m1rth. 
There were chuckles, glances, eyebrows on the rise, 
and no doubt thoughts that if towering cnses such 
as these could be fixed so neatly by Sony, then 
never m1nd the games, let's have a cure for cancer. 

And monutes later. there it was. Sony's 
tnvesurent in Stanford Umversny's Fold1ngCHome 
project. which puts the tdle CPU time of volunteer 
computers tnto mtens1ve simulations of protetn 
fold1ng, was announced 1n August, but here 

Though linle has translated into widespread acceptance by the 
Japanese consumer; 3b0 continues to reap the rewards of its head 
start. While brows furrowed at PS3's poorly introduced Afrika 
(above) and suddenly DLC·heavy Gran Turismo: HO (right), Blue 
Dragon (below) enjoyed a more complete presentation. Posters 
for the Mistwalker title dominated the entire Makuhari area 

recetved special mention as a case study in 
distnbuted computing. lt was quite a leap from 
earher announcements of downloadable Mega 
Dnve and PC Engine games (later back-pedalled by 
a Sega announcement saying it couldn't conftrm e
dtstrubtton) with most seeming too perplexed by its 
d~rectton to marvel at its scope. 

The concluding staged Q&A session at least 
saved the relevant unttl last. After talk of how life 
as an engtneer has made htm a slave to h1s own 
dreams, and further elaboration on this keynote's 
parttcular dream - the harnessing of collective 
wtsdom to stem the decline in productivtty, made 
posstble by a unified grid of Cells- came the news 
that many had been hoping for. Both P$3 packages 
will now shtp with HDMI support, but the surprise 
bonus was the announcement that the Japanese 
20GB HOD package w1ll benefit from a 20% pnce 
reductton, down to ¥49,BOO (£225). Complaints 

But I don't think that PS3 IS 

different to any other console in 
its production, other than the 
simple fact that the expectations 
were so much higher. 

And that extends to 
communicating the long-term 
potential of the machine? 

PS3 for the future, so you're right 
-we are creating that future. But 
just by looking at the evidence of 
movie studio support and the 
intentions of the other consumer 
electronics compan1es, Blu-ray has 
every chance of be1ng very, very 
successful. It'll be a pos1tive factor 

being widely adopted or some 
other reason - it actually doesn't 
matter. because we need the Blu
r ay disc as game developers. All of 
the titles here today wouldn' t fi t 
on a OV0·9: led Price was saying 
the other day that Resistance was 
already 21-point-something 
gigabytes, and only getting 
bigger. And that's at launch. 
When we launched PS2, 90 per 
cent of the softwa re volume was 
done on CO, and only 10 per cent 
on OVO. Within a year, that had 
gone to 50150, and w1thin two 
years it had inverted. So we'll 

Yes of course, and I wouldn't have 
said, by any means, we've finished 
delivering on that vision. But 
we're closer than we were at E3 
this year. And as I've said before, 
console formats aren' t defined by 
trade shows - they're defined by 
consumers going into stores and 
buying machines and games. 

Part of Ken Kutaragi's keynote 
alluded to the time when 
PlayStation invested In the 
future of CO-ROM; now it has 
to create the future of Blu...-ay. 
What Is going to happen in the 
war with HD-OV07 
As we've pa infully demonstrated, 
we're on the bleeding edge of 
technology. But that technology 
will mature very quickly - literally, 
within a matter of months it 'll be 
a non-issue. We took an 
aggressive strategy in posit ioning 

• "As we've painfully 
demonstrated, we're 

on the bleeding edge of 
technology. But that 

technology will mature 
very quickly ... We need the 

Blu-ray disc as game 
developers· • 

for the differentiation of 
PlayStation 3. 

And what of reports that 
Universal Studios has 
withdrawn its support for 
the format? 
In the event that the movie 
advantage isn't dear- e1ther 
because of the format 1tself not 

see on PlayStation 3 a similar 
curve -we'll be pushing the 
25GB threshold very quickly, 
and I expect this time next yea r 
we will see games that are 
justifying 50GB. 

What kinds of extended media 
support will PSl feature? 
iPods7 Microsoft formats7 
I' ll find out what the default is, 
and we'll probably make a 
statement on that. But as you've 
seen with PlayStation Portable, it 
will increase over time. And none 
of this is down to technology - it's 
down to licensing and lP, and to a 



over the E3 price announcement (though not the 
prices themselves), were blamed for th1s retreat. 
and for endangenng Sony's abilrty to lead gaming's 
•atest, rather ill-defined trend 

In closing with a clip of Afnka - a beautiful 
safari shooter that swaps guns for cameras. yet in 
trailer form explains almost nothing- Kutaragi 
pa1nted an unwitting portrait of both modern SCE 
and PS3. capable of wonders yet fanc1ful and 
unfocused. Having signalled a decline •n creatiVIty 
w1th developers becom1ng "passive, JUSt wa1t1ng 
for what they'll be handed next,· he'd produced 
little in the way of pract1cal solutions, and even less 
in the way of reassunng product. Thankfully, that's 
where the show 1tself stepped 1n. 

gndlock the primary hall. w1th the central JUnction 
of Sony, Capcom, Konam1 and Banda1 Namco 
stands only navigable Vla nvulets of determ1ned, 
rap•dly dehydratmg people A somewhat rncestuoos 
relatiOnShip existed between those four em b•tors, 
the f1rst bnngmg Japan •ts most comprehensrve 
gl impse of PS3 software, the rest cast.ng spotl•ghts 
on their own spec•f•c contnbut•ons and thus 
shouldering the burden 

Pred•ctably, r. fe :less I ke a launchpad than a 
testbed at t•mes. and t was d shearten ng to see 

Th•s was to be TGS's bus•est year, as the 
192,411 attendees who crammed on to its floors 
would prove. The first of 1ts public days- the 
Saturday- saw 84,823 of them successfully 

so many games once thought to be ead•ng the 
charge now bnnging up the rear. Only on that 
second day did MororSrorm fmally present a bUild 
that d1d it justice. wh lest 11 be•ng advert•sed as 60 
per cent complete Heavenly Sword wheeled out an 
E3 demo that, wrrn :s laboured animat•ons and 
numb1ng controls. d d l•ttle to break the local 
apathy towards ga1jin products. Lair pulled as much 

certain extent our own resources, 
and our own ability to implement 
certain technologies. But you 
can see that, fundamentally, 
MPEG-based formats are 
supported, along with the AVC 
video format. Through USB, your 
mass-storage devices will be 
visible to the hardware. 

Will that peripheral hardware 
support be limited to Sony's 
own products? 
Absolutely not. You saw from the 
format definition that we support 
SO, Compactflash, Memory Stick 
in all its variations and USB. Any 
digital still camera that complies 
with the DFC formats can be used 
by PS3. 

How would you distil Ken 
Kutaragi's keynote vision into 
a single statement? 
I can't really speak for Ken, but 
th is is really just my own 
comment. In the PlaySta tion 2 era, 
and everything that came before 
it. going all the way back to Atari 
VCS, the game console market has 
been almost exclusively definea 
by packaged media, and that 
media itself represents the 

entirety of the creative experience 
the user will get. There have been 
some exceptions, but on a 
fundamental level that's been the 
case. What PS3 starts is the era 
where the package is just the 
beginning of the relationship with 
the customer. So Ken's vision is 

• •How do you engage with 
your user base on a regular 

basis? How do you allow your 
user base to influence your 

worlds as creators 
themselves7These are 

fundamental changes in the 
way we make games· • 

really a call to action to ask the 
industry - in Japa n particularly, 
but also worldwide - to start 
thinking about what that means 
for game design, but also for 
service design. 

That's a phrase that I think 
needs to become more 
understood: how do you engage 
with your user base on a regular 

basis? How do you allow them 
to influence you as a designer? 
How do you allow your user base 
to influence your worlds as 
creators themselves? These are 
fundamental changes in the way 
we make games, and this is the 
world that Ken was alluding to. 

So does the failure of 360 to 
introduce that frame of mind 
to Japan reflect a shortcoming 
of the machine itself, or 
simply the circumstances of 
Microsoft's relationship with 
the Japanese 7 
I don't know. I wouldn't want to 
speculate on that. Also, 
PlayStation 3 has format 
differences which better place it 
for that kind of goal, particularly 
the open nature of its network 
functionality, and the ub•quttous 
nature of its writable hard drive. 

One of the biggest fears to go I with that open nature Is 
security, How do you know the 
muhlne will be safe with an 
open Linux backbone? 
it's a matter of public record. In 
fact. you ca n read on certain open 
forum websites how the Cell chip 

Below: some of the S. T.A.R.S. of the TGS 
COSpfly ilnrM!X manage to S~W mar 
~e for a roll call .. Middle: the always 
popular Gyakuren Saiban courtroom in 
stssion. Bottom: A roll call of a difftrent 
kind - the ladies of the Tecmo stand give 
tired photographers a reason to perk up 

has been designed with 
encryption security at its heart. 
lt'd be foolish of me to say never, 
but I'd be confident in saying that 
the security built into Cell gives 
us .. . safety. 

After the price announcement 
today, will there be a long
term strategy of levelling out 
the PS3 price worldwide? 
Well, what we did today was 
bring the Japanese price in line 
with the US and European 
consumer prices - less than SOO 
somethings. While I know that it's 
not the financial exchange rate, 
it 's the consumer electron ics 

1 exchange rate which has been 
well understood for years. There 
are reasons for it: the cost of 
doing business in Europe is higher, 
proxim1ty of the factory to the 
Japanese consumer ... 

What level of freedom will 
PS3 have when connecting 
to the Internet? 
it 's a Flash-enabled browser; in 
fact. the Tokyo Game Show site 
we just showed is a Flash site. 
There obviously have to be 
some limitations to its 

functionality, because you 
couldn' t, for example, download 
a PC or Mac executable and 
expect it to run . But it is as open 
as you could conceivably expect 
it to be. 

Does th.t not open the door 
to viruses, spyware and other 
such nastles7 
No, because the ability to 
download and run an executable 
on PS3 comes through the 
PlayStation Store - and encryption 
and DRM are part of the 
download policy. 

Should we expect to see 
the PS3 's XMB upgraded In 
the same way as the PSP 
version has been? 
You certainly should. What 
you've seen here tonight •s just 
the beginning. 

Recently, Immersion proposed 
a solution for combining 
haptic fHdback with tilt 
sensing In the PS3 controller -
something Sony declared 
Impossible. Why did you turn 
down that proposal1 
I can't comment on that. 
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As ever, the mobile phone sector 
occupied much of the show floor, 
with 125 tit les lining the booths 
of companies such as Konami, 
From Software, and Ride On 
Japan. Square Enix titles such as 
Front Mission 2089 and Dragon 
Quest: Monsters diverted a fair 
amount of attention away from 
the overburdened Final Fantasy 
theatre. Needless to say, the 
mobile industry found itself 
incorporated into Ken Kutaragi's 
boundless vision of a Cell-enabled 
future, though cynics will groan 
at his specific area of interest: 
PS3·related micropayments. 

Lo1r Ody$$ey (right) could barely have claimed to offer more than 
the trailers for Metal Gear Solid 4 (above) and hitherto unseen 
level 5 RPG Shirokishi (below). iu enormously popular hands-on 
sessions almost entirely consisting of random banles and non· 
interactive cutscenes. Shirokishi came with Phil Harrison's specific 
recommendation. and not without reason - it looks spectacular 

of a crowd as could squeeze into the corridors of 
pods and barriers. but the s1ngle tutorial and 
m1ssion demo served better as an ambassador of 
t1lt control than as an overall showcase. Resistance 
Fall Of Man and Warhawk enJoyed pnde of place. 
though were slightly undervvhelm~ng, and the 
always disappointing Gran Tunsmo HO welcomed 
crowds with sit-down cabinets. upscaled textures 
and a newly-adopted (or imposed) fondness for 
micropayments and downloadable content. 

Among the likeliest candidates for day one 
sh1pment were the Immensely popular Ridge Racer 
7 (the show's least stable code. crashing PS3s as if 1t 
bore a grudge), the 1ntnguing Eye Of Judgment, 
the 1 080p but offline-only Virtua Tennis 3 (Power 
Smash 3 in Asia). the same Sonic The Hedgehog 
that will shortly arrive on 360, and Studio 
Liverpool's evidently accomplished Formula One 
'07 In the neighbouring theatre, meanwhile, a 
rotation of crisp HD trailers accounted for 
absentees such as Metal Gear Solid 4 fjust a short 
one th•s time at only six minutes). whtle introducing 
the l1kes of Nmja Gatden Stgma. a PS3-exclusive 
remake of the Xbox game. 

At Microsoft's stand. it was tough to 
decide whether the a1r was of confidence, gnm 

determination or contented res1gnation. it was 



probably all three. With the upcoming HD-DVD 
penpheral and Windows V1sta kept w1sely to one 
s1de (though the former enJoyed 1ts own stage 
presentation), this tightly-coiled maze of playable 
code took advantage of 1ts hm1ted space. As a 
result, reports of its populanty have since been 
greatly exaggerated. Yes, there were two-hour 
queues for Sakaguch1 epics Blue Dragon and Lost 
Odyssey, but with both games kept stnctly behind 
closed doors and to QUite engthy hands-on 
sessions, Microsoft Japan was clearly wringing the 
very most out of its two star attractions. 

Conspicuous by the1r absence were most of 
360's western highlights, w1th the likes of Gears Of 
War and Forza Motorsport Zl1m1ted to overhead 
trailers. Sh1ning in the1r place were local 
developments such as PrOJect Syfpheed, Dead Or 
Alive Xtreme 2, J-Pop management game The 
ldolm@ster, the always photogenic Lost Planet 
and Trusty Bell- a gorgeous contender for game 
of the show. 

Completion was a rare commod1ty at TGS, 
With development t1mes stretchmg and the 
consequences for push1ng them ever-more severe, 
and in this respect Microsoft stole the show. Given 
the firm foothold of its year-old hardware, that was 
the least that could really be expected You could 
walk away from its stand w1th a m1nd to filling 
imm1nent game hours w1th substantial, well
roundeg,products, while Sony could only prom1se 
that by sometime around spring 2007 you'd be 
feeling the same about 1ts own. 

The difference between TGS and E3, however, 
was that here the PS3 prom1se felt real rather than 
illusory The likes of MotorStorm and LevelS's 
Shirokishi Monogatari (White Knight Sto,.,., are 
already hinting at the monstrous potential Cell and 
RSX hold for games, and in this sense spoke for 
Kutaragi 1n making the machine look like a long
term champion. But the Intervening months are 
gomg to ask some very diff1cult questions 

At a time when the competit,on are work1ng 
their games deftly 1nto overarching packages, w1th 
ideologies and compelling arguments for an on line 
future, Sony; for all its rhetoric, has little that 
compares. P53's infrastructufe remains a mystery, 
and its onhne functionaht1es seem vague, d1sparate 
and hast1ly improvised. Its XMB (Cross-Media Bar) 

dashboard feels lazily adapted from PSP's, and 
grudgmg in its acceptance of new features such 
as fnends lists. W•reless Interface as1de. the 
controller lOOks ncreas1ngly I ke a designed-by
committee anachronism, 1ts t1lt technology a wh te 
elephant shuffled 1nto rumble's place, With a long 
way to go before it proves 1tself more than a 
comprom1sed novelty 

Product1on d ff cu t es and anomalous pnces 
m1ght go hand- n-hand w.:h soo"!St cated 

Wireless interface aside, the controller looks 
increasingly like a designed-by-committee 

anachronism, its t ilt technology a white 
elephant shuffled into rumble's place 

technology, but w1thout sweeteners such as a 
cohes1ve brand experience they're diffiCult to 
swallow W1th DSP stdl begging for greater 
attent1on, grossly neglected at TGS w1th only a 
handful of 1nodental games and penpherals on 
show, there are opportu01t1es for unif1cation and 
galvamsat1on that Sony either doesn't see, or IS 

simply fail1ng to communicate. Therein lay the 
message of TGS 2006. While it's still foolhardy to 
underestimate the power of PlayStation, it's ..._, 
easy to overestimate the v1s1on. ~ 

For many, Lo$1 Planer (above) was the 
best g.omt at TGS purely by virtue of its 
nevertnding trailer. Its demo pods, 
however, seldom uperienced die levels 
Df interest enjoyed by its video screens 

News of GT:HD Premium and ClaS$ic had 
fans up in arms, until darification from 
Polyphony revealed them to be two parts 
of the same padage. Trades such as the 
Eiger Norctw.nd hilldimb have been built 
with PS3·udusiw assets, and will Kt as 
a Prologw-style early glimpse of GTS 



Newswire 

Unlucky Clover 
Despite the clttical SUCC811 of ...a.....__. 
• Obml.nd God Hlllld("""--1 Oil Jilt 71 ... 
11) Clover Studio dosed Its doors on Odober 12 
after being d issolved by parent company c.pcom. 
At the time of going to press it aPJ)NNCI tMt the 
studio had fallen victim to Internal restructuring .c 
the publisher. 

Founded by ueator Atsushi lnaba in 2004, the 
company's intention was to inject new life into the 
publisher's line-up: in that respect, as all Clover's 
IPs will be t ransferred back to Capcom, they may 
posthumously succeed. 

As for its star developers, lnaba himself and 
Hideki (Devil May Cry, Okami) Kamiya will not be 
returning to Capcom, but Shinji (Resident Evil 4) 
Mikami is to continue with the company. 
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Microsoft reports in 
Peter, Peter. Banjo and the Chief work hard at X06 -
but it's movies that have the final say, not games 

here must be t1mes when Peter Moore 
has to pinch himself. Not many men get to 
launch a console; fewer still get to launch 

ones whose underdog status 1s complemented by 
Its technical power, aggressive online ambitions 
and a year or so's head start on its rival. Hardly 
anyone gets to do that tw1ce, and no one, you 
would think, would get to do it twice when the 
f1rst knocked its makers out of the hardware 
business. But here he is, strolling around on stage 
with a competitor-eating grin and a fistful of 
numbers, more than ready for the battle to come 

M1crosoft had a year to prove it could take 
control of next-generation gaming, and its X06 
event was m effect handing in its report card. And 
ItS success is in many ways rather hard to JUdge. 

Microsoft had a year to prove it 
could take control of next -generation 

gaming, and its X06 event w as in 
effect handing in its report card 

Miuosoft events are always slid. but the modernist conference 
facilities used for the second day bordered on the mirrored 

Five years ago, the 1dea of Microsoft establishing 
itself so thoroughly as a gaming force seemed 
faintly lud1crous. But equally, in a year when Sony 
has fumbled its publiC relations so badly a'ld at a 
time when that fumbl ing is about to end and the 
real power of PlayStation- its brand - is about to 
start its engines, has Microsoft really done enough? 
Moore th1nks it has. Those numbers, mitially 
prom1sed at E3, are holding fa1rly steady: ten 
million 360s to be sold by "the holiday season" (a 
small adjustment from E3's prom1se of "by PS3 
launch"), and 60 per cent of the user base usmg 
Xbox Live (across both Gold and Silver-level access). 

Then came the games. and with them a new 
level of confusion: prepare to expand your 
understanding of 'exclusive'. F1rst come the old
fashioned exclusives. M1crosoft Game Studios' 
Forza Motorsport 2 was given a chance to shine. in 
a more concrete form than its thrilling E3 demo. 
ProJect Gotham Racing 4 got a mood1er debut, 
with an atmospheric v1deo wh1ch communicated 
litt le about the direction the game will take. The 
teaser ammation for the a new Banjo Kazooie 
game seemed to reveal only a few seconds of an 
amazingly bland meadow, complete with a few 
forlorn Jiggies, but actually demonstrated 
something much more crucial - the huge warmth 
and affection that the audience still has for Rare's 
characters. Other exclusives announced include 
Cryptic Studios MMO based on Marvel characters, 
the two parties presumably recovered from their 
legal spat over City Of Heroes' potential for 
copyright Infringement. And happ1ly, for fans of 
old-fashioned RPGs, both Blue Dragon and Lost 
Odyssey were confirmed for western release. 

Most rapturously received, a little contrarily for 
a roomful of people who wouldn't usually take the 



While there were few killer announcements. the best received were the arrival of Sensible Soccer (top left) on Live Arcade (an idea we 
introduced to Jon Hare during an Edge intervit!w many months ago), a new Banjo Kazooie from Rare (top right), Ensemble Studio's Halo 
Wars RTS (bottom left) and Bizarre Creations' trailer for Proj«! Gotham Radng 4, which was highe< on atmosphere than information 

slightest interest in an RTS, was the announcement 
of Ensemble Studio's Halo Wars, whose potential 
and form can be pretty much perfectly deduced 
from what you know of the Halo unrverse, and 
what you know of Ensemble's rock-solid 
reputation. Followmg this was the news that 
Irrational's Bioshock and Sam Ftsher's next Splinter 
Cell instalment would both be Mtcrosoft-only 
releases. But then came the announcement that 
Etdos' Kane & Lynch and Pivotal-developed 
Crossfire will "debut exclus1vely" on Microsoft 
platforms. Which sounded a little like how the 
G TA/V down load ep1sodes prom1sed at E3 will be 
·content exclusrve· to 360, whtch means that 
while you won't be able to get those episodes on 
PS3, there's no reason to assume Rockstar won't 
make different, but Stmtlar, content available for 
Sony's download servrce 

But the biggest cheer of the even1ng went not 

to a games but a f1lms Frrst, as Moore announced 
a November release date for the 360's add-on HD· 
DVD dnve, which goes on sale for £ 130, packaged 
With a 360 remote and copy of Ktng Kong. and 
then as that f lm's dtrector, Peter Jacksor took to 
the stage to announce the formatton of Wingnut 
lnteracttve This partnershtp w1th MICrosoft Game 
Studtos whtch w. see the dtrector create new 
hybnd game-f m prOjects. the f rst of whiCh will be 
set tn the Halo untverse Oesptte the applause, he 
seemed understandably overvYhelmed by the task -
at whtch so many have fa led before- of marrying 
filmiC narratrve wrth sattsfy ng game tnteractron. Hrs 
endorsement of 360 tS nonetheless a coup. 

And what did Mtcrosoft bnng home from X06? 
Stratght As or a must-try-harder? Both, 1t would 
seem. Regaining the limeltght will be a huge 
challenge once PS3 arnves. but pleastng ts ..., 
ten mtllton converts ook.s I ke a done deaf. ~ 

Although P.,ter Jackson re<eived rapturous applause at the evening event the night 
before, it had become dear by his morning session with P.,ter Molyneux and Bioware's 
Greg Zeschuk that there was a long way to go befO<e his vision would take shape 

START~ 

Until PS3 and 360 begin property trading blows, 
justifying the purchase of an HDTV will mean wiring 
it to absolutely anything that can output the right 
number of pixels. That doesn't just include the PC - it 
places it right near the top of the pile. But as more 
and more gamers set their Shuttle cases alongside 
their consoles, the cost of the endeavour becomes 
agonisingly clear- PC games don't traditionally 
favour widescreen resolutions, and especially not 
without distorting the likes of Max Payne to pygmy
like proportions. Efficient, navigable and particularly 
friendly, The Widescreen Gaming Forum has ably 
established itself as the champion of this new cause, 
and already features a wealth of fixes and hacks. 



•1 had a Nintendo for a whi le so I got 
pretty good ... I need everyone who's 
going to come kill me to please dress up 
as an 8-bit duck." 
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Slogger Jason Fortuny on buying a gun after receiVing 
death threats following his sex·ads sttng 

"We want to appeal to mothers who 
don't want consoles in t heir l iving rooms, 
and to t he elder ly and to young women. 
it's a challenge, like trying to sel l 
cosmetics to men." 
Nontendo boss Satoru lwata has us all sold on the Wii -
and caused a rethink on the subject of lipstick 

"My only question for this Christmas 
on Wii is the price point... at AUS400 
(£160) plus whatever you need to 
buy accessories-wise, I'm guessing 
you need to spend about AUSSOO 
(£200) to take home a Wii and enjoy 
it. I think that price point is still not 
family ent ertainment because 
AUSSOO i s a lot to fork out. N 

Pot Mochael Ephr a m of Sony Austra oa on 
N ntendo's kenle 

"So cooking dinner, going to 
La maze class, there's no way to 
figure that into a game at this 
point. Maybe somebody else can 
do it and maybe somebody will, 
but that wasn't really what this 
game was about." 
Oavod Chase. wnter and creator of The 
Sopranos on The Sopranos. Road To Respect. 

" Released at the end of this 
month, the sick game is 
expected to be another 
massive hit for the company 
which also created the 
lawless Grand Theft 
Auto series." 
Who else but the Daoty Ma1l, thrs 
trme foamong at the mouth about 
C<tms Canem Ed1t 

Awards boost 
Festival week 
Ghost Recon named Best Game as the revamped 
BAFTAs dominate a fractured London Games Fest 

I. most every concetvable sub-culture of the 
gaming world was represented ,n London 
tn the week of October 2-8 at the forst 

London Games Festival. Developers. business 
leaders and those hopong to break into the tndustry 
were all catered for, as were pro-garners, 
academics and intellectuals, and even the general 
public. But desptte a shared focus on encouragtng 
participation in the industry- highlighted by the 
Dragon's Den-style 'Lizard's Lair' event- and the 
centrepiece of BAFTA's relaunched Video Game 
Awards, the week did httle to umte a fractured 
view of gaming, or to consolidate 1ts reputatton. 

LocoRoco's success in the 
fascinating new Best Character 

category was a triumph for 
a pure gaming aesthetic 

~-'--W11oile the recruitment fair was well received, the GOCL struggled 
to make its mark, its eHorts not helped by memories of the 
similar themes, blue skies and sunny beaches of Develop Brighton 

The London Games Career Fa•r was judged a 
great success, although the two-day GDC London 
conference felt narrowly programmed and low
profile compared to GDCEs past. Chris Wllliams 
of LucasArts was a star speaker at both, and his 
'next-gen is not just about graphtcs' second-day 
keynote at GDC was rapturously recetved, as was 
Michael Khaimzon's discussion of high-def outdoor 
environments. In the other keynote, SCE 
Worldwide's Jamie MacDonald bravely attempted 
to outline Sony's vision of a networked future 
without giving away the closely-guarded details of 
what that will mean on PS3 

On the public side, the Fnnge events were 
among the week's most interesting - including a 
debate on artificial intelligence, an attempt to draw 
up a list of classic games, and exhibitions of 
alternative art-gaming, machinima and digital film
making- but, scattered throughout the week and 
across multiple venues, stood little chance of cross
pollinating audiences and tdeas. Similarly, the 
World Series e-sports event, boasting an 
appearance from world number one Fatall ty. was a 
great opportunity to raise the burgeomng profile of 
pro-gaming and provide a public focus for the 
festival. Instead. it took place 1n the darkest and 
scruffiest bowels of the already bewildering 
Trocadero centre, was overrun with stands loudly 
hawking sponsors' wares and actually reqwed 
attendees to leave via the cargo lift. lt looked, and 
felt, like a dark and disreputable ghetto - hardly a 
progressive image for the medium. 

And so it· fell to the BAFTAs - or rather BAVGAs 
- to shoulder the weight of the festival for both 



pubhc and mdustry. As probably the most 
prestigious games awards m the world, and With 
E4 due to televise them ater in the month. they 
were well placed to do so, but they didn't manage 
it without sending out a few mixed messages along 
the way. Despite the Academy's best 1ntent1ons to 
trumpet the creative vahd1ty of the med1um, games 
may never be accepted as a senous art form 1f the 
md1v1duals being recogmsed are not named and 
the people actually on stage mak1ng an acceptance 
speech are not identified. lt was often hard to tell if 
they were creatives or suits: 1n one instance. Tim 
Schafer was talked over by a d1s1nterested aud1ence 
as he accepted a richly deserved Screenplay gong 
for Psychonaurs; soon after. the UK PR drrector of a 
major publisher got a warm round of applause. 
Host Ver'non Kay·s jokes at the expense of the 
perceived geekiness of h1s audience, and actor 
Colm Salmon's loud promotion of the works of 

Jamie Ma<Donald is always a well-received speaker. but tackling 
tile network environment at a time when PS3 developers •re 
grumbling about a lack of detailed information was a tricky task 

Most agreed that lain lee (leh) stole Vernon Kay's thunder with 
a linle judicial swearing and some genuine gaming insight 
and desprte marketing veteran AI King's best efforts (above) 

movre drrector Paul Anderson were also 
uncomfortable moments, but Duran Duran's Nick 
Rhodes presenting an award as his Second Ltfe 
avatar rarsed a smile. 

Nonetheless. the award categories were 
relatively well-defined, the view of gaming broad, 
the nommation fields strong and the majonty of 
w nners deserving. LocoRoco's success m the 
fascrnatlng new Best Character category was a 
tnumph for a pure gam1ng aesthetic; Buzz! won 
out in an exceptionally strong Casual and Soc1al 
Gaming field; Electroplankton winning Aud1o 
was a surprise nod to art-gaming and Bram 
Training, Guttar Hero and Lego Scar Wars 11 were 
all popular winners. though the latter's selectron 
in the Gameplay category m1ght stir some debate. 
Dungeons & Dragons Online beating both 
Battlefteld 2 and Animal Crossing to Best 
Mult1player was perhaps the b1ggest surpnse 
Sony was the night's big wmner, nettrng two 
BA V GAs each for LocoRoco and Shadow Of The 
Colossus on top of Buzz!'s gong. Ghost Recon: 
Advanced Warfighter's award for Best Game (on 
top of an earlier Technical Achievement nod) 
ra1sed a few eyebrows, although perhaps not as 
many as the omissions of Colossus and Obllvton 
from the nominees list But by that stage. the 
aud,ence was already pondering dinner. and the 
Significance of the freeb1e lego Batman keyrings 
on their placemats. "Here's to more 
high scores and more numb bums! " shouted 
a departing Kay, beneath projected Pac-Man 
and Defendergraph1cs Here's to fewer such ~ 
stereotypes next year. ~ 

• 

START~ 

•Nums•,•u ·'uui"hro'~ 
5onle lhodlsalld ... 
ww saw aMning •llllle off 

' • Action & Adventure: Shadow Of The Colossus 
• Strategy: Rise & Fall : Crvrhzations At War 
• Casual: Buzz! The Big Qurz 
• Children's: LocoRoco 
• Simulation: The Movres 
• Multiplayer: Dungeons & Dragons Onlrne. Stormreach 
• Sports: f rght Nrght Round 3 
• Innovation: Brain Trainrng 

Character: LocoRoco 
• Artistic Achievement: Shadow Of The Colossus 
• Technical Achievement: Ghost Recon Advanced Warfighte 

Screenplay: Psychonauts 
Audio: Electroplankton 

• Soundtrack: Guitar Hero 
Original Score: Tomb Raider l egend 
Gameplay: Lego Star Wars 11· The Original Trrlogy 

• Best Game: Ghost Recon Advanced Warfighter 
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. INTERVIEW I 

Red 5 standing by 
What do you do after leading the troops who built 
the fastest growing virtual nation in the world? 

ounded by the team lead of World Of 
WarCraft, and staffed by veterans of Uru, 
StarCraft, Oiablo, Oddworld, Pilotwings 64 

and Rise Of Nations- as well as George Clooney's 
former assistant and the man who invented the 
Gamertag - Red 5 Studios has a unique perspective 
on the future of the MMO. Currently at work on 
the studio's first unannounced project, president 
and CEO Mark Kern is playing his cards far too 
close to his chest to talk about specif1cs. We asked 
instead about how the man who led the last MMO 
revolut1on intends to engineer the next 

lt's been a year since you founded the studio 
how did Red 5 come about? 
I kind of took a break from gammg after I left 
Blizzard. I'd just started a family and I was looking 
around for what I wanted to do next. I realised that 
my heart really was in games, and I was intrigued 
by the possibilities that were opening up, and so I 
knew that Bill Petras, the art dtrector for World Of 
WarCraft, and now the VP of creat1ve design at 

Red 5, had also left. He and I got together and we 
really started talking about a couple of new ideas, 
and the idea that we're really working on now is 
the one that stuck. And then Taewon Yun joined 
us a little later. He was the eo-founder of Blizzard 
Korea and we'd worked very closely together on 
the launch of WOW in Asia, and we felt that the 
true success of these games lay in globalisation. 
You know, WOW was the first MMO that was 
successful in Europe. Asia and the United States, 
and tn order to capitalise on and justify the h1gh 
cost of development we realised that we had to 
be a truly global company from day one, and so 
Taewon bnngs that to the table, and we're 
effectively a global organtsation now 

When you left a year ago, were you expecting 
WOW to go as big as it has? 
You know, always, in our heart of hearts I think we 
knew we were on to something, but I think we 
were all surpnsed by the scale of it. it's not that we 
thought the game would be limiting in some 

subscribers, ' and when you look at 1t that way, it 
seems very daunting, and some people say that's a 
flash-in-the-pan kind of number. But if you look at 
it again, globally, you'll realise that in the US that 
number's only probably a million. so you're only 
looking at twice the magnitude. And if you look at 
the market penetration of Everquest. which was 
probably fiVe per cent of the gam1ng core, I th1nk 
you can see plenty of potential and room here and I 
don't believe that WOW 1s an outher 1n any way, 
shape or means. 

MMOs are complicated to build and maintain. 
Is there a skills shortage? 
I think so. I'm reminded of the rush after the early 
success of some of these multiplayer games to add 
multtplayer functionality into gaming. But there's a 
whole new vocabulary of design you have to learn 
- the way you have to des1gn a multiplayer 
expenence is completely dtfferent from a 
singleplayer experience. And the technology was 
vastly dtfferent. And compantes who tned to 

shoehorn multiplayer aspects 

"lt's a gameplay experience where you have 
thousands of players doing whatever they 

want, w henever they want, and few 
people have the skill-set to handle that" 

into singleplayer games at the 
last m1nute got 1nto a lot of 
trouble, because from a 
gameplay perspective it didn't 
work, and from a technology 

fashion in terms of gameplay, it's just that we were 
looking at the hard numbers of: 'Hey. if you take 
our existing games, and you look at the new 
reqUirements that this game imposes - you have to 
pay to play, you are required to have an internet 
connection' -you'd tnink that that automatiCally 
d1m1n1shes your aud1ence. But in fact, it's done 
nothmg of the sort and, you know, 1 think the guys 
at Blizzard have done a great job in making WOW 
lt's deserved, but surprising. 

Do you think people have been able to form a 
decent understanding of why it's been so 
successful or do you think it's still quite a 
misunderstood game? 
Hmmm. I've been read1ng up on people's 
commentary and analysis here and there, and I 
don't th1nk any one person's got it completely 
right. Different people understand different aspects 
of 1t, but one that's been overshadowed is when 
people look at the numbers and they say: 'Oh my 
god, six million subscribers. that's many; many 
times the he1ght of Everquest, which was 500,000 

perspective it delayed their 
games because they essentially had to rewrite 
everythmg. And I think you see that now. as people 
are attracted to MMOs, there's simply not enough 
expertise, particularly in North America and Europe. 
And everything is ten t1mes harder 1n MMO. it's a 
gameplay experience where you have thousands of 
players doing whatever they want, whenever they 
want, and you have to account for that. Few 
people have the skill-set to handle that. 

There seems to be a clear split emerging 
between monthly subscription models and 
micropayments. Do you think that there's a 
need to choose between those models, or is 
there another way? 
I think it's true that the business model 1s very fluid 
nght now, but I think part of the appeal of the 
micropayment strategy withtn an MMO- not 
taking into account miCropayments for Xbox live 
which 1s a very different kind of an1mal - IS that 1t's 
a self-fulfilling prophesy. lt started in China where 
you had a lot.of ageing MMOs that didn't have a 
very strong subscriber base. and they needed to 



The DNA of a new MMO: RedS's roster is dominated by ex-Blizzard staft Including members of the award-winning cinematics team, the 
lead exterior level designer for WOW and veterans of WarCraft Ill (top left), St~rCraft (top middle) and Oiablo 11 (top right), but also 
features a key member of the X box live design team (middle left), alumni of Pilorwings 64 (middle right), Str~nger's Wrath (bottom left), 
Uru and Rise Of Nations, (bottom middle) as well as the designer of the legend of tht Five Rings <ollectible card~ (bottom right) 

continue in order to survive, so they tmmedtatety 
latched onto micropayments. So mteropayments 
were popular with the game compan,es - I don't 
know tf they're popular wtth garners. If you calltt a 
trend, it's really because it's somethmg born out of 
publisher necessity and I'm still wondenng how 
much of it is player momentum That sa1d I thmk 
there does ex•st a model for a mtcropayment-based 
MMO and I'm very 1mrigued 'n the way peop e are 
willing to pay for stmply aesthetocs for examo e I 
th1nk 1t really JUSt comes down to your style of 
games. You can create games that revolve around 
micropayments and you can create blockbuster 
games that can be subscribed by players to support 
things like live teams with lots of content update 
for free. And I think the type of expenence will 
shape the business model that's appropnate for it 

Where do you stand on the debate of whether 
the in-game economy should connect to the 
external economy or not? 
I haven't quite made up my mind. I look at 
collectable card games, where it's very much an 
economy that the guy who buys the best cards can 
compete at the htghest levels, and other gamers 
complain about 1t, but Mag1c: The Gathering ts still 
a phenomenally successful game But there 1s a 
d1fference. In a game like Magic, many players in a 
friendly game will play a sealed deck - they won't 
buy any cards and they'll just open the deck in 
front of them and play it. And you don't have that 
opt1on in MMOs currently, and that's the barrier. 

So where is the most work still to be done 
in MMOs? , 

Well. I th1nk that 1f Improvements in graphiCS 

expand .re aud ence by X, gamep ay and 
1mmers1ve wor os eYpand 11 by Y, and v.hen you 
th nk about the ~act that an MMO 1s bas•ca y a 
huge supercomputer platform connected to 
mtlltons of d ents everywhere, you have a platform 
that can deltver a more engagmg gameplay 
exper ence m terms of world s mu alien, Al, 
characters and emergent stares, and you can t 
compete w.th tna~ n any one box. That s ~e real 
hor zon n terms of MMOs 

Are you interested in releasing on consoles? 
Well, we haven't announced platforms. Obviously; 
we're lookrng to launch on PCs, because the 
maJority of game rooms tn As1a are on PCs, but 
consoles are getting very rnterestmg. They've solved 
the communication problems we talked about 
earlier, they have the market penetration. I think 
there are some challenges w1th the business model 
and how exactly that gets handled wtth platform 
holders. and there are some challenges to the game 
type Not every MMO game IS going to work well 
on a console, you have to come up with a game 
w1th the right user mechanics and Interface that's 
gong to appeal to both console on PC players. If 
we solve that, who knows where we'll be? 

Are you intrigued by what home consoles 
with portable sister products, like Wii and OS, 
may bring to persistent on line worlds where 
you may always want to have access? 
Absolutely. MMOs aren't a game, they're a way 
of hfe. and having ways to stay connected to the 
game no matter where you are is gorng to be 
very important in the future. ! think players ....., 
demandit. ~ 

START ~ 

The past few months INMI- a spate of home
grown concoctions giving digital life to real-world 
ardlttecture. whether it be simple deathmatch 
maps of American pundit pa!Ody The Colbert 
Report's studio. or artlst!QIIy upward to a 
stunning IMif life 2 NtCnlltion of Frant Uoyd 
Wright's rallingWdl(. but as with any lnllld that 

-...,.~,...and Imaginary ---hope to -lt continuL 
The lmlt....., doing ;ust that 

IIUIII¥InHr College London's 
c:..tN for MviiiCICI Spatial 
~ wlllre Dr Andrew 
~lth blogsCat 
~.lllogspat.com) 
about the progn!llS the group 
has been lftlklng modifying 
the hlghlyofttemlble IIPG 
06IIMon. 11lelr latest _,.,--=adding raw 

CAD data of the London Eye 
Into dlt gtlllll's world. which 
~-·•*Ptownnl 

.......... the dty of London. 
'11IOugllt tfltlfly ltlllic for now,. .. d 

'*......,.allowing • honlback ride 
................. .. tonllthlng 

..... DC ll1 ..., --about Mllng rHiity 

............. . . 's ......... If .lllptn's Sandlot .,......_.lt 11¥ a,_ (not to menllollllt us 
sfNitter lt Into a ...-on tiny plectl wNII on the 
hunt for a SWMn of Invading ants). 

• htt p://digitalurban.blogspol .<om/20061091 
london-~ye-visualis.ation-in-obl1vion.html 

There's no indication yet of whether Red S's MMO will bear any resemblance to World Of 
WarCraft; all that's currently announced is that the studio has licensed the Offset engine. 
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. INTERVIEW I 

Playing Guitar Hero 
on the MTV 
HMX has been bought by MTV- is it 
chart heaven or bad cover version hell? 

he recent acquisition of Harmonix by MTV 
has left the music game crowd alternately 
shocked and thrilled. We caught up with 

creative director Josh Randall for his own 
thoughts on their major-label signing. 

make next-gen games. I knew I'd check the forums 
and find: 'Now they' re just going to do Britney 
Spears games' -why would we do that? No one 
wants to mess with something that's working. 

Like the Amplitude track-list knee jerk? 
Yeah, exactly. Frequency had a lot of independent 
and underground bands, and we wanted to get an 
underground vi be - but honestly; if we could have 
afforded it, we would have gotten big bands too, 
so more people could get involved with the game. 

web. We're talking on line gaming for next -gen 
consoles, just to clear that up. We're not going to 
be making funky websites any t ime soon [laughs]. 

Is there a sense that GH brought MTV to you, 
so the future is more GH? 

We're definitely interested in doing more, because 
they' re really fun, but w e've got other stuff in the 
works. There is some added pressure now, as we 
have to keep up with the success of Guitar Hero, 

and then the other angle is to keep our original 
intentions. We started Guitar 

Was Harmonix in demand after Guitar Hero? 
We started getting lots of phone calls from lots of 
pretty big companies, one after the other, saying: 
'Hey, everyone here is addicted to your game: we 
should talk.' We initially started talking to MTV a 
year or two ago, just in terms of a partnership 
their logo is in GH - we weren't thinking: 'Hey, 
they might buy us!'. Everyone here is excited - we 
got to meet a bunch of MTV guys yesterday, and 
they see us as the future of how people are going 
to want to experience their music, and want to be 
a part of that The plan is for us to keep doing our 
thing: everyone here is staying, and we think it's a 
great opportunity to reach even more people. 

"We started Guitar Hero as a punk rock game, 
with crazy sharp angles and ugly characters. 

Hero as a punk rock game, w ith 
crazy sharp angles and sorta 
ugly characters. People liked 
that, but now it's a question of 
do we make it friendly for 
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People liked that, but now it's a question 
of do we make it friendly for everyone?" 

Were you ready for accusations of sell ing out? 
People don't know what it takes to make games, 
or what's really going on behind the scenes, and 
how being independent makes it really hard to 

Do you see the MTV deal helping your 
relationship with recording labels? 
I think a name like MTV is going to remove a lot of 
barriers. And bands that turned us down for GH 1 
are coming back wanting to be in GH2. The music 
industry is so complex, there's so many people 
involved, and as an independent developer with 
limited resources you wind up getting only one 
channel to talk with these artists and their labels. 

The press has referred to web production -
will you be working outside of consoles? 
That's a strange one. We f irst read that in the New 
York Times - I think that was a press person 
reading 'online gaming' and thinking that's the 

guiding principle has always been about using games to make music·making accessible to the ma.sses. Amplitude (left) brought 
modest number of converts, but it was Guitar Hero (right) that really built a following for the firm's approach to <reative videogaming 

everyone, or try that same 
experimental aesthetic? it's a new factor, since 
when we'd never really had a hit before we'd just 
do what we wanted. 

Do you think MTV will be suggesting what 
its audience will find palatable? 
Since the deal isn't f inalised yet, w e haven't really 
had any meet ings like that- I'm hoping that a lot 
of that stuff is going to be left up to us. The thing 
is, MTV isn't going to be our publisher: we're st ill 
going to be w orking w ith other publishers, so a lot 
of that direction will come f rom them. 

Has the furore over Lumines 2 and Lumines 
Live's t racklists been sobering? 
Games like that, or like Frequency, are just so hard 
to pick the songs for - GH is a rockin' guitar game, 
and that's the requirement. But for Amplitude I 
remember it being: 'We've got to have five per 
cent pop music, f ive per cent hip-hop .. . ' You try 
to appeal to everyone, and sometimes it's not 
grounded enough in a particular culture to appeal 
to anyone. it's a risk, and if we did another game, 
maybe w e'd limit the genre scope. 

Can we take that as confirmation of Freq :J? 
Oh my god, I would love to do that [laughs]. A lot 
of people here are psyched about it, and if the 
opportunity ever came up for us to do another, 
we would totally do it Right now nothing's ._, 
planned, but... ~ 



Kenny gets pwned 
MMORPGs land in South Park, 
with pretty sweet results 
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h my God! He killed Kenny!" shouts Kyle 
in Make Love, Not WarCraft. In th1s new 
mstalment of South Park the perpetrator is 

not a politician or paedophile, but a renegade 
player who has hacked the system to allow him to 
kill characters outside of duels. By obsess1vely 
play1ng the game 20 hours a day (and becoming 
overweoght pariahs 10 the process), Canman, Kyle, 
Stan and Kenny resolve to level up enough to beat 
the evil player. When two Blizzard executives arrive 
on the scene with a special weapon (the Sword of 
a Thousand Truths) to help the kids win, they let 
slip that they don't have WOW accounts of their 
own. "We have liVes," they explain. 

What at first seems like satorical ruthlessness 
actually turns out to be extremely sman marketong 
on the part of Blizzard. WOWs creator not only 
endorsed the episode, but went so far as to render 
and animate machinima-style characters for 10-
game footage on the show. This year has seen the 
company receive the attentions of the ma1nstream 
media as well as specialost press: WOW has 
managed to make the nevvs 1n 'quality' product1ons 
such as Newsnight and The International Herald 
Tribune. The game will also appear in ABC's gentle 
sitcom Help Me Help You. 

South Parte has been very flaHering to WOW indeed, with in·game 
graphics of a far higher standard than most players ever see 

by fastidiously pointing out factual inaccuracies in 
South Park's scripting and animation. Whether 

CINn and crisp, with just 
the right amount of Wli 

Never have thent been 
happi« lab ms 

Then's nothing likt • sung 
TDU match-up Invite 

Tw~ spines for tht price 
o f one isn' t progres1 

Predictably, some hardcore elements m the 
w1der WOW communoty have started a backlash 

they're defenders of the faith or just simply ..., 
reven10g to type os up for debate. ~ 

KINGDOM COME 
Ballard's latest acute vision places shopping 
as the spark for future apolitical revolution 

With his name the basis of the dictionary definition for 'dystopian 
modernity.' it's little surprise J G Ballard's latest book is no laughing 
matter. But considering the strong autobiographical thread that runs 
through his oeuvre, the opening paragraphs get you wondering If the old 
man's finally lost his momentum. We're back. driving the motorways 
around Heath row that characterised 1973's Crash, perhaps his enduring 
work of zeitgeist. But he's much too canny a player to be caged so easily 
by his back catalogue. Instead, Kingdom Come is an unsettling current 
vision of how the underlying spirit of nationalism can combust when 
mixed with our neo-consumerism. 

lt's all ambivalently packaged in the life of Richard Pearson, a 42-year
old who's just been sacked as an advertising executive by his ex-wife. But 
the crucial event for Pearson is the senseless gunning down of his father, 
a retired commercial pilot in a suburban shopping mall. 

Cut adrift from his posh Chelsea life, Pearson travels to the scene of 
the crime to try and figure out the cause. There, caught between the local 
establishment and the public that haunt the shopping centre, he finds 
himself becoming a willing activist in the sort of slow social revolution 
Ballard suggests underpins the wealthy, unsettled M4 corridor. And even 
if the denouement of the story is bumpy, Ballard's wider ability to dissect 
the currents of contemporary existence remains as sharp as ever. 

CONVERGENCE CULTURE 
Forget the all-in-one entertainment box. 
Convergence is about social interaction 

Thank goodness for Henry Jenkins Ill. The Deflorz Professor of Humanities 
and director of M IT's comparative media studies program has sorted out 
many a wayward GDC academic panel talk In his time, and Convergence 
Culture should have a similar effect when it comes to games and other 
messy media. Jenkins' work has always been about how audiences 
experience and interact with media. No stereotypes such as 'passive TV 
watching' and 'active gaming' here. As Jenkins points out, the movement 
and activity of a family during an episode of American Idol is about as 
interactive a process as you could imagine. This too shapes his approach 
to that trickiest of terms, 'convergence'. Redefining it from the hardware
centric way it's generally used, Jenkins argues convergence of media 
happens in the brains of the audience and the social networks that result. 

He builds on this with chapters looking at examples such as the 
spoiler groups who work to guess the winner of US show Survivor, the 
spectrum of intermedia products that was The Matrix and, perhaps most 
interestingly. the wider impact of the Harry Potter books in US culture. 
These range from a general boost to children's literacy, the rise of fan
created content and Warners' legal dilemma concerning them, through to 
the d ifferent ways Christian groups have dealt with the books' perceived 
occult content. His conclusion is that while content is powerful, the places 
your audience takes it are even more so. 
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Mushihime-sama Futari 
FORMAT: ARCADE PUBLISHER; CAVE 

Showcase<~ at AMS 2006 and at an unsually l~ngthy location test 
in Akihabara's HEY arcade. Cave's sequel is taking iu popularity 
as an excus~ to toughen up. More cues, in fact. have been taken 
from the equally ruthless Espga/uda 11, though the familiar bullet 
patterns at least lead to incomparably oversized boss encounters 

Phoenix Wright: Justice For All 
FORMAT: OS PUBLISHER CAPCOM 

The se>-called new features of Gyakuten Saiban l re<onvened are 
actually quite familiar. the game's investigation/trial structure 
and established events clearly stifling iu capacity for innovation. 
Those decisive secrets and lies are now kept behind defendants' 
Psyche Locks. a life bar replacing the usual exclamation marks 

Rainbow Six Vegas 
FORMAT; 360. PSJ PUBLISHER: UBISOFT 

The honeymoon's over. for now at least. Previow code that should 
be a Marketplace demo by the time Edge hiu the shelves falls 
short of even the most cautious expectations. Set in the same 
construction site that informed last issue's preview. it's become a 
predictable and linear experience with clumsy scripted momenu 

New games, and updates on games already on the radar 

Metal Slug Anthology 
FORMAT: PSP PUBLISHER: IGNITION 

The website URL suggests it to be the ultimate Slug. though who 
would put money on it really being the last? The 11th·hour 
addition of Metal Slug 6 at least makes this a definitive history of 
the series' slde-scrollers, though neither the 'full' widescreen 
support nor co·op modes have appeared so far in preview code 

Railfan 
FORMAT: PSJ PUBliSHER: TAITO 

Next stop on the line from Oensha Oe Go I and Train Swulator is 
Ongakukan's assets· laden PS3 version, featuring enough high
definition photography and video to half·fill a Blu-ray disc. The 
result is pin sharp, with Chicago's elevated Brown Une joining 
Tokyo's Chuo and the Keihan-Outou between Kyoto and Osaka 

Superman Returns 
FORMAT; 360, PS2, PSP. XBOX PUBLISHER: EA 

Perhaps the -•ght of life in Metropolis hasn't broken the back 
of EA Tiburon after all. Though Superman Survives might serve as 
a more relevant title now that the window of tie· in opportunity 
has been overshot, X06 at least showed a game meandering, if 
not flying. towards its intended bar of average sandbox heroism 

Far Cry Vengeance 
FORMAT: Wn PUBLISHER: UBISOFT 

How Ubisoft will map actions siiCh as grenade tossing. feral 
swiping and balancing to the Wil Remote seems all too obvious, 
and sure to attract accusations of hammering square pegs into 
round holes (there'll probably bt a minlgame). Can this launch 
title be more than a novelty FPS over a year past its prime? 

Gyakuten Saiban 4 
FORMAT. OS PUBliSHER; CAPCOM 

Not an Ace Attorney-style remake. but an all new OS adventure. 
Hopes are high that iu tailor-made cases will feature the same 
dual language support as the last two Japanese releases. New 
Ace Attorney Hosuke Odoroki, however, sounds like a man 
awaiting more dedicated localisation, much like his predecessor 

Metal Gear Sol id : Portable Ops 
FORMAT: PSP PUBLISHER; KONAMI 

No singleplayer mode on show at TGS. unfortunately, but enough 
polish and intuitiveness in the available deathmatches. Most of 
its charm seems to exist in quirky gametypes such as Capture The 
Frog and in a roll call of returning MGS characters to crawl about 
its trenches. Environmentally, however. it remains somewhat drab 

for all the deafening cat-calls accusing L.ocoRoco of stealing 
entire chapters from G/lh'l playbook despite their glaring and 
fund.tmental differences, there's no getting around the fad 
that GUIIIOoy will undergo the same scrutiny and lneYttable 
comf*lsons to both. But a!Mft from the fact that you play as 
1 bill which, as bills do, t raverses levels by rolling, bouncl119 
and collecting. 1t does do a fair amount to set itwlf apart. 

unsettling charm of Wik. Czech developer Clnemax has creatH 
an at-times dark fairytale world that's as deeply physical to 
move through as either of the aforementioned games. Though 
the objectives are limited primarily to collecting. there's a 
sense of unpreclldablllty and a sense of danger (Gumboy 
being a fair bit more fragile than similar heroes) that give it 
real challenge. Well-played IOIMSOIM-Wfllstl sound design 
(discounting Gumboy's own disqu~ utterances) and artful 
lumlnence In darbr zones round off a very polished effort. 

lleneath its ugly-duckli119 visual design that calls to mind 
some of the sunealist naturalism of Samorost and vaguely 



FJS:3: ecst end w est 
Fomitsu's Koji Aizowo on the international PS3 hype 

Summit - in part because I 
was invited by the UK 
embassy in Japan, but also 
just because I love to attend. 
Amongst the many events, 
one in particular caught my 
attention: Jamie Macdonald 
of SCE Worldwide Studios 
gave a Developing for a 
Network Experience keynote. 

In essence, the speech was a primer in what to do in the face of 
skyrocketing development costs: small developers should seek support 
from larger companies and publishers; the standalone game business 
is coming to an end, so realign your focus on network play; keep staff 
numbers to a minimum and work with freelancers wherever possible. 
Perhaps the nuances of the message differed slightly, but you get the 
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general gist. That this line comes straight from 
the horse's mouth in the form of SCE seems very 
unsettling and surprising, especially considering 
the imminent launch of the PS3. Maybe the time 
has indeed come for unprepared developers to 
drop out of the business, but in the context of a 
conference it seemed to offer little hope. 

designers to use well-known tools at very 
reasonable costs. Plus, the Wii controller is 
encouraging companies to create games in 
extremely creative ways. 

In the gaming world, at least, I have the feeling 
that the PS3 is generating a somewhat negative 
response in Europe. In Japan, however, it looks 

I still don't know anybody who's changed their mind about the PS3 after 
Kuturogi's keynote. But with only 100,000 units on offer at Launch, it's 
still really hard to gouge whether there will be any Left after day one 

Leaving London on the Eurostar, I headed 
to Paris where I met with a few games industry 
insiders. Excitement around the Wii was very 
strong, though this is probably compacted by 
the delay of the P$3 in Europe. In development 
terms, the Wii is like an upgraded version of 
the GameCube, allowing programmers and 

as though the platform is recovering. Obviously 
Ken Kuturagi's TGS announcement of a price 
drop has had a huge impact on the console's 
prospects. That the 20GB model will offer HDMI 
as standard for around ¥50,000 can only help 
matters. To be honest, I still don't know anybody 
who's changed their mind about the PS3 following 



KuturagJ '~ keynote. But wrth only 100,000 unrts 
on the shelves at launch, it's still really hard to 
gauge whether or not there will be any left after 
day one. 

TGS was literally packed with HD d1splays. 
Virtua F1ghter 5 was especially impressive. If garners 
at the show d1dn't feel the need to immediately 
1nvest .n an HDTY, I'm pretty sure they started to 
senously thmk about it. While very popular trtles 
lrke FFX/11 and MGS4 won't be out for a while, I 
was able to get some hands-on ttme with the likes 
of Devil May Cry 4, MotorStorm and Reststance. 
Playing these games convinced me that I may well 
end up with a PS3 myself, despite the expense. 
Of course, I need to get that masstve 40-inch 
1 080p HD dtsplay first. Unfortunately, many 
Japanese live tn tiny apartments reminiscent 
of rabb1t hutches. Perhaps the only solutton ._, 
will be to move home! ~ 

• - i 
SOMETHING ABOUT JAPAN ~ 



Boomerang controller 
Edge's most wanted Did Sony's good old pad really come to PS3's rescue? 

Half Life 2: Episode 2 

Valve has left enough loose ends to 
fund the most lucrative of pay-offs. T he PS3 Play Beyond trailer little to stifle suggestion of PS3's 
though who's to say this won't be 

aired at TGS was a classic. backwards mentality. a meagre advance Instead of the 
full amount? History- that's who Classic Sony, that is. In it, an And to complicate matters, this 
160, PC PSJ. VALV ·" urban professional discovers- or month's Hype plays host to a row 

rediscovers- the PlayStation pad over the controller's own abihty to 
Sonic The Hedgehog stood bolt upright on the floor of a keep up. On one side there's 

brutally cheerless apartment. it's Res1stance: Fall Of Man, an FPS 
st1ll the complete iconographic wh1ch re-awakens the concerns 
package, recognisable in silhouette over analogue prec1sion we hoped 
with face button symbols and a had been laid to rest. But then 
pre-Spider-Man insignia. there's Lair, a game that celebrates 

He moves to pick it up, and the pad 's new tilt technology as a 
suddenly it's not a videogame breakthrough in the same field. 
interface but a skeleton key, The Play Beyond ad is a relic 10 

pulling open the first of many this respect: it belongs to a t1me 
lt remains highly questionable, but doorways to distant, desolate when Sony's pad was the pinnacle, at least it seems like the Sonic 
franchise is evolving beyond the lands. Once done, it shoots away capable of integrating whichever 
realms of simply advertising like a cannonball, crashing through technology threatened to make it 
the wares of the awful cartoon. several brick walls before a obsolete, and required to do l i;O PS3. SEGA 

rendezvous with the PS3 logo and nothing else but endure. lt was. 

Metal Gear Solid 4 its E3 slogan. it may be feather- back then, indestructible. But the 
light in reality, but here it's dark, failure to accept that its sticks 
dense, and indestructible. have been bettered, together 

The tra iler begs a question: did with a spot of bother with some 
Sony bring this controller back or people called Immersion, has 
is it actually powerless to keep it changed everything. 
away? Despite efforts to move on Clearly, it still has strengths 
with 2005's E3 prototype, a less- (though it can't play a good game 
than-humble retreat saw that old of Frequency any more), but its 
bully of the peripheral playground capacity for weakness is something 

Kojima's two-year tease is slowly welcomed back. And its image Sony has to address. There's 

creeping up on us. In under 12 clearly hasn't changed - it's still nothing to stop a flawed controller 
months we'll get to see how the the same old bruiser. At a time being replaced, but a reputation 
new trailer's impossible camera when reinvention lay at the heart for interface inadequacy is ~ angles compare to the real thing. 
PSl, KONAMI of the competing brands, it does something you can't upgrade. 

Lair 
PS3 

32 Devil May Cry 4 
PS3 

33 World Of WarCraft: 

34 

35 

36 

38 

40 

42 

42 

43 
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The Burning Crusade 
MAC. PC 

Resistance: Fall Of Man 
PSJ 

Alan Wake 
360, PC 

Star Trek: Legacy 
360.PC 

Thrillville 
PS2. PSP. XBOX 

Ridge Racer 7 
PS3 

Dead Or Alive Xtreme 2 
360 

The Sopranos: 
Road To Respect 
PS2 

Phantasy Star Universe 
360. PC PS2 

Need For Speed Carbon 
360. GC. PC. PS2 PSl. PSP. xaox. Wio 
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FORMAT: PS3 
PUBLISHER: SCEE 

OEVELOPER: FACTOR 5 
ORIGIN: USA 

RELEASE: 2007 

Lair 
Its tilt controls rock, but will 
clumsy combat burn its claws? 

ow often is the perfect interface 
included in the box? In the case of 
most simulation genres, where a 

complimentary steering wheel or flight stick 
still begs for pedals or a throttle lever, never. 
Not that Lair is a classic simulation, but it 
does place that same challenge of indirect 
control in your hands. More to the point, in 
PS3's unproven controller it's found the 
unlikeliest of perfect interfaces, and one that 
everyone who plays it can enjoy. 

Opening with a telltale tutorial - a dry 
run through immense floating hoops - Lair 
makes one thing immediately clear: you are 
not a dragon. As w1th Shadow Of The 
Colossus' Agro, there's a point of 
disconnection between your mount - in this 
case a truly glorious juggernaut of airborne 
muscle - and you, the hulking suit of armour 

One of the tests to determine fAils superiority over Rogue Squadron will be the bond that develops with your ride. The 
visuals and interface have given it a head start, but turning airborne flamethrower into magnificent beast will take more 

Factor 5 president Julian Eggebrecht 
agrees, though not when we suggest 
mastery of these reins to be part of the 
game's difficulty curve. "I don't believe in 
complex interfaces," he declares. "I'm 

I Gentle turns suggest precise, absolute control, but 
urgent twists add a layer of resistance - a split
second test of your authority over ten tonnes of reptile 

in its saddle, betrayed as human by a narrow 
glimpse of eyes and surrounding skin. Gentle 
turns suggest precise, absolute control, but 
urgent twists add a layer of resistance - a 
split-second test of your authority over ten 
tonnes of reptile. Say what you like about 
Sony's decision to adopt it, but this feels like 
a game that tilt was made to control. 

impatient and a firm believer in instant 
gratification, though I want depth layered on 
top. By assigning moves to gestures with the 
motion controller, we simplified the multi
button interface. If you slam it down, you 
dash forward; if you pull it towards you, the 
dragon does a 180. On the ground, you do 
ta il-slams by using the gesture recognition, 

and even in mid-air combat you can dodge 
and attack with it. lt all helps to achieve a 
visceral level that otherwise isn't possible." 

A limited demo at TGS featured a 
technically outstanding world, rendered in 
realtime to its most precipitous cliffs and 
sunken valley floors, but its action was 
confined to a single fortified bridge. Which 
begs the question: where exactly will the 
Lair experience exist between those two 
extremes? Will it be long or short? Action, 
adventure, or something else? Or, as 
Eggebrecht claims, will it be the whole loP 
"it's not your MMORPG, but then it's also 
much more involved and evolved than Rogue 
Leader was five years ago. The strategic 
element we've wanted in our games for a 
long time is finally possible because Cell can 
simulate two full armies at war while at the 



ExKUtion moves usually see one rider fordbly dismount another, often adopting a new dragon in the process. The process 
is automated and often involves a swift wh<ldt with • mace, but sometimes brings mort spectacular weapons to bear 

same ttme mvolving the player 1n tntncate 
one-on-one battles. it's suddenly a hv1ng and 
breath1ng world, sometimes shorter, 
somet1mes longer in its individual missions." 

Not a Rogue Squadron redux, then, but 
not entirely divorced. "We are using all of 
the expenence we gained in that genre of 
flight and projectile combat," he adm1ts 
· But in a more general sense, Larr 1S usmg 
lessons earned from everything we've done 
in the past, go1ng all the way back to the 
Turrican games. Since it's possible to go 
seamlessly from air to ground, the design of 
levels IS much more complicated. Plus. even 
for the basiC flight, since Lau's creatures are 
fully physics-based and the mouon control is 
used to the full, it's a very different beast to 
an X-Wng controlled with a st1ck • 

Aerial combat corroborates th1s, though 

seldom to the greatest effect. A shoulder 
button holds your course towards a locked 
target, w1th long-range fireballs mapped to 
the face buttons, while close proximity mvites 
a dragon-upon-dragon attack. Believable 
thrusts of the pad towards your target result 
in close quarters swoops, and button combos 
then engage tooth and claw. Aher what 
presently feels ltke a rather mondless mash, a 
senes of penpheral vision pulses act as QTE 
prompts, w1th further correctly-timed thrusts 
triggering stages of an elaborate execution. 

Here's where Lair has us most concerned, 
because it forces you to draw a line between 
interface and control scheme. A very natural 
process of flight makes way for one of 
gam1ng's most robotic combat procedures, 
and there's almost no chance 1n the TGS 
bu1ld of you fluffing it up, the challenge 

HYPE ~ 

Your warrior character can dismount when landtd. but Eggebrecht denies 
any assodated hack-and-slash. "You will be able to dismount and mount 
in certain areas. but we won't let you explore and battle on-foot just yet• 

instead to be found in target track1ng and 
raisong hel down below. Co osoon wtth a 
honzonta ty flat surface s enough for your 
dragon to touch down, the to t controls 
flattenong to a 20 plane and dorect1ng 1ts 
charge. W1th Jets of flame and melee sw1pes, 
you can directly mfluence the ttde of battle. 

"We're balancmg it w1th a morale meter 
display," says Eggebrecht. "By constantly 
tetlong the player what the morale of h1s 
troops os he can choose when to break away 
from one-on-one scenanos and enter other 
parts of the battle. ~hat's one of the fun and 
very non-linear evolutions that the PS3 
makes possible - a world that's even more 
frenzied and chaotic than in our past efforts, 
but at the same t1me one that prov1des the 
player w1th more control than before " 

Lau's abundance of events, together with 
the agony of seeong its superb interface 
clash with 1ts close quarters combat, makes 
you wonder if those rigid and troublesome 
mid-air moments are actually necessary at 
all. lnterestmgly, Eggebrecht describes its 
furious, multi-faceted action as a plate
spinning act But where that 1mp1tes a 
fleeting touch, which would entirely su1t 
the elegant lethallty of these warnng 
dragons, the game spends much of its ..._, 
demo in a ham-f1sted brawl. ~ 

The X factor 

Though ulr Is the IIIIClOIId 
technical showcase given by 
flldw 5 too I ClOniOie laundl, 
the first being GMieCube's 
Rogue Lelder, the studio 
._ ofrw.d. Wlllth Gf 
addltloMI aclvlol to 
manufact~Rn. So who 
typically.....,..,. who? 
"Thar''not an .-y _, 
becaule trJ not an Hl)l 
procea, • says Eggebntcht. •Just.- followed 
hardware development 
llllct In the PSZ. llllox and 
GameCube clars. -did the 
-with this ,.. ... .e~ona~ 
jump -' ..... too .. tine 
Gf the bit- In ...,. Olf 
game tides rather than just 
engine-work, there was a 
certain amount of power 
needed for a game a. Lair, 
and motion control has 
been on our mind for ..-.y 
,..,s. so the 1153 was the 
perfect piMfGmL Wtt 
showed the concept too 
Sony. ther IICived it. and off 
-went.· 
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fORMAT: PS3 
PUBLISHER: CAPCOM 

OEVELOPER:IN·HOUSE 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 
RELEASE: 2007 

DMC4 is,n' t as direct a visual desceodant as 
Dead Rising, but a clear overlap remains 
between this Capcom generation and the last, 
even if the special effects are now superior 
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Devil May Cry 4 
Slashing the chances of an unholy mess, 
the new leading man ascends to HO 

A 
swell as bemg Devil May Cty's 
s1gnature, nrmbleness is also its 
lifeline A t1ghtrope walk - a 

tightrope dance, even - between action and 
melodrama, momentum and distractron. the 
series tweaks rts formula with every episode, 
doing so at rts penl. OMC4 is the most 
dangerous yet, just one of many changes 
having removed Dante, the icon, from both 
his place on the game's cover and his leadmg 
role. Though he remains pivotal to its events. 
notably older yet stubbornly kinetic, it's 
unknown to what degree his allegiances will 
shift in th1S story. set immedrately after the 
first game's but long before the second's 

Centre stage now belongs to Nero - no 
son of Sparda but st1ll a fresh-faced Dante 

A new anny of marionene freaks waits to be beaten from 
pillar to post. drafted by Breath Of Fire artist Tatsuya 
Yoshikawa. Early examples have scythe legs that spark 
off the ground befo<t lurching into flashing roundhouses 

lookal ke, w1th added similantres to OMC3's 
Verg1 Rumours naturally abound as to the 
nature of therr relationship, even go1ng as far 
as to suggest the latter as part demonrc 
possessor of the new hero, but producer 
H~royuki Kobayashi is keenly play~ng down 
such narrative significance. As ever. rt's 
probably best to take both fan theones and 
Capcom deflections with equal amounts of 
salt, Nero's moves, after all, are more 
rmportant than his looks. Wrth a new sword
cum-srdearm, the Red Queen, JOinrng hrs 
dual prstols and stratosphenc leaps, he's 
more than just a pretty face - someth1ng the 
game generally aspires to be. 

Re1nforc1ng the notion that consrstent 
ant1-ahas1ng will be the s~ngle most 1mportant 
breakthrough 1n console game aesthetrcs -
rf there's no such notion, then consrder one 
proposed- DMC4 is currently a jagged edge 
away from looking sensational. Baroque to 
near-absurdity but never to a fault, it stands 
to be one of PS3's most flattering frrst
generation titles, self-shadowed and holdrng 
frrm at 60 frames per second. That's not so 
much a change. however. as a log1cal step 
forwards- the kind that Capcom famously 
takes in rts stride. Where Kobayashr and 
drrector Hrdeaki ltsuno have a real frght on 

The jagged edges seen in the 
too·brief TGS demo, which is 
topped and tailed in a way 
that suggests public release, 
may have been exacerbated 
by the t OBOp TV sets used 
exclusively on Sony's stand. 
DMC4 actually runs at 720p 

Nero's glum cynicism reflects a general downturn in DMC 
spirits. his role slaying demons unable to keep his own 
at bay, or lift the shadow from the game's environments 

their hands is in avoiding accusations of a 
predominantly visual upgrade by raising the 
series' combative game. 

DMC4 has controversially dttched rts 
predecessor's style system, wtth another of 
this month's Capcom fighters lending rt a 
surprising replacement: not JUSt a hand. but 
a God Hand. Though it can't conJure up that 
game's roulette wheel of frreballs and krcks 
to the balls. Nero's demon limb can grapple 
distant enemies mid-combo to bnng them 
within range of his sword, or alternatively 
throw them away or to the floor. 

Threading together A-rank combos has 
suddenly become simpler, or at least that's 
how it seems in the TGS demo. But if we had 
to make a call regard ng whether or not thrs 
disruption of balance would persrst, we'd 
suggest not. Even in the most crowded 
chambers. it's still possible to earn everything 
down to a D rank for partiCUlarly uninspired 
strings, and a mere tweak here and there 
could easily put OMC's players back in ...., 
their place at its feet . ~ 



Outland- a shattered, vagutly sd·fi· 
infle<ted world due to be o~ntd in a 
major world event - has lush sunshine 
and melancholy beauty surpassing 
anything currently in the game. as 
well as the expe<ttd lurid crags 

Sunstrider Isle, home of the Blood Elves, could well be the prettiest zone in the whole world; an autumnal, 
wooded paradise, it's a world away from the hardscrabble rural areas most of the Horde races start in 

World Of WarCraft: The Burning Crusade 
Blizzard's substantial revision of its MMO 
phenomenon is more than just two pretty faces 

he term 'expansron' doesn't really T do JUstrce to The Burnmg Crusode, 
wh1ch is shaprng up to be much 

more than a mere vertiCal extens1on to 
World Of WarCrah it's more of a cultural 
revolution: bes1des the ra1sed level cap, new 
contrnem, new dungeons. new profess1on 
and two new races, 1t wrll be an agent of 
tnckledown change even for those who 
don't buy it. And all srgns po1nt to a change 
for the better. 

The most dramatrc shrft wrll be 1n player
versus-player combat, wrth a brave and 
complete eradication of the rankrng system
gear being doled out in a strarght exchange 
for honour points. Combrned wrth the new 
inter-server and intra-faction arena fightrng 
for teams of two to five- complete w1th 
matchmaking system and seasonal events-

the arm is to elimrnate the pumsh ng gnnd to 
the top of the PvP tree. and rep ace .t wrth 
genurne. competmve, globa sport Fans of 
massed combat will be rewarded With battles 
for control of neutra towns- and the r 
quests and vendOrS - 10 the new continent 
of OutJand 

WOWs most senous problem has been 
the narrOWing of players' opoons come the 
endgame. w1th the pnmacy of ra1d dungeons 
ostrac1srng casua players and smaller gu1lds, 
and homogemsrng the talent budds and 
equipment of those who do take part. 
Almost every aspect of The Burnmg 
Crusode works agarnst that: more v1able 
diversrfrcatron rn the extended talent trees; 
the new jewelcrafting profession and 
attendant customisable, socketed items; 
the reductron of the player cap on new 

Tht Draenei, originally from Outland, have crashed on 
Azeroth in an inteHiimensional fortress that becomes 
thtir home town.lt's located on an island oH Kalimdor, 
near tht Night Elves' similarly remote starting arta 

rard dungeons from 40 to 25. The winged 
des1gn of most new dungeons is particularly 
democratiC typ1cally they'll feature three five
man sections pitched at different level ranges 
between 60 and 70, and a fourth level 70 
rard wing. In additron, al frve-man wings 
can be set to a hard, top-level drff1culty 
sett1ng, wrth loot scal1ng to match, offering 
a genurne alternative to ra1ds for sma ler 
dungeon teams Across the board, demands 
on t1me and organ1so!lon are berng reduced, 
and rt's be1ng made eas er for more people 
to see more of the game 

For all th1s tlnkenng, Bhzzard has not 
forgotten rts pnmary role as nngmaster. Its 
flarr for showmanship wrll probably be 
expressed most flamboyantly rn the new 
rnstances, but the flyrng mounts are 
attentron-grabbrng to say the least, Outland 
rs v1sually stunnrng and, well, outlandish, 
and the two new races are as chansmatic 
as any rn the game The preemng Blood 
Elves and mystical Draenei may have a 
rather bumpy land1ng rn the lore, but it's 
cushroned by extravagantly beautrful new 
startrng areas covenng the first 20 levels. 
new home c1t1es, anractrve mounts - the 
Elekk and Cockatrice- and even new quests 
to take them through the old zones between 
levels 20 and 60 

On paper, it's hard to see where Blizzard 
has put a foot wrong, but 1n practice. such 
profound change- to PvP. loot, raidrng, 
maths, everythrng - throws up a forest of 
balancrng ISSues that are still being resolved. 
There's bound to be a parnful transitional 
penod for some players, maybe even most. 
But there's no doubt that this crusade ~ · 
is a righteous one. ~ 

FORMAT: PC 
P\JBLISHER: VIVENDI UNIVERSAL GAMES 
DEVELOPER: BLIUARD 
ORIGIN: US 
RELEASE: TIC 
PREVIOUSLY IN: E157, E164 
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FORMAT; PS3 
PUBLISHER; SCEE 

DEVELOP£R; INSOMNIAC 
ORIGIN: US 

RELEASE: NOVEMBER 11 (JAPAN), 
NOVEMBER 11 (US) 

f iMr senses of gravity. paco. control and 
consequence are all that stands between the 
TGS demo and the blitzkrieg thaU<reenshots 
sugges~ but Resistance seems set on its 
direction, and short of time in which to 
master its platform's unweighted controller 
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Resistance: Fall Of Man 
Can the biggest game in 
history really be t his shallow? 

1i 
he hkes of Black and Timesplltters 
mtght have prevtously wrestled some 
form of obedtence out of the 

notorious DuaiShock analogue sticks, but the 
weightless Res1stance: Fall Of Man lacks 
either game's authority. At TGS, in a build of 
presumably near-final quality, that's where its 
problems began, with a PS3 controller that 
still feels like poison to the FPS. 

This early in PS3's game, no one's asking 
lnsomn1ac's frenetiC shooter to be stunn1ng -
just dtfferent. After so long in the doldrums, 
Sony JUSt needs to prove that its machine 1s 
able to take back the FPS, if not necessarily 
poised. But Resistance, a supposedly 
harrowing slaughterhouse of real-world 
physics, keen to prove that aliens in 1950s 
Britain are a more troubling and exhilarating 
prospect than Germans in 1940s France, 
feels all too famthar. In its current form, it 

could actually be the last th1ng Sony needs· a 
predtctable slog, wrth PS2 wr·tten all over tt. 

As you butt 1nto 1ts surfaces and 
characters with wild analogue thrusts, the 
game's world not only moves like that of a 
PS2 shooter before the eyes, but buckles 
further beneath the we1ght of expectation. 
Irrespective of who's been dropp1ng the 
bombs, its blitzed streets and suburbs are 
commonly apocalypuc w th furnrture such as 
buses, telephone boxes. bncks and wmdow 
frames pumme ed nto stray piles There's no 
suggest,on of the co d and prectse mtellect 
that built City 17, nor that the barricaded 
shells of houses were ever actually homes. All 
it's taken to butld thts umverse is gunpowder, 
whtch wouldn't be a problem were there 
better guns to use it m. 

Cnt1C1sm of the game's weapons seems 
unfa1r when you constder the effort behind 
the~r construct•on, and almost unfathomable 
1f you cons•der Ratchet & Clank But maybe 
1t's the lack of rumble support. the overly 
buoyant controls and the comparauve •ack of 
movement 1n th1s world that costs them the~r 

The three·day period in which Sgt Nathan Hale endures 
the game's events sees a British landscape steadily being 
cocooned by Chimera barricades and facilities. What the 
aliens introduce, however, the humans can also exploit 

impact. The current application of a 
supposedly sophisticated physics engine 
dwells too much on details and never on 
the whole, with car doors flapptng about anc 
dirt cOnJured around grenade blasts, but little 
damage that's worthy of your ftre. Res1stance 
at times feels like a theme park adventure, 
full of ngid props and smoke machines. 

In what sounds like a sci·ft plot twist, a 
black hole seems to be sucktng all the energ) 
out of Insomniac's shooter. Etther that or the 
four-level demo at TGS, kept to a one-per
session limit by unsktppable, text-heavy 
cutscenes, simply failed to make its point. 
This is the 22GB poster child of Blu-r ay, yet 
tt's hard to appreciate the detail. Its weapons 
are made for strateg1c play, yet when you're 
carrying them all at once tt'S hard to care. Its 
Chimeran enem1es are cunmng and cruel. ye 
demonstrate little of the AI that Cellts 
supposed to empower. So we're crossmg our 
fingers with a heavy heart, wa1ting for ~ 
proof of how little we actually know. ~ 



Alan Wake 
Light f inally dawns on 
Remedy's mysterious adventure 

8 
right Falls is a place of uncertaonty. 
where the line between waking and 
dreaming, shockmg and dreaded, 

real and imagined is too lone to trace We 
know this because a car has JUSt fallen out of 
the sky and landed at the feet of an amazed 
developer. "Umm, • he says, lookmg round 
the wreckage of a tornado-ravaged truck
stop. "let's go back to town· 

HYPE~ 

Those wtoo found Oblivion's sight-seeing ~uiling are likely to Sp<!nd 
a lot of time in Bright Falls simply hiking in the hills. The setting's 
naturalism means it's fairly unvaried, but it's never less than breathuking 

FORMAT: 360, PC 
PUBLISHER: MICROSOFT 
DEVELOPER: REMEDY 
ORIGIN: FINLAND 
RELEASE: TBA 
PREVlOUSLY IN; E164 

The idea of A/an Wake's world havong 
airborne cars and explosove enwonments es 
particularly shocking, because sonce ets debut 
at E3 2005 it's been deserted and dormant. 
giving nothing away about the mtenteons of 
the game beyond its troubled hero and hos 
icily beautiful hohday spot. Developers 
Remedy, preveously known for theor Max 
Payne games, executed a danngly somple 
publicity campaign of refusong to tell anyone 
anything about the game. whoch dod nothing 
to slow the flow of 'Best Of E3 · rosettes 
awarded on the bases of some noce 
mountains and a lonely-lookong man in a 

From the demo, the thirdp<!rson combat looked a little clumsy and vague. but ot seems dear that Wake was never 
supposed to be an accomplished marksman, instead firing only when fear and despftation become overwhelming 

scarf. But now Bright Fa lls has come to hfe, 
and the nature of Wake's role- above and 
beyond havmg to be believably herooc woth a 
name hke Alan - has become clear 

Remedy bills the game as a psychologocal 
action thriller, but in many respects rt moght 
be better described as a new dorectoon for 
the adventure genre. Alan, troubled horror 
writer, recently bereaved and plagued by 

The tornado is a fantastic physics set·piece, tearing the roofs from shacks, scooping cars and loose debris skyward, and 
tugging determinedly at the corners of heavier objects until something else bangs into them, propelling them into the air 

1nsomnra. os m Bnght Falls for a rest cure, but 
os fondong enstead that the noghtmares that 
mspored hos best-seller have come for their 
cut And so the old adventure tropes of 
tnggerong cutscenes woth the locals, and 
travellong from A to B and back. become 
moxed woth modern action bastes: that 
adventure game commuting can now take 
the form of hokong onto the emposmgly bleak 
mountaons. or cruosong along the roads which 
snake through them. And, when the 
darkness does catch up woth htm, Wake can 
rely on hos gun rather than a QTE. All the 
next-gen boxes are tocked- the dynamic day/ 
night cycle is layered woth a truly astonishing 
weather system. and the physiCs are flexible 
enough to let a tornado tear a soaring, 
bruosong gash through buildongs, car parks 
and rubbosh tops, before scattering the 
fragments on gentle, deadly arcs as it departs. 

But the core adventure game challenge 
remaons. Can Remedy deliver a story which 
satisfoes, partiCularly when ot's aiming at the 
psychologocal (which games can struggle 
woth) and the hornfyong (a genre in which 
cheesy is a much more hkely outcome 
than classy)? If 1t can, then et may lay an 
entire genre's demons to rest along 
woth Alan Wake's. 

lt's IIIIIUrllffli ...... to the 
nlgi.-;....W. Nitunl of 
Wlllut's -- thllllght Is 
.. gNIItlllt ..,. He'll ..... 
bo4h hiiiDidl .nd his "'" 
to ._ ..... 11111 lt's dur the,._ will play '-vlly 
on childhood fears br 
dousing the lights .. the 
bogeymen approach. The 
lighting Is as *""<!logically 
-..nd as lhe physics and -·Iller. vol~ flowing through window-
panes and walkracb. The 
suggestion of lhe X06 demo 
is ihat wake's nemesis can 
tMe the form of Dark Alan. 
providing an embodied 
target for the gunplay, 
and a focus for die 
cinematic: ut-ups. 
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Graphically, the game doesn't disappoint. Models and 
textures do real justice to the various craft, as evidenced 
by this Borg encounter. The backgrounds also do a good 
job of alleviating the samey·ness of being in space 

Star Trek: Legacy 
Can a lit eral next generation 
Star Trek game seek out new li fe? 

S 
tar Trek games thrive on captive 
aud,ences. So if you're more 
concerned with, say, the 

ma•ntenance of esotenc Enterprise 
mythology than solidly enjoyable gameplay, 
there's nothing in the underlying structure of 
Star Trek. Legacy to suggest that you won't 
be enthralled If though, Star Trek is more of 
an occasiOnal gUilty p easure than abso ute 
lifelong obsess•on, the Trekk•ng on offer here 
;s likely to leave you a little bn lOst in space. 
Rather than be1ng a problem with des•gn or 
execution, Legacy's shortcom1ngs have to do 
w1th how f1nely attuned the game IS to its 
niche (though large} target demographic. 

Its major draw is that it manages to 
encompass the whole of the franchise to 
date. Moreover, Bethesda has managed to 
pull off a pretty amazing coup by convincing 
all principal captain actors (Shatner, Stewart, 
Brooks, Mulgrew, Bakula) to perform voice 

A live multlplayer mode is Included. 
Although you will be able to face off 
against on line opponents. play seems 
to be skewed towards statistical 
comparison rather than direct combat 

actmg duties. As a fleet adm1ral (not 
necessarily Starfleet- Klingon, Romulan and 
Borg vessels are all playable} your a1m IS to 
strategKally pos1t1on your sh1ps to be able 
to take tact1cal advantage of your own 
mihtanstic 1mpulses Federation adm1rals. 
paCif•st humaManans to the very last. will 
attempt protectiOniSt, defensiVe manoeuvres 
wh 1st other races square up to each other in 
terntonal sk•rm1shes Since the game spans 
the entre Star Trek., legacy, allegiances can 
change depend,ng on the amount of t1me 
pass1ng between generations. Unfortunately, 
on early prev1ew code at least. controls are 
irntatlngly cumbersome. Act1on occurs 
incredibly slowly, and you could probably get 
through an ep1sode of the show by the time 
anything significant happens. Investing time 
m the game JUSt doesn't pay off quickly 
enough, and although later levels promise far 
more action. actually havmg to get to them 

No doubt the beautiful, slowly dawning planetary 
panoramas are supposed to accuratly reftect what 
travelling through space is actually like. In actuality it 
can drag on a bit, even when going at full warp speed 

seems like too much of a struggle. Ardent 
fans may disagree. 

Why Star Trek has never truly established 
itself as a gaming franchise 1n the manner of 
Star Wars remains something of an enigma. 
Perhaps it's that the mixture of wordiness 
and socio-political commentary 1ntegral to 
the show will never translate properly to play. 
Perhaps it's that the thoughtful rigidity of 
Trek-style combat isn't satisfying enough for 
a place in interactive media. Or, perhaps, it's 
that the developers themselves are such 
Trekker purists that they can't bring 
themselves to experiment with its format. 

Whatever it is, there's a wealth of 
material Star Trek games seem determ1ned 
to exclude. Think of how often Kirk's 
mterspecies flirting ends in brawling fisticuffs, 
or how many times a planet-bound shuttle 
fails on entry, spiralling fearfully out of 
control. Wouldn't a Sim City-style Starfleet 
Command provide the click-heavy RTS 
framework Star Trek was made for? The FPS 
clynamic of the Elite Force games probably 
came closest to successfully bnngmg gaming 
and Star Trek together, but even th1s was 
essentially a pre-built game around wh1ch 
Star Trek was the loose hook. 

So is Legacy going to buck the trend and 
find a way to appeal beyond its niche? lt 
seems likely not, and is perhaps the wiser for 
it: pleasing its own population before ~ 
braving new. mass-market worlds. ~ 



FORMAT; PS2, PSP, XBOX 
PUBLISHER; LUCASARTS/ATARI 

DEVELOPER; FRONTIER 
ORIGIN: UK 

RELEASE: Q4 2006 

Thrillville 
After Lego Star Wars, LucasArts expands its 
infant-baiting empire with a foray into theme parks 

8 
ack in the day, everything from 
murdering naked innocents 
(Rampage) to initiating incestuous 

affairs (Kissin Kousins) was par for the course 
for young gamers and no one batted an 
eyelid. Alas, times have changed. These days 
children must feel like castigated tabloid 
targets just for seeking to do something as 
comparatively pedestrian as repeatedly 
driving over a virtual prostitute or policeman. 

The fact that many children hanker after 
adult-oriented games goes some way to 
highlighting how poorly their own gaming 
needs have been satisfied. Thrillville is 
attempting to bridge the gap between 
games currently designed for kids and the 
certificated games they wish they could own. 
Pre-release, it seems likely to succeed. 

Feistily feel-good from the very oft, 
Thrillville sets out to sweep players away with 
its gleefully colourful array of attractions, 
shops, punters and minigames. Helped along 
by the presence of a jaunty MOR soundtrack, 
you're instantly made to feel as though 
everything in the metaphorical sweetshop is 
yours for the taking. 

Park management is the name of the 
game, though 'manager' is perhaps too 
forceful a word to describe the gentle 
caretaker you actually become. Tasks range 
from cleaning up the chunky yellow vomit of 

your perpetually nauseous customers to 
Bemani-style dance challenges. Maintaining 
the park itself is one thing, but you'll also 
have to cater to the needs of your clientele. 
If they're bored by your looping, whirling 
attractions they'll voice their complaints and 
restrict your progress. Everything from the 
smallest burger stall to the largest coaster is 
customisable to some extent, so only 
carelessness is to blame if your private 
wonderland is a dud. 

Race tracks and mini golf courses provide 
welcome diversions, though it's the arcade 
style minigames that really make their mark 
(see 'Arcane arcade') The FPS sublevels play 
like pre-teen primers on the fundamentals of 
the genre, whilst micro-20 shooters provide 
a modicum of difficulty not to be found 

Although character and environment modelling is somewhat 
flat-faced, it's key to remember that this game doesn' t have 
the least interest in photorealism, relying instead on charm, 
charisma, and carefully applied visual effects. Animated Pixar· 
style art direction also appropriately boo kends the game 

This isn't, unfortunately, an exciting boss battle but one 
of the many park automations dotted around purely for 
decorative effect. Small details and a realistic depth of 
field ratio add to the overall feel of your own theme park 

The game's missions are simplistic errands. and the 
rewards for progress seem either disproportionately high 
or oveiWhelmingly accessible depending on your age 

elsewhere in the game. Genuinely addictive 
and surprisingly accurate, many of these 
offer co-op and versus modes to heighten 
the level of authenticity. 

Rollercoaster and ride simulation is 
physically solid: you'd expect no less from the 
developers of the Rollercoaster Tycoon series. 
After the blissful abandonment of the 
minigames, however, actually riding the 
machines seems a tad anticlimactic. Building 
them is far more fun. Get carried away and 
your intertwining, serpentine machines soon 
resemble giant metal postmodern sculptures. 

Elsewhere, the fad that all of Thrillville's 
1,000 or so NPCs are completely unique and 
interactive is technica lly remarkable. Sadly, 
this ambitious feat also undermines 
playability thanks to the repetitive stock 
roster of comments and responses provided. 
it's an irritating disparity, tainting an 
otherwise enjoyable experience with a 
draining exercise in robotised monotony. 

Still, in an industry determined to feed 
kids insipidly execrable iterations of existing 
popular franchises, Thrillville marks out its 
own territory as a singularly heartfelt ....., 
and well-crafted proposition. ~ 



Ridge Racer 7 FORMAT: PS3 

PUBUSHER: BANOAI NAMCO 11 
DEVELOPER: IN·HOUSE 

ORIGIN: JAPAN 
RELEASE: NOVEMBER 11 (JAPAN). 

NOVEMBER 17 (US) 

A brave new world awaits the superstar of 
console starting grids, and we don't mean PS3 

G 
ettlng people to look forward to 
Ridge Racer 7 means getting them 
to look in just the one direction. 

wh1ch is eas1er said than done thanks to 
recent series trends. What was once a one
way street of overlapping upgrades has 
become a conduit through Ridge space and 
urne an array of content and technologies 
so d1verse that havmg age-old class1cs like 
Rally· X in the mix barely seems unusual. 
Ridge Racer 6 made measured progress; 
R1dge Racer emulation on PSP proposes 
commemorat1on, R1dge Racers blurs the 
hne bet\1\ieen the two. Together, they've got 
us m a 720-degree sp n wtl1ch th1s latest 
game has to correct. 

Its solution is to take us beyond the crash 
barriers of R1dge Crty to somewhere 

Specular highlights and HDR blooms aside, the Ridge universe has still to adopt a natural air. Its 
trackside animation favours spectacle over minutiae. the scenery as interactive as a postcard 
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substantially new, giving us space to readjust. 
RR7 will v1sit several new environments 
where scenery is as likely to include Asian 
rainforest canopies and temples as it is palm 
trees and highrises. Like last year's 360 game, 
RR7 is taking the senes ethic to a continental 
stage with its Ridge State Grand-Prix, wh1le 
its infrastructure IS going further with an 
on line hub (see 'Intercontinental drift'). lt's 
as worry.ng a development as it is sens1ble: 
on one hand. you have a perfect venue for 
making a fresh start; on the other. a 
suggest1on that Ridge City has become so 
overburdened with roads and beauty spots 
that it's finally spllhng over, los1ng control. 

But as far as Bandai Namco's concerned, 
we shouldn't care - if there can be a Ridge 
City, then why not a Ridge nat1on? If the 

Dead skies and roads must rank as the most unflattering 
of teasers. making the latest batch a b<lffling one. Texturo 
quality continues to creep up. but Ridge is no PGRJ, 
and would gain little from such a cold eye for detail 

Still to lock down that required framerate, the TGS demo 
bore telltale signs of last-minute optimisatlons. The stripe 
kits and decals of its vehicles were visibly compressed, 
jarring on the starting grid with the pristiM landscapes 

new locat1ons prove worthy of the name, 
then why shouldn't 1ts borders expand? At 
TGS. though th1s still felt like a game out on 
a hmb, that positivism was contagious. 
Reassurances of Ridge inheritance were 
splashed across tunnel walls that would 
bounce but never snag your car. and a clutch 
of landmarks v1ed with the racing line for 
your attention. Brakehght trails left a 
s1gnature of f!Very dnft, and even the highest 
leaps from the track would always hammer 
you back down to Earth. In a further bid for 
validation, the demo suggested 1ts Lost Ruins 
and Shadow Caves tracks to be parts of the 
world where the sun shines brighter. the HDR 
effects richer, than Ridge has ever known. 

The game earned Itself a reputation in 
Tokyo for being one of few PS3 games 
running at a full 1 080p, and at 60 frames per 
second its grace as bankable as ever. But that 
1sn't entirely true. Coasting through the 
slipstreams of more than two cars, especially 
on bends, noticeably hit the framerate, 
though it seemed to be the hardware that 
was at fault. Machines crashed regularly in 
the close environment, the cool-down period 
obeyed before switching them back 
suggesting that Ridge was in fact suffering 
from the PS3 rather than vice-versa. Perhaps 
all thaf Reiko Nagase FMV made 1t a ...., 
httle hot under the collar ~ 



fORMAT: 360 
PUBLISHER: TECMO 

DEVELOPER: TEAM NINJA 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RELEASE: NOVEMBER 15 (US), 
NOVEMBER 22 (JAPAN), TIC (UK) 

FORMAT· PS2 
PUBLISHER: THQ 

DEVELOPER: 7 STUDIOS 
ORIGIN: US 

RELEASE: NOVEMBER 17 

All majoi character actors have lent voices 
and likenesses to the project, providing a 
level of authenticity other such titles lack. 
lames Gandolfini's model is rather flaltering 

Dead Or Alive Xtreme 2 
ltagaki's cheesecake factory prepares its latest 
recipe, with a richer centre and toppings galore 

Those all-important relationships between the girls might 
well enjoy the sequel's biggest upgrade. the indoor and 
outdoor environments shaping their emotional states. 
along with your chances of unlod<ing the game's items 

ft ead Or Altve Xtreme IS quite l1terally 
..,r 1d software - so much so that any 

comment on 1ts raunchy feature-set 
nsks stating the subconsciously obv1ous, or 
for some reporters, skirting around the 
obvious with rosy cheeks and an unfamiliar 
tmgle 1n the loins. Represented in 1ts sequel 
by an eye-watering 2, 700 costumes. 180 
non-mteractive gravure scenes and a multi· 
layered natural tanning engine, those big 
assets- get your double en tend res while 
they're cheap- have always been DOA's least 
interesting, but of course 1ts most valuable. 

As ever, the real talking points of th1s 
Team Ninja game are visual evolution -
speCifically whether any has been attempted 
at all- and enwonmental charm: is Zack 
Island a fully-fledged tounst trap or barren 
playground? In preVIew code, 1t still shimmers 
w1th the vaguest hmts of altased edges, and 
hankers for a realism 1t m1ght never rece1ve. 
Every surface of •ts coves and mghtspots 
stays un1formly focused and unftattenngly lit, 
and wh le 1ts b1g cosmet1c change 1s self· 
shadOVVlng, senes trad1t1on dictates that even 
that improvement be neg 1g1ble. ltagaki's 

The Sopranos: Road To Respect 
Another screen gangster licence makes its gaming 
debut, promising plenty of pain but no psychoanalysis 

I 
n a sense, Sopranos writer and 
creator Davld Chase is right: 
"There's no emotional attachment," 

he states, refernng to what he sees as a lack 
of connect1on between players and the 
stories of the games they play. He's right 
insofar as spm-offs like th1s often end up 
reducing beloved movie and TV show 
characters to vacuous, unmvolved simulations 
of the real thmg On the other hand, perhaps 
the reason so many of these titles end up in 
th1s state IS precisely because of att1tudes like 
h1s If nobody actually cared about in-game 
protagonists, why would we complete 
anythmg at all? 

The Sopranos· Road To Respect follows 
the trials and tribulations of your nameless 
character, the 1llegit1mate son of Sal 'B1g 
Pussy' Bonpens1ero. Apprenticed to Mafia 
boss Tony Soprano, you'll have to work your 
way up the Family's ranks through a m1xture 
of extort1on and int1m1dation. Conflicts f lare 
up as nval fact1ons attempt to move in on 
your valuable mob territory. Recognisable 
locations include the Nuovo Vesuvio 
restaurant and Tony's own Bada B1ng bar. 

DOA's camera system loosens with every outing. but the 
suggestion of a lirstperson l1lOde for DOAX1 goes beyond 
the usual analogue adjustments of direction and zoom 

ceramic dolls have been treated with a 
caut1ous rather than deft touch, the des1gner 
clearly terrified of spoil1ng the immaculate 
objects of his obsession. 1 

But at least that should keep th1ngs 
cohesive in spite of an mflated itinerary. 
Known about for some time, the biggest 
new event is Marine Race, a flashback to 
WaveRace 64 with overactive waters. nitre
boost rewards and stunt opportunities. The 
competing girls retain a playful aggression as 
they veer about the rock chicanes, leaving 
navigation and balance as the most taxing 
disciplines. Other events such as Butt Battle, 
Flag Race, Stepping Stones and Tug Of War 
limit themselves to timed analogue flicks and 
button hits, with droplets of strategy falling 
into any available space. Flume-racing event 
Water Slide has yet to be 1ncluded in playable 
code, while Beach Vo leyball makes 1ts 
upgraded return. The changes are actually 
quite reserved, With more moves and tactics 
carried over than introduced, though they' re 
exaggerated slightly to create a more 
pendulous competition. Honestly, you 'd~ 

think these lines wrote themselves. ~ 

Games based on popular TV shows should really have a 
goldmine of material to draw from. On the eviden<e of 
these screenshots, it's not yet showing in Road to Respect 

whilst an eclectic soundtrack encompasses 
everything from Verdi to Motley Crue. 
Avoiding the obstacle the Godfather and 
Reservoir Dogs games h1t will be diff1cult: 
that of reflecting the deta1led nuances of 
filmic characters without interrupting a sense 
of perpetual action. 

Chase himself prov1ded the sceoano for 
the game which he1ghtens hopes of ,t 
actually holding together 1n play. The fact 
that it isn't intended to ape events from the 
actual show is also a healthy prem1se, one 
which has served Scarf ace (see p84) well. But 
although it's still too early to form a final 
judgement, it's difficult to suppress cyn1cism 
when so many of the screenshots revealed 
so far·portray one of two hackneyed ......., 
themes: sex and extreme violence. ~ 



Phantasy Star Universe 
The last format to be added to Phantasy Star's on line universe 
looks set to be the foremost choice for console players 

H owever shaky the debut of Phantasy 
Star Universe on PS2 (see E168), 
there's definitely a second wind 

wa1tmg for the MMORPG on 360 If the 
framework presented tn the closed beta 
preview holds for the fmished release, then 
it's going to offer an on line experience as 
untroubled as any on the console - login, 
design character and go, albett With a subs 
fee that looks set to we1gh in at £7 per 
month. it's fa r from a visual htghlight for a 
360 title, but it's beautifully clean and 
smooth if not beautiful, and its style ts very 

Some character class.s COIM into the;. own at level 20. 
Busts, for example, Chang<! into powerful crutures via a 
Nanoblast power. And for those worried about the need 
to commit, lour slots per profile are provided for alts 

much a continuation of Phantasy Star On/me, 
from the effort needed to coax a beguiling 
character from the bizarre specifics of its 
edtting opt1ons, through to the hit 'n' mtss 
grotesque of the enemy destgns. 

it's a more complex offenng than PSO, of 
course, and its collection of hubs needs time 
to become a recognised neighbourhood, but 
tt seems set to reciprocate the colour and 
tightly-knit social play of the Dreamcast 
original - teams of up to stx, and a control 
scheme that sits comfortably on a pad, 
offering five combat configurattons chosen 
from the 20 weapon classes The next, and 
JUSt as vital, questton is thts. of those console 
gamers whose eyes were opened by the 
original, how many have mtgrated, now 
too busy stomptng thetr way through World 
Of WarCraft's Battlegrounds to return? 
There's def1nttely room 1n there for 1t to 
blossom on 360. especially w1th 1t offenng 
a much more wieldy expenence than the 
machine's conversion of Fmal Fantasy XI, 
but ,t'lllikely all come down to which 
abbreviallon- MMO or PSO- matters ~ 
the most to you. ~ 

Need For Speed Carbon 
EA's Christmas turkey - meant in the best possible 
sense - has all the trimmings, but gets served up cold 

N 
eed For Speed Carbon has turned 
down the heat from last year's Most 
Wanted. Gone is the warmth of its 

daytime, replaced by a cold return to the rich 
alten-attad: neon of Undergrouncfs n1ght. 
The police, too, have taken a relatiVe back 
seat; they're still a presence that needs 
outrunning, but not a fundamental one to be 
tangled-with continually in order to nse up 
the rungs of respect w1thin Palmont City's 
tuner-racing eltte 

And while Palmont 1s an urban centre of 
eternal midmght, any fears over road vistbiltty 
are quickly exorc1sed by the nuclear lighting 
that bathes 1t. Even on its most remote 
mountains1de roads - where the really 
1mportant showdowns take place, around 
Carbon Canyon- the player's own car 
generates enough glow to keep things clear. 
And another common street-racing irk is 
about to be rubbed out: Carbon introduces 
Wingmen, three categones of partner that 

Some 43 pieces of Carbon content are currently available 
on the review-network Marketplace. Given this, and 
the completeness of the preview code, the 360 version. 
at least. appears to be running on time and on target 

FORMAT: 360, PC, PS2 
PUBLISHER: SEGA 
DEVElOPER: SONIC TEAM 
ORIGIN JAPAN 

FORMAl: 360, GC. PC. PS2, 
PS3, PSP. X BOX. Wii 
PUBliSHER EA GAMES 
DEVElOPER; EA BLACK IOX 
ORIGIN CANADA 

RELEASE: OUT NOW 
(JAPAN), NOVEMBER (UK) 
PREVIOUSlY IN El 50, 
Et68 

RElEASE· NOVEMBER 3 
(360, GC. PC. PSZ. 
PSP. XBOX) 
TIIA (PS3, Wii) 
PREVIOUSlY IN E I 66 

help by follow ng commands dunng a race or 
event Blockers w do thetr best to sp1n your 
nearest nval out, wht e Drafters prOVIde a 
slipstream that's ripe for a boost and 
slingshot The third category, Scouts, race 
ahead wh1le tra' 1ng some v1v1d light traces, 
to gUide you through any h1dden back.streets 
or alleys ava1lable - a solution to the shortcut 
problem that removes the need for intimate 
knowledge of a partteular course. 

Some other issues rematn, though. The 
traffte IS annoymgty twnchy tn ts react1ons, 
and the GPS system 1sn't as tightly locked 
down as that of Test Drive Unlimited, neither 
prov1ding strong enough guidance for slip 
roads and multi-threaded JUnctions, nor for 
wh1ch s1de of a restricted-access motorway 
to take. And despite the claims of a new 
phys1cs model - vehicles are certainly more 
w1lling to t1lt- the heavier-than-most 
handling still remains, as does the 
speed-sapptng handbrake. 

Most Wdnted's styli~ cinematics return. 
featuring real-world actors slicked over 
with the game's gloss. it's a better effon 
than last year's, but while Carbon's aim 
is for them to be larger·than·life, some 
still come across as ill·advised cosplayers 

43 
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D 
t's not like B10Ware h:i. sn't reached for 
the stars before Knrghts Of The Old 
Repubtrc, whrle technrcally not the 

f1rst RPG on Xbox - that honour falls to The 
Elder Scrolls /If: Morro'Mnd- was the f1rst ti01e 
th1lt owners of the console got to experience 
a bout of rote-playmg that felt anywhere close 
to traditiOnal And very nearly the last, too; 
~ubsequert Xbox RPG outings h~e Sudekr and 
Fable were too busy p1..tt•ng an accent on 
act1on to bother w1th the flair and t1m1ng of 
strictly order-based combat. KO TOR was a 
chance for 81oWare to prove m console mettle 
and ability to tap a rich hcence for anythtng 
but poor effect. offe•1ng a f•esh angle on Star 
Wars, a un1verse that's dangerously wel,. 
known and well-travelled by garners. Havin~ 
expanded KOTOR's framework to 1nclude 
exploding fisticuffs and myst.cal kung fu in 
liide Emptre, it's now ready throw itse!f tnto 
more senous action RPG temtory. And With 
Mass Effect, B1oWare is pushing 1tself harder 
than ever before in its strongest areas-

flexible stones and hlgh·trnpact character 
development - whtle also trymg to 
accommodate srmdarly flexrble squad-based 
shooter combat 

As If that wasn't enough of a stride, Moss 
Effect ts also the first act of a Wlogy The •dea 
of an unreleased vtdeogame belong1ng to a 
trilogy means a lot, much more than rts 
co"lf•rmation as a franch1se t 1mpl es a 
conclusiOn that:s not conduSNe, and potentral 
torture for those that falltn love W1th it, 
hungry for ~re next Instalment or fearful for 
tts premature demtse. But, stra1ghtfofl.vardly, 
BiOWare's v•sron IS for. a story that's too big for 
one game to contam. lt does, after all, deal 
Wlth the destmy of an ent1re galaxy and the 
life with1n. Its setup IS suitably ripe for such an 
arc, though, a lrteral universe wtth 1ts own 
codex of races and preamble in place before 
!he player has even had chance to deode 
what ktnd of hatrstyle they'd l•ke. protagon•st 
Commander Shepard- note t/1e lack of 
gender - •s the captain of the SS Normandy, 

.and ttle sole human member of Specter, an 
elite peacekeeping forte employed by Mass 
Effects galactic council to police a Milky W~'s 
worth of beat. h begans wrth the 1nvest1gation 
of a rogue Spec:ter agent- a Turian, a proud, 
austere and m1litanly advanced avtan.ftke race 
whose bloody ftrst contact with humamty 
eventually led to manktnd be1ng recogn1sed 
and absorbed rnto the council, noted for ts 
gr.tty pragmatiSm ana abiflty to adapt. 
Shepard's ftnd1ngs soon peel away the skin of 
a much b.gger, two-pronged, trilogy-stzed 
problem. Most om1nous is the 1mminent 
endpornt of an extinction cycle wtrere all 
orgamc life gets Wiped out, and wh1ch occurs, 
for wtlatever reason, every 50,000 years . But 
more press1ng IS the nse of the Geth, a race of 
humanoid Als with a networked br;lln, who 
could be 1hough of as perhaps the world's 
greatest 'Tiake-bel:eve game developer - the 
more Geth that are gathered together, the 
smarter the group becomes. but segregate 
one and tt'll revert to an animal state (ideal for 
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not leak1ng details to the press. sayo). After lOO 
years of growth and advancement. thl!o Geth 
are about to clash with Sl1ec1er. and Shepard 

This ISil't a textbOOk tussle betweefl good 
and evil, but somechlng less*'*'· and a 
redeflnmg of what it means 10 be a 
humanitarian ~ aclions wtll either 
bring peece and unity to the galaxy, or raiSe 

humanity to dominate it Which, giYen the 
tnbgy approach, raiSes an even thornier issue: 
wilh all three titles planned to hit during 360'5 
lifespan - it's currently exduSNe - it's intended 
that saves wiU be transferable to subsequent 
episodes. That timetable may seem a 
nightmarish challenge, but it's one that 
Bioware is Insistent on arming for 1n a game 
that, pub tidy, it's exceptionally proud of. ThiS 
opens up significant room for expans1on and 
downloadable content, too, something that's 
definitely "' the pipeline, offering the 
OfJP()rtunity to tie pll)"« and game together 
while the next instalment 1s 1n the womb. 

Sl*lllllli111Jand4101-lil 
imagining CJI the f'ullft ,.__ld!ll 
not to rob Mass Effect ol its st)lle Mid tlawour 
- it's true ground-up SCJ·fi. as opposed to 
ubiqu•tous militariStiC make-believe, a from
saatch magining that can bend to the 
studro's plans in a way that anything pulled 
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~rience fun<tions ~'""larly to IC0101!, off~ after completed qutsts and goals, but the character IIP9'.de system is more 
flexible. You're abl110 improve abilities as soon as !My'tt ready. onmad of ~1119 to scatter points ocross • grid o1 optiotls 

underptns all the gomgs-on of the c~nJVerse, 
alongSide the four real-world forces: strong. 
weak, gravttat\onal.and electromagnetic. 
Shepard IS an adept in the cultivation of Dark 
Energy, able to harness thts emergtng power 
and wteld it for his or her vis•on for humantty's 
future, This aspe-ct of character development 
makes up one of the classes you're asked to 
choose from at the outset' Btolics, a disctpline 
centred on telektnetic acts Ihe other c.asses 
are Soldter and Ti!<:h, wtth skelfs •n gunplay and 
mechanical affinity respectiVely. (l)oosmg how 
to play ;he game Without having yet playea tt 
IS a recurnng RPG problem, but a second, 'ater 
speciarisation, a!lows Sh~ard to double-up, or 
blend two disciplines. 

Which brtngs us to Mass Effect's adoption 
of one of' gaming's fundamental uiteracbons: 
shooting. BioWare's current CV of thirdperso11 
shooting begtns and ends with M0/<2. created 
while between Baldur's Gates. This would 
seem a great chance to take advantage of 1ts 
merger w•th gun-speda~st Pande'l1JC (see 'BtO 
where 1'), but 1he combat -system 1s currently 
betng dt>Veloped in-house. With 81oWare 
planning to receiVe PandemiC's input later 1n 
production. Shepard leads a tearr. oi three. 
but doesn't necessa,tly spearhead 11; while 
paused, you can swap control oetween any of 

t1 

your pair of teammates, aPd direct their f .re 
while Shepard hangs back and app:·es skLJs 
for s~;pport or strategic damage TheSE> allte'S 
are j~t as open to your battle prefere:xes as 
5hepard. to be evolved 10 whichever d1rect1on 
you feel1s best. They're not just act1on toys, 
etther.,.. they' 11 pipe up during conversations, 
add ~hoptalk when roaming and can even 
leave the group if they're sufficiertly dt~usted 

with Shepard's beha'liour 
Soldier-<:lass slolls are the most fal)'ldlar. 

enabhng grca<er battle efftct1veness through .a 
lock-on facility. an rmproved reticule, the 
knack to shoot well wtlile <Unnmg or even a 
rage-\;ke overdnve option for the shotgun, 
magmfying Its power but dropping tts 
accuracy As for Tech ski!ls, KO TOR's droid· 
affec.t,ng powers are a good starting po•nt for 
reference, except the disruptton they can 
wre<Jk now applies to the whole of ttle Geth, 
and not just a narrow subset of enemtes -
shieid1ng can be destroyed, or opponents 
hacked m order to let a turncoat loose w1thin 
the opposit•on. BiotKs offer further remote 
control - the float !JO'I'IIer removes an ob,ect 
from gravity's tf\f!uence. to be flung or placed 
as needed, while enem1es can be lifted out of 
cover to be shot down again Eve[Ythtng's 
geared for ranged combat. from a Biottc push 



that se-nds Geth troops scattenl'lg to fast• 
act1pg grenades, flung I.Ke a Fnsbee and 
h1tting Hke a ptpe boMb, tl'ere s little room for 
melee work here. B10Ware's 1ntenuon wasr t 
so much to extend the realume co:nbat of 
Jdde Emtpre but more to aMp fy t'u~ group 
tactics and teamwork real1sed u• KOTOR. 

Words, of course v. speat ,Jst as 
loudly. There are at least 20,00C I nes o! 
dtalogue 1n Mass Effect. perhaps oct 
surpassmg ObiMon's reputed 60 000 Bllt 
tt>ose who've ~yed Betresdas g ac•al eJ;.C 

wll know that vOtce repe!ltJOI"' sets m an too 
swift'y, and 1ts colossal VIOI'Id caT' sorre• :r.es 
feel hke tt has no more tt-aT' a dozen 
nnabitants. A broad selectiOn ot VOICe actors 
is prom1sed - sorre names worthv of a press 
release, but not JUSt yet; d1tto t/'e composer of 
what has 'iO far shown 1tself to be a coolly 
dark synth soundtrack With •ncrcased 
,nvestment in v1sual productJon, t!Jere's even 
greater effort ,going into MaKtng o alog;.~e as 
natural and as distanced 1rorr e1forr.:ed drama 
as possible, to avoid a toe-stuobtrg st..1mb1e 
around the Uncanny Valley. Not •t-at these 
synthesp1ans need to overeMpbas1se. With the 
moods and emotions of 1rosc Srepard tafks 

Sin<t the avatar U$ed to prMent the game t$ a brawny 
hard3$S of a man, lt'$ easy to forget there's plentiful 
room for customisatlon. The option to choo$t Shtpard's 
gender shouldn't jar-not wllen a gun and a $IOcky 
battlesult are unisex tool$ for thrtatening the populace 

to expressed as much through body language 
and facial animat1ons. The resulting 
presentation is spared a HUD. bar any subtitles 
and the conversation ri'lg that s•ts neatly at 
the bottom of the screen, offering up to S!X 

options to control the direct;on of dialogue. 
.t..nd eactlline of chatter has been ta.lored to 
t1e mto the mood 1t represents, so there s no 
nsk of an accidental smde during a gun
wavmg 'ntim1dat1on That you can walk <NVay 
from any conversatiOn IS someth1ng B10Ware 
seems excessively proud of, but th1s does at 
•east mean you'll be ab' e •o pull out of a 
lengihy, accidentally-activated chat w1thout 
speeding through a stutter-rap of dialogue 
sk;ps. W1th such an emphasis on facial 
1eedback, it's no surprise that many of the 
game's alien races have a humanoid structure 
about them, which doesn't so much subtract 
from the fantasy as show the humans up-
as 9ioWare admits, the appearances of the 
•maginary races. free from preconceptions, 1S 
perhaps more strikl'lQ tnan Shepard'; own 

X06's demo of Mass Effect opened w•th 
Shepard's team droppmg down onto a planet, 
soon intercepting a transm1ssion pointing 
toward miners trapped m the vion1ty The 
decis1on is hardly a shock1ng or ambiguous 

M.Js5 Efflff:l is gloomy, but strik1ngly $0, making way for intense $hadows and <olours that fetl sharp without glare. If there 
are any doubts about tht ability of games to repllcatt human face$, this one leaves no such reservation$ about inhuman ones 



p0illd1D~ their appeal, with a world 
10 ..,.._.-~back together as the 
.,.., ~ itJendlng the motlvlltions af 
tttosi * encoun~ to their ()Wrl end. lt's the 
new~ 1Nt's being blared with realtime 
~and squad o:mbat ~the 
gre111d1111St af whether the engine can 
pltl\lldt a snappy slickness that wasn't needed 
or Missled in Jade Emp~~e or KOTOR Mass 
Etfecr hal been two ~ 111 the making, set 
for a rel!!tRm tht fnt half of 2007. a bright 
splodge In the dlwt, cle$erted space that is 
gaming'S spring fdledule, although it could 
haYe a diffefeM: kind of mass effect -the 
European releas1t of fiS3 - to contend with. 
\Nhether Sheparcl can stow that particular 
aggresSIIIC! AI ifWISIOI"I is, at least, a story ~ 
thlt won't need a 1rilogy to answer. lllllll:ii' 
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Japan ... game deslgnen haVe long plundered their past as 
the setting for .ction games. but it's still curiously rare in the 
well. Hlmlricll ntereatlons remain the preserve of the 
lltr~ ...-.and C.OIJI a...t Crmlve Assembly to th11 
punch when SYMdow Of ltom. arrhtd .t1eac1 of Spartan: 
'lbtar w.tr#of, What d~ O.SIIets make of that discl'l!f*lcy7 

1 • t tlllnk that's a question you $hould put to JOuropean game 1 • 111 , 1, 1111~""-"-
dMign•rsl For North ~riCMS it's hard. We'lfe only been : ~1\l~I!P.I!WQ 

1
\ around 400 Yllllrs r:- it's not a ~ of us In the same way. But ill: 
I f<~r sure hlstork•lgames are tlafder to !lo. These were real 

ewnts ~ reel people. and there -allot of people who 
~,_about tha details of how life was. so you'd better not 
flii;lllt up. But I thlrtk tile Jepanese haW turned a page on 
their history In a way, -llwen't - the Crusades are still 

1 
going on In sii!M ,.ople's minds; so lt can be hilrder for 
westam clelfelopeliS 10 makeg- like tNt. That's Why for 
IIIIOSt games; hlstOfY still st.rt5 wltl! World W8r a. • 
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Some of gaming's best minds are 
providing their finest work entirely 
for free. But why do they bother? 
And who's watching them work? 
Welcome to the inner world of FAQs 

I X• .... 
+lx-

+IIII=IIIIX- XIIIIIIII= 1111+-- .. ; =-- . 

Q 
uestion: How do you escape from Liberty 
Island, navigate the Water Temple, defeat 
Alraune, and capture Rayquaza (the ultra· 

rare Sky High Pokemon). while still ensuring that 
your Urban Champion strategy will knock nine out of 
ten opponents into the manhole? 

Answer By reading a FAQ. Belittled, seldom 
acknowledged, but frequently consulted, FAQs are 
the closest thing gaming has to a hidden 
underworld. And what a place it is: a strange 
monochrome inversion of the colourful lands on the 
television screen, where expensive titles are reduced 
to lists and bugs and ASCII maps, where brilliant 
insights are nestled alongside howling spell ing 
mistakes, where answers are all around, and 
everything is free. FAQs are the place to go when the 
challenge of a game turns sour. whenever those 

lx= 
ux- . 
1111=
UU+= 
Ullx
UXX-

,uxu
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endless corridors get too bewildering, or that last 
treasure chest proves too elusive. They're often seen 
as a sign that a developer has misjudged the balance 
between challenging fun and grinding labour - but 
can that rea lly be the case when a trawl through 
Google reveals walkthroughs for almost every game 
ever created? FAQs may answer questions, but they 
raise them as well: Where did they come from? Who 
writes them? Are they having any effect on the way 
games are made? 

Rarely just lists of answers, the majority of FAQs 
take the form of walkthroughs, many including 
detailed maps and appendices, and the quality 
ranges enormously. Some are elaborate and carefully 
constructed, others are barely readable, but FAQs 
have been part of the background noise of gaming 
ever since the launch of the Video Game FAQ 
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Clockwise from top left: prolific FA~rs Alex Eagltson. Brian Su~r 
and Oan Engel, and co-founcler of Piggyback Interactive louie Beatty 

Few games uke the time to provide a breadcrumb trail for stranded players. Oddworld: Stranger's Wrath (left) and Galleotl (middlefbiOth 
provided incremental hint systems from within the game. Brobn Sword: The Angel Of Death (right) includes a lull solution on its website 

Arch1ve in 1995, later renamed GameFAQs.com.lt 
wasn't the first s1te of Its kind, but it was the first to 
go mainstream. Founded by Jeff 'CjayC' Veasey, and 
originally hosting 100 articles, the site now holds 
information on over 50,000 titles, all of them written 
by devoted garners for little or no monetary reward. 

And the level of that devotion is often 
astounding. Some FAQ writers cover a favourite 
game and then stop. Others, such as Alex 
Eagleson, are more prolific. Like many FAQ wnters, 
Eagleson IS a un1versity student in his 20s. He has 
written a total of 53 unique walkthroughs, rang1ng 
from RPGs like Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion to 
platformers such as New Super Mario Bros. Wh1le 
the games vary widely, Eagleson's aims are simple· 
"There's a definite appeal to both helping frustrated 
garners. and exposing your work to such a wide 
audience. it's something that anyone with a little 
free time can do." 

But can fame and philanthropy be the only 
reason for the spectacular amounts of FAQs? Many 
other wnters get mvolved out of an impulse to f1 on 
the gaps. Dan Engel, who's created over 360 
walkthroughs and maps, was lured in while 
searching for t1ps for the SNES game Equmox 
Finding nothmg, he compiled a guide himself, and 

has moved on to covering senes hke Metroid and 
Zelda, also taking in minor games like Startropics and 
Mario's Picross. Writing FAQs has made him "the 
most famous Daniel Engel on Google". 

And then there's the challenge itself. "I enjoy 
domg something constructive and constantly 
changing," explains Andrew Schultz, another self
confessed gap-filler. " I like puzzling things out. The 
people that do this work the best are able to pick 
apart whole worlds. • 

FAQ writing is also one of the best ways to create 
a sense of ownership and identity w1th a g1ven title, 
and Schultz, who exclusively wntes about older 
games, often feels like a curator: "Technology may 
be obsolete, but the good games that ran on 
obsolete technology never will be. I enjoy being able 
to write for a game and know I'm the first person to 
save that memory in detail." While it may seem 
relatively unimportant that there's a complete 
walkthrough of Rainbow Islands safe for posterity on 
the day the sun explodes, this attention to history is 
much needed in a culture as forward-facing as the 
gaming world. 

If there are a variety of reasons for writing them. 
at least 1t's easier to agree on what makes a good 
FAQ. "The best guides cover the most information 
and they do it with the fewest number of words,· 
says Eagleson. "People really appreciate it when you 
get to the point. Then there's the author's own 
personal flair: I've always made an effort to do 
something unique with each new guide." Brian 
Sulpher, who has written dozens of FAQs for a 
variety of sites, suggests another important element: 
a log1cal format. "A file may have the best 
information ever assembled,· he says. • but if it's 
unreadable, then no one w111 use it.· 

"Some people love to wr1te for popular games, 
others only like unpopular games," says Engel when 
asked how he picks the titles he wntes about. "I tend 
to write for a game that no one has wntten a 
complete FAQ for. I find it counter-productive to 
write for Final Fantasy VII, when it already has 12 
other monstrous and complete guides." Often, an 
established writer will have a title suggested to them. 
Equally, sites like GameFAQs operate bounty boards 
- lists of wanted games, Wlth rewards attached. 

Schultz admits that, once the game has been 
chosen. starting is often the hardest part of the 
process. "I can actually be very int1m1dated by a 
game at first, but then I start hack1ng away at it. 
Generally I don't start until I can master the first few 
puzzles." Eagleson agrees: "There's a learning curve 
to overcome before you're able to get a basic grasp 



on how the game works. Once I have this figured 
out, I can outline what the guide is going to need." 

"As far as the writing process goes, everyone is 
different," says Engel. "Some people play the whole 
game through first before writing anything. Others 
take quick notes or even rig up a VCR to record as 
they play. I write on my first trip through a game. 
This means that I sometimes have to go back in my 
notes to change strategies or add sections, but it 
works well for me." 

Sulpher suggests the writing process is just as 
often dictated by the type of game as it is by the 
writer: "You really need to approach each genre 
differently. An RPG requires patience. You need to 
gather all of the information while going through, so 
keeping a key list is crucial. Compare that to an 
arcade game, where you need to be able to figure 
out how bonus scores are created and appl ied, and 
you need two completely different skill sets." 

* 

For a game l ike Super Metroid, a picture really is worth a thousand· 
page text file. FAQers like Zeric (above I and Khoro (left) produce 
labours of love to ease garners' progress through the adventure 

lot less once the school season starts up again." 
Given this, it's unsurprising that burnout is 

common on the FAQ scene. "lt can be tough some 
days to write," says Sulpher, "and those who cannot 
overcome that when they are in a bad stretch do not 
last long." Sulpher admits that writing FAQs can 
seriously change your relationship with gaming: "I 
started to analyse everythmg about a game, figuring 
out how to do every little thrng. lt became so bad I 

"I ANALYSED EVERYTHING. IT BECAME 
SO BAD THAT I HAD TO FORCE MYSELF 
TO START GAMING FOR FUN AGAIN" 
But even with the right process in place, few 
FAQs get written overnight. "The time it takes to 
finish a guide varies so much, it's difficult to even 
find an average, " sighs Eagleson. "Depending on the 
size of the game, the type of game, and the amount 
of time one author dedicates, you could spend 
months working on a single guide." 

" lt also depends on what else you've got going 
on in yourlife," says En gel. "Many writers produce a 

had to force myself to start gaming just for fun 
again. You need to keep it fun.· 

But writing walkthroughs is not always as lonely 
an occupation as it sounds. "I have received 
thousands of em ails from garners," says Eagleson. 
"The vast majority of these are either requests for 
additional help, or submission of extra information. 
In addition to this there is plenty of positive feedback 
from people who simply wish to say thank you. I 

Final Fantasy VII has spent 2,936 days (eight years) in the GameFAQs 
top 50, and Ocarina Of Time 2,485 days (just under seven years). 
FFIX and FFX have each also notched up close to 2,000 days there 

I I 

I o 

always appreciate that. I've heard of some authors 
who were contacted by small-scale developers in 
response to the guides they wrote for their games, 
but it's certainly not a common occurrence. When I 
was at my peak, I was getting an incredible amount 
of feedback and I knew that what I was doing was 
really helping people." 

"I get different forms of feedback for my 
FAQs, • notes Engel. "I get some that's downright 
bizarre. I've had people ask me for alternate versions 
of my maps, with extra secrets and info that I'm 
'keeping from them'. I get people that think I 
created the game. I've had someone mistake me for 
Cher somehow - still scratching my head over that 
one. Once I heard from a student at Princeton 
University that had used my huge overworld map for 
The Legend Of Zelda, and combined my other maps 
for the game into something even bigger. He 
displayed it on a gigantic video wall for their 
computer science program and sent me photos. That 
was pretty rmpressive, even if he did get my name 
wrong in the picture." 

Feedback, though important, is only a small part 
of the wider community that has grown up amongst 
the various FAQ sites. " In recent years the 
community is not as competit ive as it used to be," 
says Sulpher. "Other writers are usually willing to 
help new writers - just be polite and you will get the 
same in turn." "There's still rivalry between writers, 
friendly or non, " adds Schultz. "Non-friendly occurs 
when people start bragging about their prowess. 
You have to remember that it's a hobby and if you 
were really creative you'd be writing the games." 

The community is often helpful in dealing with a 
persistent problem for FAQ writers: plagiarism. Engel 
says writers spend a lot of their time "looking out for 
each other's new work, pointing out sites that aren't 
to be trusted, warning about possible thieves. People 
have been discovered in the past copying FAQs from 
other writers, or even copying out of printed strategy 
guides. In either case, the writer loses a lot of respect 
and often has all of their work deleted." 

Eagleson has fallen foul of another surprisingly 
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widespread trend: having work stolen by gaming 
magazines. "A few authors, including myself, have 
been notified that a magazine - usually halfway 
across the world - has either reprinted one of our 
guides in full, or paraphrased it. " Eagleson's Shadow 
Of The Colossus walkthrough was just one of many 
examples: "My experience was litt le more than 
receiving an email from someone that a magazine 
had printed my guide as their 'strategy' for the 
game. I confirmed it with a few other people. I've 
heard of other similar incidents. Unfortunately in 
cases like this, there is very little we can do." 

"FAQ writers are always getting their work 
stolen," agrees Engel. "My work has been in a 
couple of magazines, but one in particular I was not 
happy w ith. I agreed to let them use my work if they 
would send me a copy of the magazine. A simple 
request, but they never did deliver on their side of 
the arrangement, despite me hassling them for 
months. They'll have a much harder time getting 
any help from me in the future " 

Writing guides is a time-intensive business, 
consuming thousands of hours yearly. And yet, 
how does the development community feel about 
all this unpaid labour? Are they aware that so many 
of their games are sending people to the inter net 
in frustration? 

If it's primarily poor difficulty balancing that drives 
people to FAQs, Charles Cecil, creator of the Broken 
Sword series, puts a lot of the problems with 
balancing down to the make-up of the audience: 
"We have a big difference between experienced 
adventure game players who understand the 
grammar of the game, and on the other hand 
we're trying to draw in people who've never played 
before. Adventures need to be user-friendly for 
inexperienced people, yet I've got to put a couple of 
really difficult puzzles in so that the very e)(perienced 
gamers get stumped. But then we've got to accept 
that the others are going to have to look the answer 
up." His solution to this is to provide free hints on 
the Revolution Software website: "By putting hints 
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on our website it means that we're in control of it, 
and means that we can try and get the level of hints 
about right. lt's tricky. Our fan base is very important 
to us. The very least we can do is support them in 
this area." 

Crucially, Cecil uses hints rather than a direct 
walkthrough. Taking the form of a series of 
questions. each click provides a slightly more detailed 
prompt, coaxing the player into working out the 
answer for themselves. it's an ideal solution. and 
serves a real purpose: Cecil would rather his players 
didn't have to resort to FAQs. " FAQs tend to be 
walkthroughs, and the walkthroughs give you the 
solution in a rather clinical way. it takes any of the 
satisfaction out of playing the game. A Q&A is much 
more fun, because it's written in a jokey way and 
hopefully reflects the style of the game." 

None of this means that Cecil isn't pleased that 

people use their t ime to write FAQs for his games: 
"I'm delighted. I'm very proud of the fact that there's 
so much passion about the games that I write, that 
people take ownership. " Asked if he sees the amoun 
of FAQs generated for any given game as a sign that 
he got the design wrong, Cecil laughs. "lt would be 
very difficult to justify statistically the number of 
walkthroughs being in some way proportional to the 
difficulty of the game. I'm not sure there would be 
that much correlation." 

Not many developers see offering hints as 
essential a part of their responsibility as providing 
technical support, though, and solutions as carefully 
devised as Ceci l's are the exception rather than the 
rule. For those who do get involved, the results are 
not always successful. The green guidance arrows of 
Perfect Dark Zero were met with almost universal 
displeasure Players felt patronised, and the game 

NOT MANY DEVELOPERS SEE OFFERING 
HINTS AS ESSENTIAL A PART OF THEIR 
RESPONSIBILITY AS TECH SUPPORT 

itself was compromised - its linearity revealed in 
an oddly brutal manner. Other games. such as 
Oddworld.· Stranger's Wrath, have taken a more 
nuanced approach to helping out, providing hints 
after a player has died at the same point more than 
three times. 

Another way for developers to control hints is 
by collaborating on printed guides. it's perhaps 
surprising to note that. given the availability of free 
walkthroughs, sales of game guides are improving 
year on year. Louie Beatty, eo-founder of Piggyback 
Interactive, has given this matter a lot of thought: " I 
think the question here is: 'Why should someone 
have to pay for a guide?' lt is an important question 
and I think the answer should start with: 'No one 
should be sold a bad guide. If a guide costs money 
then it needs to have the highest level of quality 
control, it must be 100 per cent complete, it must be 
nicely produced and it has to be printed on good 
quality paper on the best printing presses available'. 
Piggyback guides are 100 per cent complete and we 
are the only guide publisher to make that promise. Tc 
achieve this, we have teams of 20-30 people 
working on the guide for a period of up to seven 
months." Lavish, intelligent and carrying a wealth of 
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ASCII art, etther hand-crafted or automatt<ally 
generated, deft ne the look of FAQs, ltke these 
examples by Dark Vortex/A K.A and Atom Edge 

nc1dental1nformation, P1ggyback's guides stand out, 
not just when compared to walkthroughs, but most 
other professional guides as welL And as for 
competition, Beatty believes that his guides are 
catering for a different market than FAQs in the first 
place: "We see our gu1des as companion to the 
games- an extension of the game • The company's 
recent guide for Tomb Ra1der Legend is a case 1n 
po1nt. wh1le it covers strategies for each level and 
detailed lists of unlockables, it also has t1me to 
include concept drawmgs, Interviews with the 
developers, information on elements cut from the 
fmished game. and an overv1ew of the enttre Tomb 
Ra1der series. lt's a good read in itself, illuminating 
the game rather than s1mply 'beating' 1t. 

Working closely with game developers on a 
regular basis, Beatty doesn't feel that the availability 
of FAQs are having any mfluence on the ways that 
games are made, and also suggests that the sheer 
amount of them in c1rculat•on cannot be expla1ned 
simply by gamers getting stuck. He sees FAQs as 
"more an indication of the great enthusiasm there is 
for games. in particular for large, complex games. 
People like to write about games, to communicate 
about games. I would see th•s commun1ty as 
enthusiasts. We do not have much direct contact 
with them but we are aware of their views on games 
and guides. •· And if FAQ wnters have to deal w1th 
plagiarism on a regular basis, Piggyback often finds 
scans of its books appeanng on the forums of sites 
such as GameFAQs. too 

But professional guides alone can never 
completely cover the gammg spectrum. Piggyback, 
with its strict quality control, produces JUSt four 
books a year. Even companies like Brady publish only 

140. And no publisher IS ever going to make a 
guide for a title nobody hkes- somethmg FAQ 
writers ltke Dan Engel love do1ng: "I like wnt ng for 
really ternble or nd culous games somet mes. JUSt to 
f1nd out what they're I ke and share the exper ence. • 
Wh1le understandable, 1t's a proposal that would be 
unlikely to go down well at any forthcom1ng Pnma 
strategy meeting. 

In a perfect world, all developers would support 
htnts for their games as well as compan es hke 
Revolutton or Oddworfd Inhabitants d d Equally, all 
gu1des would probably be as beauttfu and complete 
as those made by P1ggyback. But does that mean 
that, in a perfect world, there would be no more 
space for FAQs? 

Unlikely. Maybe the most 1ntrigu1ng th1ng that 
FAQs suggest is that gammg IS contagious - 1t mfects 
everything it interacts Wlth With the1r bounty 
boards, compet1ttons, nvalnes, and cooperation, the 
whole subculture of FAQs has become something 
that looks uncann1ly ltke a game itself, with the 
authors often gett1ng as much out of the expenence 
as the readers do. it's a rec1procal relattonsh1p, the 
kind that could only evolve naturally. And as games 
get increasmgly complex, our reliance on these .._, 
tiny text files is only likely to increase. ~ 

RPGs are the raison d'etre for the majority of FAQs, 
whether it's the complex Disgaea 2 (left), the indie 
Maple Story (middle) or the expansive Oblivion 























Edge's most played 
Setting Santa straight 
If you only buy one console this Christmas ... 

World Of warcroft 

Sleep deprivation and workplace 
absence are the real-world resulu ~ill there be enough Wits? PS2? The simple answer is that 
of a new WOW addiction. If you 

Would you regret importing you've already got one, of course, manage to win duels and level up 
it's all worth it, though. Isn't it7 a PlayStation 3? Does the but the principle remains. The idea 
MAC. 8UZZAAO announcement of the HD·DVD that a console's dying days are a 

drive mean tt's finally time to golden age 1s a cliche, but the PS2 
Yakuzo follow Microsoft's exhortations to elevates it to a tenet of fatth. This 

jump in? One of the great horrors month, the extraordinary Okami 
of Christmas may be that it starts and the anarchic Canis Canem Edit 
earlier every year, but as a gamer arrive to show that the machine 
one of the enduring pleasures is can do more and show more than 
the possibilittes of that oblong box you previously thought possible, 
under the tree. The shape may and God Hand barrels into town 
change. and the weight may to show what happens when a 
increase, but there's no wrapping familiar friend is let off the leash. 
paper in the world thick enough to Yakuza may have already earned 

With Kazuma's story concluded - hide the glow that only new itself a permanent place in your for now, at least - it's time to 
hardware brings. But this year, the collection, and over the months to return to the game's immense 

selection of bonus scraps, and choice seems tougher than usual. come Final Fantasy XII, Rogue 
soak up the essence of brawling So what if mstead of agonising Galaxy and God Of War 11 will stake PS2. SEGA 

over the possibilities outlined their claims. The new machines 

Rez above you went for something a may be able to give truly new 
little d ifferent? What if you could experiences, but never before has 
find. t ucked in the back of the the outgoing technology proved so 
shop, a console as slender as it is able to hold its own. 
silent - reasonably priced and And why isn't the PC earning 
handsome to look at. What if it consideration for our Christmas 
played games that you couldn't get list? Perhaps because it's more of 
anywhere else and offered sound an ongoing investment than a 
multi-media support, motion single present. and perhaps 
sensitive peripherals and an because its complexity still means 

A train journey spent with Lumines 
inclusive software line-up which hiccups: a last-minute problem with 

leads to the deflowering of a Rez makes Nintendo's Touch Dark Messiah's code means this 
virgin. Just one evening later, and Generation games look old hat? review will appear shortly on 
the obsession is are already making Why, in other words, would you Edge On line, and then in 

~ iuelf felt- and seen, and heard 
P$2, SEGA ask Santa for anything other than a E170. Our apologies. 

78 Okami 
PS2 

80 Canis Canem Edit 
PS2 

82 Splinter Cell : Double Agent 
360, GC. Pc. PS2, XBOX, Wii 

83 Killzone: Liberation 
PSP 

84 Scarf ace: The World Is Yours 
Pc. PS2. xaox 

85 M age Knight Apocalypse 
PC 

86 Destroy All Humans 2 
PS2. xaox 

87 Battlefield 2142 
PC 

88 God Hand 
PS2 

89 5am & Max: Culture Shock 
PC 

90 Rule Of Rose 
PS2 

92 Draeon Quest Heroes: 
Roe et Slime 
DS 

92 Project Sylpheed 
360 

Edge's scoring sy5tem explamed: 
I "ooe, 2 = ,,...,o, 3 • three, 
4 • 'our, 5 = love, 6 • su<. 7 = SE'\oen, 
B•l'lght.9 = ntlll' lO•~ 
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Amaterasu is a potent character. despite 
a complete lack of anthropomorphism. 
Its animations are an acute study of 
canine behaviour. whilt the sense of 
godlike power that surrounds it (and 
follows in a train of flower>) is palpable 

pie IS a word that's often applied to 
games, to convey size, length and 
dramatic scale. In that sense, Okami 

IS certainly an epic: a luxuriously long, 
physically vast adventure peppered with side
quests, minigames and micro-comedies, and 
with a cast of hundreds. But Okami is an epic 
in another sense too, in the prec.se, literary 
mean1ng of the word. it follows neither a 
single narrative arc nor a log1cal gaming 
structure. it is a rambling, episodic tale, by 
turns grand and nonsensical, crude and 
beautiful: a hero's JOurney that continues 

~ A breathless, headlong rush of new sights 
~~ and pleasures that just keep coming Long 

after you think they must surely dry up 

78 

long after 'Is three actS appear to be over. 1t 
IS one of the great Vtdeogame egends, and 1t 
owes much- though not everyth•ng - to 
that other one, The Legend Of Zelda 

Considenng Zelda's towering reputatiOn 
and popularity, it's been a persistent mystery 
how few games have tried to reverse
engineer its magic formula: most would-be 
competitors end up fall ing heavily either s1de 
of its delicate action-RPG balance. Okami 
doesn't just successfully follow Zelda's 

Combat is initiated by running into a floating demon scroll 
after that, it's hemmed in by coruscating walls, although an 
escape can be effected at the cost of godhood (tffectivtly a 
shield. tamtd from combos). it's not dear if this was a 
tochnical or design restrictoon, but tither way. it works 

structural template and tone -a rare feat - it 
makes 1t 1ts own, toeong that ltne w1th grace, 
ingenu1ty and a strongly 1ndMdual style. 
That's not only rare, ·t's un1que 

Like recent Zeldas, Okamt frames itself as 
a repeat of previous events, a legend come 
back to hfe A wolf and a warnor from a 
cursed v1llage defeated the ev1l dragon 
Oroch1 100 years ago; now, as Oroch1 is 
reawakened and places a hie-sapping blight 
on the land of Ntppon, a sacred tree spirit 
reincarnates the sun goddess Amaterasu in 
the body of the same legendary wolf to 
cleanse the land and defeat the dragon. The 
wolf 1s pa1red w1th lssun, a garrulous sprite 
an even more InSIStent, but in the long run 

Thert art thrtt lovols for the three weapon styles
sword. reflector and the whiplike rosary, which all have 
difftrtnt properties if equipped in the secondary slot (ink 
bullets, ranged attacks, defensivt moves. etc).ldentifying 
brushwork finis/ling moves is also importan~ as these 
urn you fangs. which are exchangeable for rart items 

far more endeanng, vers•on of NaVt - who 
acts as guide, tutor, Interpreter and com1c 
relief for the s1lent goddess. 

And so, after a lengthy introductiOn and 
tutorial, the adventure starts to unfold 1n an 
familiar pattern of explorallon, combat, 
towns and dungeons, po1gnant and comical 
NPC interaction, and of course. an 
exquisitely-paced drip-feed of new ab1ht1es 
that unlock and unravel the secrets of 
Okami's pastoral universe. But it would be 
more productive to discuss the ways Okami is 
unlike Zelda than to sketch out a shape most 
players will already know by heart. 

For all its structural similarity, and despite 
its own spurs and diversions, Okami is a 
much more linear game. Where Zelda 
unfolds spatially, Okami is arranged as a 
sequence of events. You are always free to 
explore, but a channelled and irresistibly 
strong narrative current keeps pulhng you 
back, following a path that may double back 
on itself but never splits. This design is rather 
unnecessarily reinforced with some less-than
graceful hand-holdmg and h1nt-dropp1ng lt's 
also apparent in the 'dungeons', whiCh are 
atmospheric and beautifully staged, but 
slender challenges. lt's ltmittng - it can even 
curb your curiosity when you know that 1f a 
mystery is important enough, you'll be 
brought back there - but also exhilaratmg, 
quickening the pace of the adventure to a 
breathless, headlong rush of new sights and 
pleasures that just keep coming long after 
you think they must surely dry up. 

And what sights they are. Okamrs 
breathtaking visual style has been discussed 



and admired. from art1st1C and techn1cal 
standpoints, ever since it was f1rst seen 
running, but that st1ll can't prepare you for 
how 1t deeply has saturated the game, 
soak•ng mto every aspect of t ke the thiCk 
blacks and delicate pastels soak 1nto 1ts faux
parchment backing. lt has insp1red character 
design and animation of rare qual1ty, 
demanded a proud focus on trad1uona1 
Japanese culture and myth where so many 
act1on-RPGs shp into a frothy blend of 
eastern and western fantasy, and conJured 
true lyricism from the landscapes lt makes 
the game feel truly ancient and mag1cal 
when, in videogames, magic IS commonplace 
and the old routinely appears brand new. 
Above all, it dovetails perfectly with Okamrs 
pnmary, distinguishing game mechanic, the 
diVIne brushwork techmques. 

These are the boldest statement m the 
game design, and also the most brilliant, 
surpassing even link's ocarina in 
sophistication, feedback and creative 
pleasure (if not qUite 1maginat1on). 
Amaterasu can conjure or transpose 
elements. change night into day and VICe 
versa, strike enemies. place bombs and heal 
nature by pausing t1me and ~lrawing on the 
screen with surpnsmgly firm and flu1d 
brushstrokes. Instead of remov1ng you from 

the wortd as some other gesture systems do, 
1t g1ves you a strong physical connection with 
it, whether you' re slicing a demon in half or 
pa1nting around trees and on the ground to 
hea the land m Intoxicating nots of colour 
These acts and others- feed1ng ammals, 
solving problems - earn worship as well as 
money; worship can be spent on enhancing 
Amaterasu's attnbutes. That's a light swing to 
the RPG end of the spectrum that IS perfectly 
counterbalanced by the combat. which may 
be tnggered and contained like an RPG 
battle, but IS pure Capcom combo action. 
Sem1-tact1cal - w1th choiCes of weapons in 
pnmary and secondary slots, as well as the 
brush - it's very easy to surv1ve, the challenge 
commg from executing enem1es m as 
eff1cient and stylish a manner as possible. 

Straightforward and linear as 1t IS, there's 
a nagging fear as you play that Okamiwlll 
never sohd1fy m to the monumental adventure 
you want 1t to be; 1t will be as flu1d and 
ephemeral as 1ts rav1shing sensory rewards, 
and simply d1ssotve 1n your hands That fear 
becomes acute when you f1ght and defeat 
Orochi, but that. stunn•ngly, IS when the 
game - some 15 or more hours in- starts all 
over again, throws out the need to build to a 
cl1max, and settles mto its true form: a senes 
of glonously surreal, disconnected episodes, 

an outland1sh stnng of twists and surpnses, 
colourful characters and impossible miSSIOns. 

That's when you forget about wanting 1t 
to get harder and concentrate solely on 
wishing Okamr will never end. And 1t never 
seems to. Th1s IS the game that just keeps on 
giving. new powers. new places. new 
people, new spectacle, and the same 
wondrous t1de of colour and happiness 
wash1ng out of the screen wherever you go 
and whatever you do, for dozens and dozens 
of hours. Clover and d~rector Hideki Kam1ya's 
generosity of spirit is as faultless as their 
art1stry, and they've created an epic that 1s 
more than worthy of 1ts mspira\IOn. [9] 

Few quests in games are as righteous and rewarding. 
Feeding animals to earn !Mir love. triggering a soh·fO<Us 
interlude. is the game's most outr ... usly sweet touch 

REVIEW~ 

Running the most beautiful game in the world 
on the least powerful console on the market 
has to come at a cost: there Is slowdown 
(very occasional and light), pop· up (or rather, 
fade-in: heavy. but gracefully handled), and 
perhaps most disappointingly, no widescreen 
option. frankly, we would have paid any prke 

There's a wealth of detail to Okamfs world, 
and you'll find yowself very grateful for !M 
game's comprehensive log book, which 
tracks your quests, records treasure and 
techniques collected and enemies fought, 
and via the collectable travel scrolls is a 
source of genuinely enlightening tips 

Dig dog 

Okamfs foremost minigame is 
quite a surprise: a 20 digging 
exercise in vintage arcade style, 
in which Amaterasu must 
accompany a human to the 
bottom of a pit, guiding them 
past hazands with brushstrokes, 
and digging through, breaking 
up or exploding various kinds of 
blocks to reach the bottom, and 
your companion will identify the 
way out. Time limits are tight, 
and ink will run low on harder 
levels. The game is sometimes 
optional but sometimes a 
requirement of the main quest, 
putting it firmly under the 
spotlight quality-wise, but it's a 
solid and rewanding little game 
and well up to the task. 
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Some minigames lake place within lhe 
main game WO<Id (above), bUI SO<ne, like 
lhe Wi~t copycat, CO<ne lovingly 
presenltd in bolh lop-down and fully 3D 
versions, played via a aonky old cabinet 
and a delwce sil·in boolh, respectively 
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hile many games focus on expanding 
GTA's free-roammg by opening up 
the freedom, Canis Canem Edit 1s 

the first to push thmgs forward by holding 
back on the roaming. And there's perhaps no 
more organic a way to do 1t than through a 
constraint that's all too familiar to garners of 
all ages and backgrounds· schooL J1mmy 
Hopkms is Bullworth Academy's new k1d, a 
roughhouser m a much rougher house, a 
board1ng school that's a breeding pool for 
old boys and home to a reg1ster of mamacal 
teachers- washed-up, shmy or totalitarian
and a disgustingly grotty dinner lady. 

As proof that Rockstar has some kind of 
d1rect-l ne tap into pop culture that few 
others can match, Bullworth Academy's 
amb1ence IS remarkable; many modern 
games have offered some kind of tick-tock 
soc1al m1crocosm of pedestrians and 
authority figures, but this 1S an object lesson 
in how it's done. it's no more obvious than in 

Room-smashing and vermin-spraying have to lil in with 
Jimmy's timetoble: lessons run from 9:30am to noon, and 
1:30pm 10 4pm, wilh an 11pm curfew. Attendance of lessons 
isn't forced, bul prefecls will be on the lookout for truants. 

the garre's opemng moments, as J1mmy, 
abandoned by h1s ca1 ous mother at the 
school gates, has to walk the gauntlet to the 
headmaster's office, approached and heckled 
w1th all manner of new-boy taunts by a 
playground that's alive w1th the merciless 
m1sch1ef of the h1gh school food chain. 
Greasers doss by the garage, bullies and 

jocks take random shoves at geeks, while 
prefects roam the grounds, springing into 
action at the slightest misconduct. Later 
in the game, events such as Halloween 
and Christmas are rendered With equal 
dedication and detail. 

No sooner has Jimmy settled into his 
uniform than the player IS gets harassed 
with a wealth of act1v1t1es· Locker breaking, 
foodfights, skateboarding, wrestling, 
dodgeball, fire alarms, errands, scraps, 
taunts, wedgies, anagram-based English 
lessons, tree climbing, Fnsbee flinging, 
penalty shootouts, chats, confrontations, 
apologies. tips from a street-fighting hobo, 
button-prompt chemistry class. yearbook 
photography, dress code violations. 
firecrackers, stmk bombs, bannister slides, 
kisses from girls- the game's opemng area is 
jammed with content. from the engagmg to 
the trivial. And then, a handful of miss,ons 
later, the school gates sw1ng open and 
another wave of actiVitieS spill forth m one of 
the most dizzying collect1ons of minigames 
and distractions to hit PS2, a fea ture that 
successfully captures the possibilities of 15· 
year-old going about town. A carnival, a 
suburb, an industrial d1stnct and more - so 
much to do, but so little time to do 1t m, with 
the day's final bell generating a genuine 
feelmg of teenage release as you venture out 
into a stomping ground that's only free
roammg for as long as the clock says it is. 
And it's a'l achievement that so much has 
been so consistently mapped to the JOypad 
without it all falling apart. 



Completing certain missions will add 'trophiH' - 36 in all - to Hopkins' hangouts: a photo of a girl sU<cessfully wooed ond so 
on. The clothing that can be unlocked and purchased is just as loving - expe<t to receive a dunce's cap for failing a few ltisons 

Even the missions, which are bnef by 
destgn, are often multi-part mtntgames. 
occastonally dull but never exhausting. 
Fatlure can be frustrating, however, what 
with the tight timings of the dally schedule; 
but there's rarely a feeling of betng left 
wrth nothing to play wrth. And there's 
even an eventual workaround- complete 
all ftve lessons of any of the stx subjects up 
for study, and you can then skip that class 
wtthout being wanted for truancy. The town 
and the rest of the envtrons outside of 
Bullworth Academy feel less capltllattng, but 
they' re still busy with motonsed li fe. and 
some smart and hard-working production 
values. But there's some roughness- the 
crowd soundbites that loop in the 
background of a boxtng match, for example, 

grate much too quickly. And Hopktns' 
standing Wtthtn each of the ma•n schoolyard 
factions - geek, preppie, jOCk et al - feels 
like a pomtless aspect. stnce tt's controlled 
so heavily and often unpredictably by the 
game's story missions. On foot, or on a 
skateboard or a b•ke, tapptng the X button 
results tn maxtmum speed, a necessity 
considenng the ttme limits tn play, but 
something that quickly becomes irri tating 
when it's so continually called for, and the 
handling itself feels sketchy. 

lt's a game that's way more GTA than 
PTA, a back-to-school education in how to 
take Rockstar's infamous template and 
cultivate it into something fresh. it's for 
grown-ups who've weathered an education 
and know the wrckedness that krds can do. 

Stealth is handled tightly, and hiding in bins or lock m 
can give pursuers the slip. If you insist on sprinting away 
from trouble, your pursuers will run aut of puff eventually 

tradtng guns, GBH and drugs for shngshots, 
dead arms and bunches of flowers. lt's utterly 
relentless in tts provision of new activittes and 
distractrons to the point that it's hard not to 
become absorbed, a feeling backed up by 
the fact that most plot mrssions introduce a 
new locatiOn or il)terior environment to 
revisit and explore. Despite some must-try
harder slackness in a few places. Rockstar 
Vancouver's debut assrgnment is definitely 
deservtng of extra cred•t [8) 

REW~ 

One of Hopkins' closest friends and allies. 
Gary, quickly becomes his nemesis. a black 
hole of mischief whose words and actions 
veer much closer to the bone than anything 
you' ll be capable ol He' ll vanish for whole 
chapters at a time. however, while you get 
acquainted with Bullworth's gangs (above) 

Bullworth Academy is home to 
several conventional high school 
factions that Hopkins loosely 
w orks through and with in each 
of the game's chapters. His 
wardrobe allows him to dress 
up to f it in, if needed, and 
throughout the game new 
safe-houses are unlocked by 
completing challenges issued 
by each gang. The nerds, for 
example, request you beat their 
high score on ConSumo, a 20 
food-collection game where 
enemies and hazards get bigger 
as you do, and it's a great little 
arcade distraction. The reward 
is a new place to save, sleep, 
hang out or stock up on bottle 
rockets, not to mention the 
presence of a somewhat familiar 
logo used to decorate its walls ... 
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Ninjo theory 

The apparent harmony between 
Ubisoft's mind-bogglingly diverse 
family of studios plays to the 
advantage of its flagship games. 
Again, Splinter Celfs co-op and 
deathmatch modes are separate 
yet related, designed for long
term endurance rather than back· 
of-box impact. Double Agenrs 
on line component is a predictably 
refined standalone, dynamic in its 
calendar of special events and 
prize-winning Live competitions. 
Its hierarchy of co-op missions, 
split into unique chapters but 
focused exclusively on the high· 
speed battle of wits between 
spies and mercs, curves gracefully 
from tutorial to tough finale, with 
bot support ensuring that practice 
opportunities exist whether 
online or not. In three-a-side 
deathmatches, the balances of 
spy gadgetry and mere brawn 
have been evidently refined, 
though not every map is a da!:'sic. 
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Few missions in Double A~nr 
s~m NShed or Ill-conceived. 
with each eXJ)Ioiting a more 
adventurous premise. But 
while the Congo level (right), 
teems with possibilitie$. the 
post-credits bonus mission is 
an absolute dog • a confined 
afterthought with psychic AI 

am Fisher begins Double Agent as a 
tinng father-figure of two families
Echelon and his own - but wrth one 

m1ss1on and cutscene he loses them both. 
Rather than twiSt him 1nto a preposterous 
anti-hero, th1s downbeat premise has 
hollowed h1m out and made h1m a shadow 
once agam. it's a shrewd acknowledgement 
of Splinter Cell's dilemma, the last game 
being so complete- avant-garde, almost 
that the only way forward was back. Not 
chaos theory then, but catastrophism. 

The new F1sher is unmasked for several 
Double Agent m1ssions. which does nothing 
to human1se him or thaw his cool extenor -
1t's JUSt another disgwse, tailored for one of 
sever a new avenues of stealth that Splmter 
Cell has freed Itself to explore. Social 
incongrUity plays a ma1or role m this new 
game's story- an actually rather dull tale of 
undercover counter-terronsm- and four 
multi-objective sa fehouse missions act as 
laboratories for testing it out. 

Masqueradmg as a rock-faced solider of 
the JBA, a terrorist cell with WMDs to deploy 
on US soil, F1sher lands two checklists of 
oppos1ng object1ves, and a trust gauge that 
not only compels h1m to t1clc off as many as 
poss1ble, but also toys w1th his allegiance in 
ways that transcend the usual good-versus
evil scenanos. Smothering this sys:em w1th 
every other that the senes has previously 

Introduced, plus a record number of gadgets 
and NPCs. Double Agent dtsplays a certain 
recklessness that makes its prem1se feel 
appropnate, if not borderline 1ngen1ous 

The unpredidability that results, however 
- w1th envtronments such as a noting pnson 
and Congolese warzone throw1ng umpteen 
variables into the mix- requires Splinter Cell 
to loosen a traditionally tight grip. Deted 1on 
by the AI takes precious seconds to become 
an objective-failing alert, and this leniency 
lends the tactic of knocking Als from thetr 
clockwork paths and stealing them 1nto 
shadow an abandon \'VOrthy of Manhunt 
Hurry1ng you w1th timers and threats. 1t'S less 
of a wa1t1ng game than ever before - troniC 
when you consider 1ts release date 

Delayed by several months, Double Agenr 
expla1ns ts absence through sheer volume of 
1nnovat1ve change and intncate deta1l. 
Striking one of the finest balances of texture 
and geometry since Resident Evil 4, it raises 
its looks to the power of 360 with superb 
lighting, shadowmg, anti-alias1ng and 
matenal shaders. HDR effeds create h1d1ng 
places where you've been taught to east 
exped them, and the vanable transparencies 
of the fabncs, plast1cs and glass that 
decorate ns world make Alltne of s1ght a 
thnlllngly dynamic concern. Thick With 
surpnse, 1f not necessarily consequence, 
this IS the product of a clear-cut agenda 

Choke objectives inevitably focus on life-and-death 
decisions, though not always so directly. The need to 
maintain both your cover and humanity, as measured by 
the opposing tNSt gauges. can often force your hand 

meet.ng the time, resources, and talent to 
see it through. 

Mamta nmg Ub1soft's healthy approach 
to mulup ayer support 1s key, and Double 
Agenrs sp es-versus-mercs deathmatch and 
co-op modes (see 'NmJa theory') represent 
an md1V1dually successful yet thematically 
cons1stent design lineage. Though the Clancy 
senes entirely consists of such well-rounded 
packages, it's Splinter Cell that shines- a 
game of equally accomplished halves [8] 

Minigames include safe-cracking. bomb defusing and the 
classic loek·picking. They're decent, but modest enough 
to complete themselves if you unlock the right gadgets 



avtng cooked grenades and flipped 
gun-stocks in Killzone on PS2, 
Guerrilla is again indulgtng tts 

interest in the base mechanics of combat. 
though thts time as much out of necesstty as 
destre. Unltke Konami when tt made Coded 
Arms, the Dutch developer has taken the FPS 
command set, mapped rt on to PSP's button 
set, and found that the maths stmply don't 
add up So tt's devtsed somethtng old and 
somethtng new: a hand held shooter wtth a 
retro viewing angle, modern perspecttve, and 
substantially different approach to control. 

Players resume control of Ki/lzone's Jan 
Templar, though tf the goal was to create a 
sense of apposttlon between thts story and 
the last, then the greatest stm~anty IS that 
they' re both rubbish. Host planet Vekta is 
characterised by hardware and terratn rather 
than words and events, Killzone's narrative 
having already plumbed such depths of 
cliche that tt barely registers wh1le playtng. 
Liberation's four chapters, wrth four distinct 
levels in each, vis1t several dying lands whtch 
only flicker to lfe when someone pulls the 
tngger Luckily, there's seldom a t1me when 
they're not. 

In practice, the game's combat favours 
decision over precision, PSP's two shoulder 
buttons workmg alone and m tandem to 
provtde reliable lock-ons (one for people, the 
other for Objects) as well as a rolling dodge 
and defenstve crouch. They help establish a 
tense pattern of shoot and evade wh1ch AI 
aggresston, together wtth weapon ftre and 
reload rates, keeps to a ferocious beat. The 

Directing allies to targets and cover points sends the game 
into momentary slow·motion, keeping your strategic play 
manageable but spontaneous. Ammo chests do the same, with 
a pop·up interface that avoids pulling you out of the action 

reductton 1n scale hasn't dtmintshed Templar's 
abiht1es too much, with a melee attack and 
grenade toss (uncooked th1s t1me, dtrected by 
lock-on or vtsual aid) rounding out hts sktlls. 
But don't read this as a passport to run-and
gun, because that isn 't Liberation's game. 

When they're not shouting obscenities, 
the Helghast prove surprismgly shrewd 
marksmen, especially when lead1ng thelf 
target, peppering your antJCtpated trajectory 
with wide arcs of f1re. Spontaneity tS seldom 
fruitful under these condttions, or 1ndeed tn 
warzones as booby-trapped as Veleta's. Much 
of the game is spent finding opportuntties in 

TWo epic scraps close out the final chapters, the first 
being a mech battle (below) that pushes the game's 
difficulty to a heart-pounding peak. Both nerves and 
endurance come under fire. though sadly for too long 
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the devtous enwonment, your chotce of 
weapon, and your posruon relattve to 
enem es and any nearby supply crates or 
p1ck-ups But when be ng su1tably armed 1s 
as 1mper at1ve as tt os here, rt's frustrattng to 
note that the game somet1mes hangs you 
out to dry. starv1ng you of ammo or a means 
of escape. it's surpnsing also, in a game so 
othervvise smart. 

With ideally staggered checkpoints and 
responsive all ed untts, Liberation reliably fills 
1dle moments With invigoratmg handheld 
combat, 1ts AI qutck to improvise and exploit 
the h1gh grounds and trenches crammed 1nto 
PSP's wtdescreen. Whtle it has enough triCks 
up its sleeve to see you through to the end, 
however, from jet packs and drivable vehicles 
to Helghast droids and dogs, ot finds its 
groove early and seldom strays. A couple of 
murderous boss battles spike the diff,culty 
level dunng the second half, but what occurs 
for the most part ts a largely cyclical, of 
insplfed and infecttous routine. (7] 

The charac1eristia of ene-my classes are so 
well defined that the-y trigger distinct gut 
response-s.. With a Kevlar-dad shotgun trooper, 
for example. you can expe-<1 a qukk emptying 
of the gut as you run for the nearest hillock 

Factors such as camera distance 
and screen brightness sometimes 
conspire against Liberation, but 
to compensate there's a healthy 
range of PSP-tailored gametypes. 
Each uniO<.ked level hosts arcade 
challenges which provide points 
to be fed back into the main 
game for upgraded abilities and 
inventory slots. Inventive but 
shallow, they're best played 
alongside the campaign to make 
progress easier. The game also 
supports ad-hoc co-op for two 
players, but we encountered 
sporadic lag. The rudimentary 
but generous deathmatch had 
similar problems, though the 
issue is probably one of wifi 
bandwidth as much as code. 
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Copper feel 

Scarf ace handles law enforcement 
fluidly, even if its complexity 
takes some lengthy cop-baiting 
to become clear. A bar borders 
the mini-map: as Montana 
commits visible crime it gradually 
fills with white, increasing the 
likelihood of a cop appearing to 
track him down. Montana can 
simply confront the officer and 
fast-talk his way out, but if he's 
seen committing a further 
infraction the bar starts filling red 
and the police give serious chase. 
Players can still lose the cops by 
exiting the circular area of 'heat' 
on the map and outpacing any 
pursuers, but if the bar totally fills 
then, as the game so plainly puts 
it, 'you are tucked!' and the full 
weight of Miami's finest comes 
crashing down. As overdone as it 
sounds, it's a system that rewards 
well-organised players, but can 
easily crush those without any 
bac.kup plan. 

EventuaRy, Montana h.s access to tlvee 
henchmen - Driver. Enforcer and Assassin. 
The player asSUI'IIH the role of eadl to take 
care of self-explanatory menial tasks and 
sidequesu that can be used to build up cash 

he role that pro-crime, free-roammg 
games put the player into could be 
descnbed 1n two words: 

psychopathic workaholic. Which is why, 
despite Scarf ace's conceit - an alternate 
endmg to the movie, where Cuban drug 
baron Tony Montana survives its climactic 
battle- 1ts tnfamous lead character, the 
crown pnnce of cocky swagger, remains the 
perfect ftt for thts style of game, and 1s a 
strong presence that blends well into the 
urban gangster-spree template. 

Tony's atm IS, of course. to rebuild his 
Mtami-based emptre vta a stranglehold of 
aggressive acquisittons. and such ownership 
feels effective here for two reasons. First. the 
world is a relatively compact one and it's 
mercifully easy to famtliarise yourself with it, 
and second, Montana simply digs his heels in 
and goes to work on the city, wrenching 
control of each d•strict's commercial assets 
and elimtnatlng rrval gangs. In fact, the matn 
thread of the story feels bare next to Tony's 
main occupation of drug and cash runntng, 
which starts out with small street deals, and 
expands mto more profitable large-scale 
dtstribution where fronts can be equipped 
with guards and CCTV to protect against 
retaliatory gang attacks. 

Aside from such peripheral detail, the 
game's core - gunfightmg - is supremely 
vicious, able to cut an unwary player down in 

seconds, an aspect that can gnnd when 
some misston restarts can insist on maktng 
you sit through cutscenes and loadtng each 
time, or drops you into certain mtsstons wtth 
your weapons removed and no explanatton 
as to why. But Montana's capaCity for 
vtolence is JUSt as ferocious; Scarface's guns 
are np-roanng and the swift lock-on system 
allows for custom targeting of body parts 
wtth the nght stick, while manual atm•ng 
offers the reward of more 'Balls', the 
measure of Tony's aCiions. Bare ftst ftghtlng IS 

a drab tailback, but the trademark chamsaw 
gorily livens the melee system up, allowtng 
for limb-specific dismemberments. And 
taunting a victim after they've been downed 
isn't just a gimmick; the boost of Balls you 
get from it contributes considerably towards 
filling the Blind Rage meter to ach•eve an 

Scarface's morality - Montana verbally refuses to shoot 
pedestrians - becomes Invisible in practke for~ 
players wtlo don't wish to rampage. This morality 
vanishes when playing as a H~man. but it's 
surprisingly welcome that NPCs can be thrutened into 
giving up a vehide. instead of wrenching the driver out 

invulnerable ftrstperson state where all ktlls 
restore your health, completely turning the 
t ide of an intense shootout. And, at any 
moment, you're a few button presses away 
from having a car of your chorce- complete 
with ammo-packed weapons locker 1n the 
boot- chauffeured dtrectly to you, wtth a 
weapons dealer permanently on hand to 
ensure that neither of these Vital 
commodities run out. 

lt can feel much like all work and no play, 
but it's work that's professtonally rendered, 
adding some solid detail and feedback to the 
traditional GTA-style framework. But even 
with quality sound design and slick vehicle 
handling bolstering the experience, it's a 
game whose mission variety can' t match 
Rockstar's quality well enough to provide a 
superior expenence. (7] 

Wrth sufft<ient progress under 
his belt, Montana can chat up 
'femme fatales' , recruiting them 
to stand around his mansion. 
They provide upgrades, but the 
process of chaning them up is 
a pointless minigame -maybe a 
highly accurate rtalisation of 
pretending to be interested 



ike Grand Theft Auto, Diablo has 
proved remarkably resistant to the 
reverse-engineering of its alchemy: 

across a decade of clones, few manage the 
feat of hacking, slashing and walking 
forwards at the same time. On the face of it, 
Mage Knight Apocalypse isn't the stuff of 
iconoclasts. For starters, it's called Mage 
Knight Apocalypse; and the miniatures 
licence it draws from demands no eldritch 
suspender belt goes untied or orcish 
wardrum unsounded. 

More concerningly, the basic attacks 
provide only a vague sense of connection 
an oversight as fundamental as the guns 
lacking kick in a shooter. And yet Apocalypse 
manages to remain compelling, thanks in no 
small part to a console-styled - or perhaps 
World Of WarCraft-styled - free camera and 
th irdperson character control. As a result, the 
gameworld's scale is absorbing (though still 
illusory, with one-track level design) and 
immediate, washing over its well-trodden 
cliches with colour, glow and an underwater 
depth-of-field 

The five characters are smartly 
differentiated, each operating on their own 
skew of a healthlmana system and fielding a 
smattering of skills that are satisfying and, if 
not original, at least cribbed from further 
afield than is usual in the genre. For a game 
with an experience-free advancement system 
-characters' powers grow through use 
rather tnan distribution of points- there's a 
brief sensation that the actual game is 
levell ing up as you play, growing more 
confident and vital. 

Most levels do their best to enliven ihe rail-driven paths 
with sightseeing moments. The overall arcade flavour 
prompts replay even without randomly-generated romps 

Party control is largely hands-oft other than spurring on 
dawdling AI - their skills and gear upgrade in pace with yours 

lt's a shame, then, that Apocalypse has 
no head for numbers. The familiar balance 
issues of a flooded economy, under- or over
powered skills and a mess of attributes that 
make no discernable difference are all 
present, though in the shadow of larger 
problems. Bizarrely erratic difficulty pacing 
makes many early encounters simply 
impossible without death-and-restart 
attrition, while later levels may never dent a 
life-bar. Worse, the climb up the equipment 
ladder, the action-RPG's all-important 
addiction cycle, stalls for a paralysing late
game stretch where all items are e1ther 
inferior or unusable. 

Since you're unlikely to be playing it for 
the story - which only truly registers when 
bosses' monologues are plastered, 
irremovably, over the top third of the screen 
mid-battle - all that's left are good intentions 
and flawed mechanics. There are more of the 
former than in many entries in the genre, 
and if you find its imperfections endearing 
there's much to position Apocalypse as one 
of the bolder attempts to further the art of 
the dick-fest But"lacking the polish or the 
poise of its inspiration, it's unfortunate that 
only the dedicated will notice. [6] 

Each character has personalised equipment: you'll always 
loot what you can use, but there's no scope for individual 
fashion. A neat tweak to the 'item set' provides bonuses · 
with all completed sets of armour, not just ultra·rares 

The interface is left wanting for the absolute 
slickness the action, and constant menu· 
delving, requires. You' ll soon wish the health 
meter was at least twice as obtrusive, too 

Herbal remedies 

In addition to a somewhat flat 
jewel-based system for 
customisinng your weapons, 
Apocalypse offers the ability to 
brew the game's various potions 
from herbs collected during play. 
Lifted practically wholesale from 
MMO professions (one MMO's in 
particular) and as dry a formula 
as that entails, you'll likely decide 
to stick with the middle-man and 
just buy your potions from town 
- if only to save on precious 
backpack space. 
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Your flying saU<er remains a powerfully 
destru<tive weapon. and will aid ~ 
completion of many missions that wert 
originally intended to ~ carried out on loot 

Crypto scripta 

A major pitfall of the game is 
the quality of the script-writing, 
which poses the question as to 
whether a combat-based game 
like this needs to be so dependent 
on the narrative that plays out 
through its mission briefings 
and cut-scenes. The cackling 
characterisation of Crypto, and 
the simple satire of the setting 
are both smartly observer, and 
full of mischievous energy. 
But the dunky, hackneyed 
plotting and the ubiquitous (and 
ubiquitously unfunny) references 
to sex and drugs leave you 
wishing that the game's story 
could be as emergent and 
unpredictable as its gameplay. 
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ryptosporidtum, Destroy All Humans 
2's extra-terrestrial star with the 
one-track mind, has an amazing 

ability - he can miraculously clone himself 
after death. Since each subsequently cloned 
Crypto retains hts predecessor's character 
tratts and memones. it could be argued 
that every one of them is a marked 
improvement upon the original. So it's an 
unfortunate irony that Pandemic hasn't been 
able to pull off the same trick with this 
expanded sequel. 

Set 10 the swinging '60s, the alien finds 
htmself drawn away from his free-loving 
extstence tnto a world of Cold War 
tnvetglement. A global conspiracy involving 
everyone from the KGB to Japanese 
sa1arymen threatens to end life as we know 
tt, turntng our hero from persecutor to 
protector of humanktnd. 

Stepptng away from the Stateside 
tsolatiomsm of the first game, Destroy All 
Humans 2 offers four ftctittous versions of 
international oties for immolation: San 
Franctsco, London, Tokyo and Moscow. Of 
these, only Takoshima (Tokyo) is really 

noteworthy, its mixture of harebratned 
zaniness and alluring exotictsm hfMg tt 
above the locations-by-numbers ambtence 
of the rest. That said, reducing the Palace of 
Westminster to a mound of smouldenng 
rubble wtth your saucer tS an trreststible 
proposition and an actton that w1ll certatnly 
surv1ve repeated play 

Yet, wherever you are 10 the game world, 
movement feels btzarrely restrt<:trve Mtsstons 
contraints constantly tnterrupt the flow of 
terror you're 1tch1ng to exact. add1ng a sense 
of leaden hneanty that's at stnktng odds wrth 
the GTA-style free-roammg framework. SOme 
nice graphrcal touches appear '" realtrme 
antmatrons, seamlessly segue1ng from play to 
act1on sequences, but much of thts IS undone 
by lazy, clumsy cutscenes that tend to come 
10 way too early 

Crypto's powerful talents. then, are a 
maJOr force for redemptton tn an 
environment undeservtng of 1ts leering 
protagonist. Telekinesis allows htm to pick 
up and play with any statiOnary object or 
petnfied human. while new ability Transmog 
transforms vehicles and street furniture into 

Ctypto can once again body-snatch humans and 
surreptitiously read the thoughts of passers by. The 
results provide the funniest material in the game, though 
the repetitive process begins to wear thin very quickly 

power-ups for his Disintegrator. Chtef among 
new weapons is the Dislocator- a wacky, 
Dan Dare version of Half-Life l's grav1ty gun 
that uproots its target and flings it around 
the screen with random abandon. A new 
co-op mode will allow a second player to 
join in the chaos. but be warned that since 
the game is quite short to begtn with, 
completion is likely to come around tw1ce 
as fast. 

All you'll want to know IS that murdenng 
terrified humans is, for a whtle at least. 
genuinely entertaining- but then wreak1ng 
senseless devastation on an unsuspecting 
Earth was always going to be wrckedly 
pleasurable. Destroy All Humans 2 IS 1nit1ally 
enjoyable, entirely endurable and gratifyingly 
easy. But at its heart 1t rematns an average 
experience. There's no doubt Crypto deserves 
another crack at the free-roaming wh1p at 
some point over the new generation. and no 
doubt that, in this as in Mercena"es. 
Pandemic has proved itself an expert tn the 
art of demolition. The question now is 
whether they can become as sk1lled at 
world-building as world-destroying. [5) 



attlefield 2142 and its futuristic 
setting succeed in illustrating both 
the shortcomings of developer 

D•g•tallllusions' 1mag native muscle and the 
unwavenng strength of the base matenal. As 
another exercise 1n Battlef,elds electnfying 
theatre of war it is satisfyingly good 
However, despite some pleas1ngly blunt and 
efficient weapons-of-tomorrow, BF2142 fails 
to stimulate to the same levels as prev1ous 
titles m the series, all of whiCh have 
benef1ted from a more solid groundmg 1n 
real-world settings and situatiOns 

Yet BF2142 can boast a compelling 
narrative backdrop, evoking a world ravaged 
by a new ice age and torn apart by a war 
between the European Union (EU) and the 
Pan Asian Coalition (PAC) for control of 
earth's last resources. lt mainta1ns the fierce 
balance expected of a Battlefteld utle, despite 
reducing the number of classes from seven to 
four, and the bnlliant squad dynam1cs, with a 
number of squads reporting to a commander 
who oversees the entire battle. And while it 
is not the shot in the arm for the senes that 

L=..-
T1M! four troop· types are a merger of previous 
options. S~lai·Ops and Snipers are now the 
Recon class. for example, while the Support 
class retains lu role and can deploy turrets 

Battlefield 2 provided, BF2142 at least offers 
the T1tan match type, alongs1de the usual 
Conquest mode, to d1fferentoate 1t from 1ts 
predecessors (see 'TrtanK struggle') 

By man fest1ng Battlefields team tiCket 
system m the form of an 1mposong aenal 
goant. both a movmg base and a hulkmg 
Achilles heel, BF2142 increases the urgency 
and 1mport of every skirmish, and Titan shield 
power updates flicker earnestly before your 
eyes, g1vmg you a material sense of the tide 
of battle. S1molarly, that you are f1ght1ng over 
m1ssile-launching artillery pomts that vis1bly 
crash their rockets into the oppos1t1on's 
Titan, and not simply another flag, g1ves 
a tangible object1ve to your actions that 
makes overcoming hostile resistance all 
the more rewarding. 

Once on board your rival's floating 
fortress, however, Titan mode suffers from 
the same slightly lazy design that 1rks so 
greatly elsewhere. The white and grey 
angular corridors make a staid and 
uninteresting denouement to an otherw1se 
invigorating match type. The closmg 

moments of a Titan match hold a fmality 
never quite as effectively realised in Conquest 
mode, and so it disappoints that a team's last 
stand should be little more than a s1mple 
corridor massacre. 

Other annoying flaws include the lifeless 
vehicle HUDs. which cannot compare with 
BF2's gratifying functionality; the two dull 
and inelegant a1rborne craft and the 
perplexmg dec1sion to offer only five maps 
in smgleplayer, not one of them a T1tan 
map. The ten locations, of which f1ve are 
repurposed for Titan matches. also lack 
the breadth of appeal from footsold1er to 
sky jockey that made BFl such a JOY 
regardless of a player's rank or pos1t1on on 
the banlef1eld. 

However these flaws, irritaung as they 
are, do not undermine the fnsson of 
exCitement that the game can almost 
effortlessly raise during tense and well· 
orchestrated conflicts. As with any on line 
multi player experience, the final verdict rests 
with the skills and dependability of your 
comrades in arms, but at least with BF2142 
the underlying structure is of such h1gh 
quahty that an adrenaline-fuelled moment 
is never too far away. [8) 

REVIEW~ 

The PAC's ho~r·lank shares more in terms 
of control with two hover-copiers than any 
landbome veh~. The simple underglow 
emanating from the hi·tech vehicle is worthy 
of a lingering glanct, and its strafing ability 
makes it an excellent combat choice 

Titanic struggle 

BF214Z's ace-In-the-hole is the 
new Titan mode, a redressing 
of the standard Battlefield 
Conquest conflicts that replaces 
command points with missile 
silos and team tickets with the 
lumbering Titan craft that drift 
across the battlegrounds. Each 
silo under your control will 
pummel the opposing Titan until 
its defences are breached. At 
which point your options are 
either to mount an organised 
boarding action to detonate the 
reactor core, or retain control of 
the grounded missile bays to 
gradually blast your opponent's 
Titan from the sky. The obvious 
choice is to strike at the Titan's 
heart. as the exhilarating 
experience of deploying to the 
airborne platform by APC rocket· 
pod is not to be missed. 
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Fight and dodge continuously without taking a hit. and Gene's 
intensity meter will !JrOW through four level.s- 1, 2, 3 and Diet -with 
each evohmon increasing the threat posed by enemies. One option -
grovel - allows the meter to M reset by kowtowing to opponents 

Available for access at any one of 
the numerous save points, God 
Hancfs hub is, as you'd expect. 
pretty inexplicable - a w ild west 
mall featuring a straightforward 
casino and a shop for buying new 
techniques and God Reel powers. 
The most useful attraction is a 
fighting arena, a series of pre
made brawls under varying 
conditions that let players top up 
their cash, as well a practice new 
attacks on a training dummy. And 
if you do attempt to rough up any 
of the casino's staff. be prepared 
to be thrown into the ring w ith 
its brutal bouncer. • 
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he most accurate summation of God 
Hand IS probably the least useful: 
With Shinji Mikami and Clover 

Studio having slaved over imaginative. 
progressive epics Resident Evil 4 and Okami 
respedively, God Hand is like the drunken 
night out needed to wind down from them, 
a beat 'em up determined to cut loose just 
for the hell of it. 

That's not to say it's at all dumb or 
throwaway. The game features a supremely 
athletic combat system of responsive 
d1rectional dodges mapped to the right stick, 
alongs1de a trio of face buttons used for a 
vanety of melee attacks. And its initial 
toughness 1s quickly offset by a strudure 
that. like Viewtlful Joe. allows the player to 
save or stock up on shop items in between 
every sediOn of a level. Unlike Joe, however. 
IS the lack of variation and imagination; the 
hook to God Hand is that there's very nearly 
no hook, leavmg it down to the player to 
express themselves through their chosen 
repertoire of punches. slaps, roundhouse 
kicks. machme-gun stomps, groin punts 
and spanks, plus a variety of brutal, 
outrageous special attacks via lead character 

Gene's 'God Reel', brought on by the power 
of his titular hand. 

And as the gloves come off. so does the 
straitjacket - Clover's eagerness to introduce 
humour into everything it does is epitomised 
here, m a continuous prank of a videogame 
whose plot and characters answer to no one 
but its creators. No sooner have you dusted 
off the gorilla dressed 1n wrestling garb -
who steps down from a bus to sit on a bench 
and read his newspaper - before be1ng 
confronted by a diSturbing Power Rangers 
spoof, the Mad M1dget V. with a 50 Cent 
reference thrown in for good measure. Not 
to ment1on the subsequent trip through a 
mcus forecourt populated w1th rainbow
coloured Chihuahuas, too; 1f ever there was 
the videogame equivalent of feeling punch 
drunk, it's God Hand 

lt's completely dnven by the player's need 
to be a ludicrous badass. and its framework 
is certainly t1ght enough to allow for skilled, 
satisfying play But 1t means that 1t's as tough 
on the tendons as it is on those who want 
thelf hands to be held. with each level 
consisting of fight after fight that can feel 
depressingly identil<.1t for those not willing to 

throw themselves into it. And that b1zarre 
humour - equal parts slapstick. self· 
reference, surrealism and joyous stupidity
either seals the deal or thuds the final nail 
into the coffin. it's a game with a limited but 
powerful appeal, that'll be loved, hated 
or overlooked as a Killer 7-style blip, 
uncompromising to the point of leaving no 
other choice. Take it or leave it; just don't 
ignore 1t, or you may m1ss the videogame 
equivalent of a daft night out with some of 
Capcom's finest minds. [7) 

God Hand's perspective is very nearly over the shoulder, 
and init ially cramped, offering no camera control thanks 
to the right stitk's use ior ra?id·iire directional dodging 



n engtneenng the long-antiCipated, 
never assured return of Sam & Max. 
Telltale Games has entered a realm 

where one man's progress IS another man·s 
blasphemy. Any nugget you mtght care to 
pan from 1992's Sdm & Max. H11 The Road, 
be it the palette of 256 colours, the stenctlled 
douds. the iMuse soundtrack or the stngle
mtnded worldvtew of cornball Amenca, IS 
bona fide gaming gold Culture Shock's CG 
heresy, then, IS 1ts wrsdom and 1ts curse. 
shrugging the weight of expectatton from 1ts 
shoulders yet leaving few creattve crutches. 

First, the good news: th1s IS a very 
different Sam & Max, but no Impostor The 
realtime 3D duo are still the Penn & Teller, 
if not the Kane and Lynch, of comedy 
crimefightmg. Sam rema1ns the least lacon1c 
person (talking dog, 1f you want to spht 
hairs) in the videogame umverse, h1s 
acknowledgement of Max's ultravtolent 

If eadl Sam & Max episode is to have 
its own story, nemesis and climaJt. then 
here's hoping that they improve over 
time. With his plan to dominate Earth's 
TV audiences with hypnotic ' Eye-bo' • 
ocular training videos. TV has· been 
Brady Culture (right) is a fun sideshow 
freak, but ultimately a poor antagonist 

1mpulses as impassive as ever, and h1s 
remaming hnes spent med1tatmg on pop 
culture's ills and h1s own checklist of mental 
condrt•ons Though the game's camera VIews 
the parr through dose-ups and reactiOO shots 
rather than SCUMM's diStant pans. u sun 
conveys the flavour of their world whde 
camouflag•ng those key mteract111e ObJects 
Call rt polygon- rather than p1xel-hun\lng 

Conversat1ons. meanwhile, stnke a good 
balance of subterfuge, s1gnposting and pure 
entertamment. Culture Shock's supportmg 
cast 1S as small as the game's own dtminutive 
s1ze suggests, but they have their quirks, 
even if the twisted stereotypes they represent 
pale next to Htt The Road's nation of we1rdos. 
The comic hit rate here is lower than you 
might have hoped for, but Telltale shows 
commendable knowledge of when to simply 
emulate the Sam & Max of old and when to 
move forward. Because this game's structure 

He sounds a bit off. but Telltale's captured an otherwise 
perfect Max. Neither he nor Sam would really harm a 
person, but you shudder to think what they'd do to a fly 

is so senstble and 1ts humour nonetheless 
consistent, 1t seldom has you asktng whether 
it's being progressive enough or not. 

W1th some puzzles it is, for sure. Though 
it's st1ll a game of locks, keys and sw•tches, it 
dtsgu•ses them with occasional mgenu1ty. A 
pnme example is Sam having to revise, 
interactively, h1s memory of a dream to 
convince a tattoo-parlour psychiatrist that he 
secretly wants to marry h1s mother. Though 
qumtessentlally absurd, such tnals are almost 
always logteal1n thelf soluttons 

Culture Shock never obstructs or 
backtracks. e•ther. whtch 1s a commendable 
act of honesty that only exacerbates. sadly, 
1ts b1g problem- 1t's ep1sodrc The meat of 
the pomt-and<hck 1s addtng that waypomt 
to the map, and uncovenng the secrets 
behmd every door Though set to be released 
monthly and barga•n prrced, the Sam & Max 
eptsodes w1ll always dump you back to the 
desktop once their self-contatned cases are 
complete They lack the sense of cohesion, 
scale and possibility tha t was Htt The Road's 
cornerstone, and even 1f you want to gorge 
on them all at once. you'll st•ll appreciate the· 
p1eces rather than the whole. [6] 

~f:VIEW~ 

Keeping all interactions, no matter how 
inappropriate. with1n the grasp of the point· 
and-didt interface, Culture ShocKs minrgamH 
highlight Telltale's respect for gerve tradition, 
and an insight into when •nd how it works 

Hit the highway 

The level of series creator Steve 
Purcell's involvement in Culture 
Shock is unclear: closing credits 
include him as a writer, opening 
titles do not. Nevertheless, in 
the build-up to release he's done 
much to lend credibility, and 
authentidty, to Sam & Max's 
return. Hosted on Telltale's 
website, which has turned to 
Turner's Game Tap service for 
distribution of its games, 
Purcell's web-<omics are a 
remonder of how durable his 
singular wit c.an be. Sadly, 
they're 1mmed1ately more 
adventurous than the duo's f irst 
rather constrained journey back 
mto software. Other side 
projects include a comic 
generator dnd related user 
gallery, faux interviews with the 
game's supporting cast, an a 
frequently updated FAQ. 
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In a half-hearted attempt to put 
some meat on Rule Of Rose's 
brittle bones, the game has been 
heavily loaded with non-critical 
collectable items for Brown to 
sniff out. Some are health· 
restoring foods; some simply lead 
to others, via Brown's nose; some 
are rare otems that can be traded 
with the Aristocrats for food or 
weapons. Completists (and 
perverts) will want to track down 
Jennifer's extra costumes, but for 
the rest of us the film reels and 
gramophone records are more 
appealing. These offer access to 
Shirogumi's striking cutscenes, 
and the unusually spare and 
elegant score, mostly performed 
by piano and string quartet. 

illing rtself as 'a mysterious, 
unthinkable, frlthy tale', Rule Of Rose 
draws Lord of the Flies, sinister 

nursery rhymes, uncomfortable sexual 
undertones and a very light dusting of 
kneesocks·and-zeppelins steampunk fantasy 
together in a thoroughly researched and 
pa•nstakingly mounted 1930s English settrng 
Although the central theme of a timid, 
fragile girl at the mercy of dark forces is 
quintessential Japanese survival horror, 
you've never seen th•ngs like this in a game 
before - and the effect, during a startling 
crnematic attract reel and the opening 
minutes of the game proper, is arresting. 
Unfortunately, your anentron is lost agarn as 
soon as Rule Of Rose reveals itself to be no 
more than a torp1d scavenger hunt dressed 
in some disjornted, postunng rmagery. 

The story follows Jennifer, an 'unlucky 
young girl ' (although going by her figure 
she's more of a young woman, the better for 
us to eer at her drstress) who's sent to an 
orpha!Jd9e after some nameless tragedy. 
There st:>e '.nds a desolate, f 'thy building 
WTth nary an a01.t t prese'lce, ruled by a 
ritualistic h erarchy of crue ch~dren callrng 
themselves the Red Crayon Anstocrats Club, 
who torment her and transport her 
inexplicably, aboard an a rshiP to do tl'e r 

Ankle-biting enemies wil SWIIIOp .lonnifer and •n.,.tto 
hug her to death. All she an do is flail iD tDeir ~ 
direction with whatever weipG<I she has to hand If you 
are lucky/bored enough to felt -.mantel as its corpw 
mysteriously and pointlessly slides aaoss then-

bodding. Their brddong rnvolves making an 
offenng of a 91ft every 'month'. or chapter 
You'll spend most of your time doing this 
wrth the aid of Brown, a pet dog who can 
guide you to items by sniffing other related 
(or, quite often, completely unrelated) items 
in your inventory. Brown is an original, sweet 
touch, and relieves some of the tedium of 
these trawls - but only some. They only ever 
seem to amount to a traol of breadcrumbs, 
interrupted by a foght, the occasoonal stilted 
exchange or a somple puzzle 

Combat is where Rule Of Rose's artful 
mask finally cracks and the depth of the 
game's mechanrcal•nept1tude is laid bare. Its 
nteracuons are clumsy at the best of times, 
bot Jenn•fer"s a r·stabb•ng scuffles with 
moonwa l(ing, ho low-eyed ghost children 
and the I Ke are qu1te astonishrngly bad. The 
an matJOn and co1l1sion detection defy belref, 
and the unexplamed appearance of these 
monsters does nothing to scare and 
everything to undermine the fragile veneer of 
tw•sted child psychology that Punchhne has 
so carefully appl1ed. Most enemies can simply 

The only partial use of speech is 
forgivable -in fact, considering the 
toe-curling acting and poor timing of 
what speech there is, it's a relief -
but the gauche. sing-song style of 
many of the subtitles doesn't convince 

There's no denying the craftsmanship with which 
Punchline has built its strange linle world; the lighting. 
texturing and attention to detail are all outstanding. 
and the game has a genuinely eerie look. especially 
on the ground. A grainy filter adds to the vintage feel 

be ignored and run away from, but the 
decision to include boss fights is an 
unfathomable one. 

Much of th1s could be overlooked if the 
game delivered on the uncommon promise 
of ts presentatiOn- although beset w1th 
langu1d load1ng t1mes and some dui areas, 
it is extremely beautiful, and sometimes 
genuinely unsettling -and delivers a dark 
adult horror story like no other. But there IS 

no story, there are no characters, the acting 
IS excruciatingly overplayed; there is no 
rhyme or reason to any of 1t, barely even the 
slow exposit1on of Jenmfer's dark past. lt's 
JUSt a murky brew of meamngless. 
explOitative dysfunction flll1ng an empty 
game, and it leaves a b1tter taste. [3) 
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ragon Quest: The Journey Of 
The Cursed King was, plainly 
put, one of the most 

accomplished games ever made. lt was 
a demonstration of the experience and 
expertise that Square Enix has amassed 
over dozens of RPG iterations. We're 
used to the idea that games get better 
because the technology improves; less 
used to the idea that games get better 
because the companies that make 
them have stmply had a lot of practice. 

And that same sensation - if not 
the overall ambition - permeates the 
whole of Rocket Slime. lt effortlessly 
executes parts of RPG destgn that 
other games haven't even noticed 
need their attention. And so the 
balance between the active and the 
strategic is seamlessly maintained. The 
young princeling slime, called upon to 
protect his kingdom from an absurd 
attack of animal misfits, alternates 
between active sections - occasional 
combat, item collecting, puzzle solving 
-and more tactical tank battles. These 
are faintly reminiscent of a card-battle 
game, since the ammunition available 
to your tank is formed from the stock 
of items you've collected in the main 
game. Rather than use up what you've 
hoarded, and force endless trudges to 
restock the stockade, these items 
instead form the template for the 
varieties of ammo that will be 
continually provided to you 
throughout each battle. Your job is 
then to scoop the ammunition up, and 
decide in what order, and from which 
tank, to f ire the various weapons, 
which infl ict damage, act as shields, 
heal your tank and cause adverse 

Multiplayer tank battles can be had against 
opponents who also own the game, but even in 
singleplayer the arrival of helper slimes, each 
with their own skills. adds new tactical options 

status effects to your opponents. 
Pacing, too, is masterfully handled: as 
you free the slimes captured m the war 
they'll open up areas of your home 
village, new items open up new 
recipes, new skills open up new 
avenues of exploration. Controls are 
efficient, centred around a rubber
band twang that seems a natural 
mode of expression for a slime, and 
the difficulty curve is more of a gentle 
drift, rolling you through a game 
which is quick to share its del ights and 
slow to cause any kind of upset. There 
may not be anything eye-catchingly 
bold about Rocket Slime, but there's 
close to nothing to criticise: this is the 
work of masters of their craft. [7] 

Rocket Slime doesn't make especially ambitious 
use of the OS, but it's an unusually fully-featured 
package- visually beautiful and stocked with 
picture-painting, item-synthesising distractions 

n space, much of what you 
see is history - a report of 
celestial events carried at the 

speed of light. Project Sylpheed is 
likewise a collision that occurred 16 
years ago between two shoot 'em ups 
from vastly different universes. One 
was the original Silpheed, a vertical 
scroller fought on a two-dimensional 
plane, first conceived by Game Arts 
in 1988. The other was Wing 
Commander, a stellar dogfight 
simulator fought in three-dimensional 
space, parted by the same studio in 
1990. So if the new Sy/pheed feels like 
a psychedelic dream of the two 
combined, then you're closer to the 
truth than you think. 

Spicing up its mix of cosmic 
fireworks and cockpit drama are HO 
horsepower and an east/west culture 
clash between the aforementioned 
games. In beautifully crisp CG anime 
the kind permanently in orbit around 
planet Square - Sylpheed stages a 
decent space opera which, were the 
intervening game removed, you could 
happily watch from beginning to end. 
Wing Commander or Colony Wars 
fans however, wondering where their 

When neither capital ships nor nemeses such as 
the Night Ravens are on your hit list, enemies are 
ripe for the harvest, lallygagging beneath the 
reticule as missiles corkscrew up their tailpipes 

Following fl ight school comrades turned enemies 
by war, and a human race torn apart by hardship 
and betrayal, Sylpheeds pre-rendered story hops 
unapologetically from one genre convention to 
the next, but delivers them all with panache 

beloved genre went, will f ind this 
a complete, though perhaps 
unambitious package. Among its 
strengths are a succinct HUD, superior 
flight and targeting controls, a full 
range of objectives and thoughtfully 
staggered checkpoints. In these 
regards, the also comparable Ace 
Combat can't compete. 

Much ordnance tends to be wasted 
during the multi-stage missions, and 
the game values a good lightshow 
over precision, but the lattices of 
missile and thruster trails that bring life 
to its starfields and nebulae justify that 
choice. Good performances are 
converted by debriefings into currency, 
and a healthy selection of chain guns, 
missile silos and gauss cannons is 
gradually unlocked for your ship's 
various weapon mounts. Difficulty 
hops noticeably from one encounter to 
the next, but seldom snares you with 
an underhanded spike. 

A polished and complete 
experience, Sylpheed may or may not 
see a western release; whoever lands 
the job will have quite a localisa tion 
job on their hands. The import 
version's language barrier is 
considerable, but then so are the 
appreciable portions of the game 
that lie before it [7] 
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Before the game had even 
hit the shelves, Sam already 
had his own clique of 
superfans, albeit hard
coded into the game. 
Squeaky-voiced, swollen 
headed midgets dressed 
exactly like their hero, they 
could be unearthed 
throughout the game at a 
number of secret locations. 
They're even responsible 
for Sam's descent into the 
Mayan Sierras at the 
beginning of The Second 
Encounter, crashing into 
his spaceship with their 
ramshackle crate-craft. but 
soon offer compensation 
with a hidden disco tucked 
away under a nearby 
temple. Upon sight. they'll 
crowd Sam and tag along 
behind him for a while, 
before wombling off in 
their own random 
directions. And be warned: 
slaying them results in 
death throes of disturbing 
gurgles and splutters. 



Serious Sam's slow-burning 
empire ha< spread to both 
PS2 and Gat ,eCube via 
Next fncot.r•ter a stopgap 
designed to ~h;;w other 
formats a Sam-<tyle good 
time before the proper 
Sf'quel made it to Xbox and 
PC. Introducing vehicles. a 
new collection of •.veapons 
and enemies and a combo
kill focus sy,tem, it 
successfully captured the 
spirit, if not the expanse. 
of thP origin,!. So•ious Sam 
11 aJTiv@d last ye" as 
demPnt@d 1n•<! ~ •rammed 
with pranki<l> '"crets as 
was to be exr"(ted. but it 
was perhap< too <catty 
and otherworldly to stick 
in the mind as effectively 
as thf' origiMI, introducing 
environments 1rd 
indigenous t'•es as bizarre 
as thP rest of the typical 
Sal!' ••t\tp. 
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THE MAKING OF ... 
WARRIOR 
Magical knights, mirrors and mortal combat. 
Meet the spiritual forebear of Soul Calibur 

ORIGINAL FORMAT: ARCADE PUBLISHER· VECTORBEAM DEVELOPER: TIM SKELLY ORIGIN: US RELEASE DATE: 1979 



Having collaborated so successfully 
with artist Frank Brunner on the 
Warrior project, Skelly felt it was a 
natural progression to focus on Or 
Strange, a Marvel Comics character 
that Brunner had worked on, as the 
basis for his next game. 

"I drew the Doctor and worked 
out all the co-ordinates, but then I 
had to shrink it down so it could be 
displayed on screen within the 60th 
of a second time limit. Once I got it 
small enough, the face was just too 
tiny relative to the cape and it was 
the cape that really gave it that 
look. Basically, it ceased being a face 
and when your character stops 
having a face, you' re just not in the 
ball game any more.· 

The project was shelved, but 
above is one of those initial 
sketches, which give a fascinating 
insight into the creative process 
Skelly deployed for Warrior and the 
rest of his vector game portfolio. 

, ........ 
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Though Warrior can justly claim 
t o be the beginning of one of 
videogames' most fruitful genres, 
its rarity means it remains unknown 
to the majority of players. This is 
largely due to the unreliability of 
its hardware, particularly when 
compared to Atari's far more robust 
vector cabinets. 

•our technology was just 
cheaper, • Skelly acknowledges. " lt 
had to be. Cinematronics was a very, 
very small company. There were 
only two game engineers, myself 
and Scott Boden, and some 
hardware guys. Even the guy who 
tried to fix any faulty boards had to 
double as the company drug dealer.' 

And so special thank.s to Archer 
Maclean, who has lovingly restored 
what must be the only working 
Warrior machine in the UK to mint 
condition and whose help in 
producing this article was 
invaluable. He. and American 
collector Brian Jones, also kindly 
provided the accompanying images 
of this most beguiling of cabinets. 





Pull of Jupiter 
You might not have heard of 
Touchdown Entertainment, but you 
certainly will have heard of the 
games that have ~n developed 
using the middleware technology it 
offers. Touchdown is the comme~ial 
outlet for firstperson shooter 
specialist Monolith Productions, and 
its latest release is the Jupiter EX 
system used to create Monolith's 
Xbox 360 and PC title FEAR. Based 
around what the company calls a 
flexible, extensible and data-driven 
DirectX 9 renderer, it provides 
features such as normal, specular 
and emissive maps, and an 
advanced materials system, and is 
also integrated with the Havok 
physics system. This provides rigid 
body dynamics as well as Havok's 
new character dynamics for ragdoll 
effects. Tools include a database 
editor with hooks available for 
Alienbrain integration, world and 
model editors, a special effects 

editor and exporters for 3ds 
Max and Maya. 



Get the Vision 

Vforge is the game creation tool 
for Vision users. lt provides a visual 
editor for the creation and realtime 
modification of in-game scenes 

From its core market of German and eastern European customers, Trinigy is expanding its client 
base with North American and Asian developers signing up. The latest release, Vision Engine 6, 
supports Microsoft's forthcoming Vista operating system and its DirectX 10 technology, and 
handles next-gen graphics features such as parallax mapping, dynamic soft shadows and high 
dynamic range rendering . However, most of the company's efforts are spent on Improving the 
tools that are Integrated with the engine. These Include the vforge WYSIWYG visual editor and 
C# framework; the vEdlt 30 scene creation and management system, the vlux static light 

mapping utility; a shader editor; plus 3ds Max and Maya plug-ins, and various model and 
resource usage viewers. 

Trust your Inst inct 
The Instinct Studio is built around a DirectX 9-supporting rendering engine that 
handles features such as realtime, per-pixellighting, normal mapping, specular 
highlighting and volumetric stencil-buffer shadowing. Elements of the wider 
toolset Include a WYSIWYG visual editor, which enables developers to edit and 
tweak their gameplay dynamically by adding characters, building environments or 
adding objects and then playing the resulting levels straightaway. Another part of 
the Studio approach is the project-based resource management system, which 
keeps all game assets In a single repository and allows multiple developers to work 
on the same level simultaneously. An exporter for 3ds Maxis provided too, while 
Instinct Is working on support for the Collada file interchange format, and an 
Internal scripting language using the lightweight industry standard lua. 

Above: This technology demo for Instinct 
Studio shows off the package's per-pixel 
lighting and specul~r highlighting 
futures. Right: One example of the 
modular approach taken by Instinct is 
the integration of Engenuity's anifidal 
intelligence technology, Al.lmplant 
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I 
just got back from town, where I left my Wii 
deposit in a local game store (on my forum 
we have an icon invoked by :fnarr: whkh 

inserts a small Finnbar Saunders icon into the 
text; it would doubtless be appropriate here as it 
is in most Wii- related threads in forums). I'm 
sixth in the queue this year, as opposed to 
seventh last year for the 360. 

Last time I wrote how I hadn't yet 
preordered a PS 3, and in fact only a couple of 
days later Sony announced that nobody outside 
of the US and] a pan would be getting them 
before March anyway, which was pretty much 
about the timescale I'd been thinking of in 
getting one myself. Let the early-adopters in 
other countries put up with the shortages, mad 
eBay shysters and unknown-quality launch titles. 
I figure that by March at least more will be 
known about the system, the quality of the 
initiallineup will be known and any teething 

wave-the-controller kind of a way too, and 
between that, Zelda and the downloadables I'm 
sure there'll be enough to occupy me. 

Launch date buying is always a bit silly, 
anyway. You generally end up paying over the 
odds for the hardware in question, and even 
when you've got it you then often only have a 
handful of games to choose from, half of which 
are quite probably rubbish. In this regard I really 
don't mind that the Wii is a souped-up 
GameCube with a funky controller - at least I 
know that the new Zelda has already been 
several years in the making and will likely be 
Very Good Indeed rather than some tech-demo
turned-game and rushed out for launch. 

It's also a bit of silly fun, though. Showing up 
on the morning of launch day to see which other 
geeky idiots in your locality have turned out to 
collect their hardware is always entertaining. 
Although these days I can't quite help but feel a 

I don't want to spend months adding bells and whistles that aren't 
necessary- simple, spectacular and fun is what I'm trying to do 

,, 
problems clearly identified - enough so that 
one can make a sane and informed decision 
about whether and when to buy a not 
insignificantly expensive bit of equipment. I 
doubt I'll sign up for the launch-day hoo-hah 
even in March - I think I'll be ready to purchase 
once it's been out for a few months, when there 
are no supply problems and enough released 
games for me to choose a few absolute corkers. 

I guess with the Wii I'm more prepared to 
take a punt and jump in on launch day, partly 
because it's a lot cheaper (although it must be 
said not as cheap as many had hoped), and partly 
because I know my gaming needs will be 
satisfied admirably on launch day by Zelda. I'm 
sure the pack-in sports game will be fun in a 

bit old for it - I'm 44, and most of the punters 
in Game tend to be in their 20s; I can't help but 
feel at times like some old fogey going into a 
nightclub and attempting to get on down to the 
funky beats with the young 'uns. But hey, I grew 
up with gaming, spent my 20s being a 
functional part of the biz, and never let it go; I 
can't help but think that I'll still be showing up 
on launch days with my Zirnmer frame when 
I'm an old geezer. I can't see that I'll ever stop 
gaming, or being enthused by the latest and 
greatest systems to come out. Hopefully by 
the time my hands get all arthritic and too crap 
to hold a joypad (or, indeed, my Wii Remote) 
we'll all be controlling things with our minds or 
something; but I'll still be there playing. 

Speaking of the game shop in Carmarthen, 
they also sorted out my knackered ox360 for me 
and it was rather less fuss than I'd anticipated -
I basically just showed up there and sai~: "Hey, 
my 360 is bust " and they said: "Oh, OK, here's a 
new one'~ Which is now installed under the tell~ 
and being used for lashings of Time Pilot (still 
not quite got round yet), Dead Rising and TDU. 
I really must restart my half-done game of 
Oblivion too - I more or less packed in serious 
gaming for the summer, but with winter comin! 
on there's more console time ahead. My poor 
horse has been waiting in the stables for month 
now. It's about time we were reunited. 

My own game is getting rather more defined 
now, too - I can string levels together, shoot 
things and die; it all looks rather pretty althougl 
I'll have to be careful to balance graphic overloac 
and actually being able to see what the hell 
you're doing. There's a nice sweet spot between 
the two that I'm aiming for. I'm not aiming to 
make things awfully complex - the whole idea 
is to have some old-skool gameplay in a new
skool graphical style, and I think I'm achieving 
that. I don't want to spend months adding bells 
and whistles that aren't really necessary - keep 
it simple, spectacular and fun is what I'm tryin~ 
to do. I'm really enjoying it and, to be honest, I 
think XBLA needs more such games - yes, the 
remakes of classic titles are very nice and fun tc 
have, but there's a danger that after a while 
people will think that's all that comes out for 
XBLA. It's been a long time since Geometry War. 
and Mutant Storm, and whereas Scramble with 
nicer graphics is fun for a while there's little 
meat in many games of that era to bring players 
back for more than the occasional nostalgia
fuelled go. We need to have more made-for
XBLA games rather than just spruced-up ports, 
and hopefully my giraffes will contribute to tha1 

]eff Minrer is the founder of UK codeshop L/amasoft, whose 
most recent project was Xbox 360's onboard audio visualiser 



I
rving Wladawski Berger, born in Cuba, 
joined IBM in 1970. Now VP of technical 
strategy and innovation, he was crucial in 

the company's survival, leading IBM 's efforts to 
move into supercomputing, and to help clients 
realise the business benefits of the internet. 
Now, he's decided virtual worlds will form the 
next level of the internet, and - perhaps driven 
by a determination never to go back to more 
difficult times - he wants his company to be 
there: to ride the next wave of what he called 

"the leap from c-business to v-business:• 
The email invite I received to meet Irving 

Berger stressed how serious IBM was about 
virtual worlds. Berger saw virtual worlds as 

'signalling the next profound shift in how people 
use technology: I was informed; virtual worlds 
were 'the next frontier: I a~ked why ID\.1 was so 
interested in virtual worlds. Berger told me he 
thought the crucial point of virtual worlds was 

computing is everywhere? "One of our biggest 
challenges is to make IT systems far more 
usable to human beings," he told me. Virtual 
worlds, he thought, were a way to integrate in 
this new era of distributed computing; a new 
metaphor to"replace the desktop~ 

Among the people in real and virtual 
attendance were the company's EightBall group 

- scientists, consultants and executives, which 
they call'virtual world evangelists' - who hold 
meetings and experiment in Second Life. !an 
Hughes, a consulting IT specialist and member 
of Eight Ball, led their team in showing me some 
of their experiments. It was like being inside an 
IT department from the future. I've written 
before about Philip K Dick's schi:.:oid visions 
and their relevance to virtual worlds. This time, 
the shared influence was direct. Hughes showed 
me experiments with calling J\Pis from inside 
Second /,ife. A m<111 stood in a field and, via a 

A man stood in a field in Second Life and, via a link to Amazon, 
called up his book search results in the air. Minority Report-style 

that they shifted the role of the user: from being 
controlled by the interfac~ (be it by a visual 
desktop analogy, or the command line interface) 
to the user being in charge. He thous:ht of 
virtual worlds as the "immersive web~ with the 
potential for change "bigger than any before'~ 
Virtual worlds now reminded him of th~ 
intemet in 1993, he told me. "At that time, the 
internet was growing like never before, but 
business had not yet discovered it. And it 
seems like right now we are at the point of a 
massive initiative, like the intemet was in I9QS

IQ<J6, but business hasn't discovered it." Berger 
was convinced that along with the benefits of 
ubiquitous c:omputing, there was a new kind of 
danger. How do we organise computing when 

link to Amazon, called up his search results in 
the air in front of him; he could move t hem, 
Minority-Report style, to find the cover he was 
looking for. Elsewhere, they had mapped a data 
feed from Wimbledon (which IBM sponsors) on 
to a virtual version of the court; spectators 
could watch the match accurately modelled 
inside Second Life, with only a slight delay. 

I asked what specifically they were hoping to 
achieve ins ide virtual worlds. Their early 
thoughts are that certain key areas will benefit 
immediately: customer service, telemedicine, 
prototyping and e-learning. But the impression 
was more one of excitement than a concrete 
goal (so far). A seismic shift was taking place, 
md it seemed IBM was damn sure it wasn't 

going to be nearly left behind this time around. 
IBM is a large organisation, and, like all large 

organisations, it has found ways to talk while 
saying nothing. 'This next-generation wllb will 
be a global consortium which means partnering 
Y.'ithin this grand experiment of technology is 
fundamental to the success of the 'immersive 
web' and future business: my invite read, which 
is another way of saying how nice it is to work 
with other people. Berger had never actually 
spent time inside a virtual world, but his lack of 
virtual attendance didn 't matter. When we 
talked on a more general level, his ability to 
grasp the over-arching implications was clear. 

I asked about the geographic limitations of 
virtual worlds. WC.'hsites arc, in one direction, 
perfectly scalcable; one per~on or a million 
people can sec the s<Une page. Virtual worlds, on 
the other hand, can only pack as many people 
into a certain area as will fit. Berger's 
perspective was that this would force 
corporations back into a focus on people. 
Virtual worlds are inherently democratic; first 
because, relative to the real world, everything is 
so easily accomplished, so the competitive 
advantage of corporations is reduced. Virtual 
worlds are a levd playing field. This is true for 
the disabled, whose limitations are transcended 
inside virtu a 1 worlds, but it's true for us too, 
against the might of incorporated groups. 
Second, though - and it was something I hadn't 
seen bt'fore- Irving pointed out you can only 
make use of the vastly expanded mode of 
communication when others are nearby. You're 
forced to think on a more personal level; and, in 
a world straining to keep our corporations on a 
leash, this can only be a good thing. 

"This is going to have a huge impact in 
business and in society; Berger told me, "in 
ways we do not yet understand at all." 

T;;;;'Gue<t is u'OrkinR on a book about l'ir!ual U'O-r/d- ,-. 0-o-n!-ac-1 
him if\'OU hal-e a \'irruol tal~ eo t<"ll 'io rim@timgutst.ntt 



W hile George W Bush would like us to 
believe that there are two types of 
people in the world - good people (go 

to church, vote Republican, don't question 
anything they're told), and evil people (tan skin, 
beady eyes, smell of garlic, never seen a Ronald 
Reagan movie) - I suspect the reality is slightly 
more complex. Not that America has ever let 
the complexities of reality get in the way of a 
good war, but that's neither here not there. 

Gamers arc also often labelled in a simplistic 
and stupid way by being dumped into one of 
two categories: hardcore, or casual. I don't really 
know what either means. 'llardcore' suggests 
someone who plays obscure Japanese platform 
games every day, wears Ken Kutaragi slippers 
and has a vintage PC Engine under his bed. 

A casual gamer is ... what? Someone who 
likes Tetris, and perhaps accidentally bought an 
N-Gage? Someone who plays games once every 

T've always felt that it's the inbetwecner 
breed of gamer which Nintendo has always 
targeted. The people who really like games, but 
have a life beyond them. Normal people, who 
just happen to play games. Occasionally. 

Ironically, Nintendo has struggled to get its 
message across to its intended audience. The 
Game Boy managed to become a market-leading 
brand by virtue of having the handhcld market 
to itself for many years, but for the last decade
and-a-hall Nintendo's consoles have played 
second fiddle to the aggressively-marketed likes 
of the Mega Drive and PlayStation. It has always 
seemed one step removed from the zeitgeist. 

And yet it was always that hardcore minority, 
raised on the purity of Nintendo's philosophy, 
which claimed Nintendo as its own. Frankly, 
anyone who thinks Mario Sunshine isn't a game 
for children is deluded, but that didn't seem to 
matter to the zealots (another horrible term). 

I'm passionate about the games I Like, but there's far too 
much going on in Life to be playing them all the bloody time 

three days? Someone who is a big fan of Buzz 
The Big Quiz? 

It's a ludicrous over-simplification of the 
truth, and my skin bristles whenever I see 
either term u~ed. I mean, what about the rest of 
us, who are neither ca'>ual nor hardcore? I'd like 
to think ['m somewhere in between, and that 
my gaming habits, such as they are, transcend 
witless labels. Yes, I'm passionate about the 
games I like, but there's far too much going on 
in life to be playing them all the bloody time. I 
mean, you don't get fans of other entertainment 
media being labelled 'hardcore' or 'casual~ 

"What do you like doing in your spare time?" 
"Well, if I'm honest I'm a bit of a hardcore 

poetry fan. Look - I've got Ted Hughes tattoos." 

Nintendo couldn't catch a break. Most 
people seemed to want the best graphics, the 
best sound and the sexiest logo, and - for the 
last couple of generations - Nintendo failed to 
deliver. lt ploughed a lonelier furrow, nourishing 
the gamcplay, and a quality over quantity ethic, 
at the expense of a larger share of the market. lt 
ha'> \•:aited for the bandwagon to roll back into 
town. And it looks like that day may be here. 

My nephew is 22, and also sort of occupies 
that no-man's land between being a casual 
gamer and a hardcore gamer. He plays games 
regularly -FIFA, Burnout and Halo - but you 
won't find him eulogising about Kingdom Hearts. 

The other day he said something to me that 
I found siJ;llificant: "I don't care whether the 

graphics aren't as good as the PS3. The games 
look wicked." 

Assuming he was referring to the modern, 
youthful interpretation of wicked - rather than 
the more traditional definition ('wilfully or 
k-nowingly causing pain or distress to others') -
this, to me, signifies a cultural shift. He, as a 
populist, Nintendo-shunning, mains'tream 
console buyer, wants a Nintcndo Wii. 

Could it be that Nintendo has finally won? 
Could the years of gamcplay over graphics have 
at last paid off? I bloody hope so. It's as if 
people have suddenly realised that if all you're 
going to use technology for is to make the 
games look prettier, then what's the point? 

It gets to the core of how fundamentally 
Sony has misjudged the current state of the 
market. Aside from the ludicrousness of its 
prohibitive, elitist price-point, the ballsed-up 
release date, the sheer pointlessness of its HD
DVD drive (you can forget HD-DVD, or Blu-ray 

- both will go the way of Betamax), and the 
desperate 'we can do good gameplay stuff too' 
vibe given off by the last -minute motion
sensitive controller, Sony has simply misread 
what people now want from games. 

The market has shifted in the last couple of 
years, and the grand irony is that Sony has 
helped it shift. When you look at the success of 
SingStar, and the innovation of the EyeToy, it 
comes as a surprise that Sony isn't making 
more of the new styles of gaming offered by the 
PS3 (especially surprising when its plans for the 
SingS tar brand appear tO be genuinely brilliant). 
Instead, it has focused on a sort of vague and 
lacklustre 'the same sort of games, but with 
better graphics, and a controller that's a bit like 
the Wii controller, only less good' message. 

Frankly, the PS3 is screwed, and Nintendo is 
set to be crowned king. You just wait and see. 

Mr Biffo eo-founded Digitisn Chonnt /4'$ Ttltttxt-based 
•id«>gomes S«rion. and now aTit~s moin/J for ttltvision 



Issue 168 

ONLINE OFFLINE 
Choice cuts from 
Edge Online's 
discussion forum 

I Topic: Mii maker t hing 
Some fanboy types have made 1 

a Mii emulator thing so you 
can make a Mll of your selves 
before the Wii comes out. 
It's at www.joystiq.com/ 
mediahoo6/10/ mii.swf if 
you want to make one. 

I 
monkc\tovm 

No top hats. Failed. 

I 
Unlikdv 

No ear• lasers either, wh1ch 
won't do at all. 
Mr. Brooks 

A nice distraction and a scarily 
accurate representation of me. 
Apart from the head, which 
looks nothing like me. 
darthjim 

I Right, now it looks like I can' t 
buy a Wii either 'cause there's 

I 
no option for Mii.Just 'cause I 
don't fit in doesn't mean I 
should be excluded. 
cock beard 

I I'm surpri~ed Ninteqdo and 
Microsoft didn't bother to 

I 
consult YO!l when th~y wcr~ 
getting ideas together for ,. 
their new consoles. 
T.erxst 

1126 

I 

I 

• 
Can I just take this opportunity, 
simply and unashamedly, to say 

thank you for the article on Guardian 
Heroes - and indeed the entire Time 
Extend feature. It has been a brilliant 
addition to your magazine, a belt
loosening opportunity for your writers 
to fully explore a game beyond the Jean 
precision of your reviews. 

Guardian Heroes is one of a thimble
full of games that I truly treasure (no 
pun intended), the kind of irreplaceable 
collector's item that I would risk life 
and limb to save in the event of my 

' 
Upon a Time on the Saturn. 

The passing of time should not be 
lamented. Your Time Extend feature 
does however allow us to reappraise, 
reflect, rediscover and even unearth for 
the first time some classic moments in 
gaming's history. Now please would you 
hurry up and release that Edge Top 100 
you promised us! 
Andrew Merrh,gton 

The Edge Top 100 is on hold for now, 
but November 9 sees the launch of our 
new series, File. See p18 for details. 

''The vibrancy of the graphics, the depth of gameplay 
and the almost comedic levels of anger the Golden 
Warrior exhibits never fail to inspire utter joy" 

house ever burning down. The vibrancy 
of the graphics, the depth of its 
gameplay and the almost comedic 
levels of anger the Golden Warrior 
exhibits never fail to inspire utter joy 
and laughter. Along with Super 
Probotector and Yoshi's Island, it 
represents the zenith of my 2D gaming 
experience. 

However, T ignored the Sega Saturn 
upon its release, seduced as I was by 
Sony's trance-inducing polygons and 
techno beats. It was not until many 
years later that I bought one, solely to 
play Guardian Heroes, but subsequently 
to discover a minefield of other gems 
such as Vampire Saviour and Panzer 
Dragoon. Perhaps it is the revisionism 
of hindsight, but I find something 
almost elegiac about the game, a 
sipllllt<IJ1eous celebration of its (then) 
cutting-edge aesthetics and an 
acknowledgement of its own 
anachronistic existence. Ljke a Leone or 
Peckinpah western, GH goes out all 
guns blazing in a heroic yet futil~ a~t to 
save the 2D scrolling brawler, Once 

• 
E167 raised the issue of genre; 
specifically what label should be 

given to games that resemble the GTA 
franchise. The biggest problem with 
genre (also applicable to films and 
music) is that a given genre never 
intends to define a strict set of 
guidelines for other products to be 
defined by. But thinking along these 
lines, one re -occurring issue is how 
games are constantly compared to the 
film industry. I would like to suggest 
that perhaps videogames' closest 
relation may be television. 

For starters, they share the same 
equipment (the television screen) and 
are both enjoyed in a similar manner. 
Like games, television is widespread 
across the globe, and you'd have a 
tough time finding anyone who has 
never seen a TV show or played a 
videogame once (if they were entirely 
honest) to see what the fuss is all about. 
But unlike films, neither is normally 
considered as a serious artform. 

As for genre, take some of the mpst 
popular television shows at the 

Win a OS Lite 
for the best letter 

moment: CSI, Law and Order, Without 
a Trace, The Shield. All four (including 
the various spin-offs) can be labelled 
simply as cop shows, but the difference 
in style, pace and performance is huge. 
Perhaps the most significant genre in 
recent years to take over the airwaves 
will clarify my point: reality shows. ThE 
reality show genre is a complex 
mechanism, not least because it doesn'· 
offer any 'reality~ Instead, the genre has 
grown out of t he documentary style: a 
sense of immediacy and inunersion, 
realistic settings, raw emotion. GTA 
arguably falls in line with these 
conditions: the illusion of a digital 
world without boundaries, settings 
which generally represent contemporar~ 

society, and makes a considered effort 
to fuse story-driven events and 
characters to counterbalance the 
chaotic world that often resides within. 

As a suggestion, perhaps the'GTA-a 
like' genre should be named RG (reality 
game). Aft er all, the one rule which has 
been set since Super Mario 64 is the 
over-the-shoulder camera perspective. 
The 'reality' doesn't denote its ability 
to actually represent reality, as it never 
intends to: rather, it describes the style 
in which the programmers and artists 
paint the world the protagonist plays ir. 
and how the gamer interprets the 
actions on screen. My character is 



driving that brand-name car, listening 
to my music, killing people with that 
real-life gun, getting paid for a job 
well done, being arrested by the police 
for committing a crime. Furthermore, 
the purpose of these games and 
television programmes are the 
same: the voyeuristic appeal of 
watching supposed 'average joes' 
doing the extraordinary. 
Misfire Dodds 

It's vital that gaming moves beyond 
its obseltsion with film, and learns 
from other, more varied, media. 
These wise words win you a OS Lite. 

I never usually watch Tonight 
with Trevor McDonald, but the 

prospect of a study into the addictive 
nature of computer games on the 
September 18 programme caught my 
eye. Perhaps obviously, it did very linle 
to explore the addictive nature of those 
studied, instead emphasising the 

Andn-w Merrington doesn' t lament the 
passing of time, but does lament the pass in$ 
of Treasure's magnifi~tent Guardian Heroes 

allowed to play for only an hour a day. 
That seems a reasonable amount of 
time, but it again shows the lack of 
understanding for the structure of 
computer games. If you were reading a 
novel, you wouldn't set yourself a time 
limit and stop mid-way through a 
sentence would you? Instead, you 
would read until you naturally felt you 
had read enough. As many games have 
the same narrative structure, it is 
unreasonable to ask to stop after 
exactly an hour. The majority of games 

''The purpose of games and television programmes 
are the same: the voyeuristic appeal of watching 
supposed 'average Joes' doing the extraordinar(' 

dangers of playing games. The study 
involved a child of six and two 
teenagers, who were undeniably 
devoted to gaming. But the fact that the 
study took place during the school 
holidays, when the children were free to 
do whatever they wanted, no doubt 
inflated the amount of hours played. 
While they were still gaming 
excessively, when a child has no other 
responsibilities (or maybe even 
hobbies) during a break from school, 
then little else can be expected. 

In trying to wean the children off 
gaming, it was decided they would be 

De.Jd Ri<lnJ(s Frank West ldlledjonathan 
f Condllffe's enthusiasm for videogames, 
presumably with a super-heated fryl.n$ pan 

cannot be held to a time limit, and it 
was refreshing to hear an ELSPA 
representative look bewildered at the 
suggestion that games should be 
equipped with one, saying that it is 
more important to take personal 
responsibility, and play in moderation. 

So while I must agree that there is a 
danger of a section of gamers becoming 
addicted, there was a certain bias to the 
programme that neglected to focus on 
the larger problems that led to people 
becoming reclusive and self absorbed. 
But once again it emphasises the 
vilification of computer games as part 
of'junk culture'- if they're not forcing 
children to become violent, then 
they're keeping them away from the 
real world. It is this narrow minded 
focus that really frustrates, as there 
must be a larger issue that forces 
children into the gaming world for 
hours on end. Then again, with a 
sensationalist title in TV guides asking 
'Could Video Games Be Killing My 
Kids?' it may have been too much to 
expect a balanced focus bet\veen the 

I 
Topic Kalaim your life' 
www.lcvelmy360.com -
salvation? We're talking about 
your very soul's fate h ere. 

I can just imagine the happy 
lit tle battery-farm of Asians 
manning that service ..• 
"Sill"nce, 1134567. 700 more 

I ores, then, maybe, we feed 
you. And let your children 
out of the gimp-suits.n 

I 

" Hnunm, after spending £So 
o n this game I find I can n o 
lo nger be arsed to play it . 
Slave! Play thi.~ game fo r me!' 
Actually, t here's probably 
something serious to be said 
here about proof that games 
are too m uch like hard wo rk 
the~e days, but I can't be 
bothered to follow it up. 
Or maybe it's simply down to 
ego ... AO}'On<" who needs thh. 
service to improve their 
imaginary social s tand.ing 
among people they'll never 
meet n eed s serious help. 

I guess there are some poeple 
o ut the re that are so focused 
o n baviJlg a big score to their 
name, that they forget what it 
is s upposed to represent. But 
then ~en Pe ter Moore said 
that the pla~rs with the 
biggest score must be spending 
a very unhealthy amroount of 
time on their gaming. 

A fool an d his mon ey are 
soon parted. 

I agre.- with CYef)'One's 
comments bu t I must admit 
t hat I d o get a little happy wave 
of satis faction when that 
'Achievement Unlocked' cup 
pops up at the bottom of m y 
screen . Oh, and I always 
compar~ my gamerscore to my 
o nline 'frien ds'. And it makes 
m e feel bette r about myse lf 
whe n I have a higher score than 
them. Actually, fuck it, I' m 
sending my gamertag over t o 
Ko reallneed more points! 
~ I' 

I love the way one of the plans 
is d escribed as being for ' true 
players'. So ' true' they don ' t 
actually p lay their own games. 

INBOX ~ 

true nature of addiction and the 
millions of garners worldwide who 
combine a social life with their 
electronic worlds. 
Craig Williams 

• 
In the' age of the individual,' 
community ritual has taken a back 

seat. The possibility for catharsis 
through ceremonial sacrifice of a 
scapegoat or surrogate victim is much 
dintinished. Gamers, however, are not 
the first to turn to a virtual victim. All 
manner of 'evil spirits' have been 
envisaged throughout human history 
for the purpose of exorcising violent 
impulses without resorting to causing 
real-world harm. 

If we can see games in this light 
then it might help explain why violence 
in games is defended with such 
religious fervour yet rarely understood 
or properly justified by more than a 
'freedom of speech' argument. It might 
also explain the many games with 
simplistic storylines that do little more 
than provide a fig leaf for the violence. 
Peter Westmacott 

The Trevor McDonald show 
demonstrated yet a~in what an easy 
target games are for moral hysteria, 
and how little imp.1ct the ample 
evidence for gaming's neutral -
or beneficial - t>ffl•cts has had. 

• 
For the past 20 years (!'m now 46) 
I have collected videogames. 

Hundreds in fact, spread across at least 
12 formats. I started with Sonic back 
whenever and last week bought Dead 
Rising. I subscribe to Edge and own 
every copy back to issue 53, but have 
finally decided that enough is enough 
and intend to hand my gaming spurs. 

Why? well it's because I realise that 
the latest incarnation of games have 
nothing to offer me. Dead Rising is a 
perfect case in point. I found it 
frustrating, fractured and despite being 
play-tested on three different TVs the 
dialogue lines are unreadable, negating 
the entire story line. Truth be told I 
have never got on with any of the 
Resident Evil series (save part four) but 
I had high hopes for this reincarnation 

- boy was I wrong! Constant restarts, a 
lumbering central character, forced 
story interject ions every five seconds 

Collhn d ) 
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and annoying beyond beUef ... then I 
had my epiphany! 

I am too old for this crap. At the 
very time in my life when I can afford 
to spend nearly £so on a game the 
games available are not worth it . Just 
as a console reaches a plateau where 
the developers have got to grips with 
the architecture and the occasional title 
emerges that allows for satisfying 
gameplay they suddenly want to 
produce a product that strips out the 
very thing that makes it worthwhile 
and try to produce a playable novel, 
comic or film. The entire process 
seems to be built on foundations of 
frustration, it seems from reading 
your interviews that developers within 
the industry want to be anywhere 
but where they are, and not in a 
positive way. 

It seems that the industry is now 
populated with artists, writers, 
producers and directors with failed 
ambitions in Hollywood who have 
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Topic: G£ARS or.~ 
Ah, Gears Of War. I know 
what's going to ruin it for me. 
I've followed its development 
and watched the videos, and 
now that it's nearly done, I 
imagine I won't be able to I 
enjoy it. The problem won't be 
the gameplay, the graphics, the 
controls or anything like that, 
it will be ... the voiceacting. Did 
anyone else notice? When I 
games get past this generetic 

I American macho bullshit, I'll 
be able to enjoy them again. 

1 
Give me mute avatars, any day. 
blockhead I It can become tiresome. I'd like I 
to mention Halo here. There's 
still plenty of gung-ho stuff 
going on, but it's a little I 
tongue in cheek, and they also 

I 
manage to throw in some 
different nationalities to mix 
it up a little, and gives the 
impression that you're fighting 
for Earth, not the US. 
Facewon 

- .ri'\-
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settled for games as a stepping stone to 
somewhere else. That's what is driving 
the technology at present, a desire to 
transmute games to film ... well tough. 
It ain't gonna fly! 

Consider this: by the 1920s film was 
on the verge of commercial sound, 
colour stock was available, mise en 
scene, the language of film, was already 
highly developed. People had been 
paying to watch flickering images for 
over a quarter of a century. In the hands 
of a master the technology allowed for 
unbelievable expression and subtlety, 
audiences wept, gasped or on occasion 
even rioted at the images placed before 
them. Think this is ever going to 
happen with a console game? Ha! 

Games as we understand them 
(commercial product heavily marketed 
with a few identifiable stars) are 25 
years old. Yet the product touches no 
one, it is ephemeral, transient and like 
morning mist it dissolves leaving no 
trace save a few cracked cases in a 

bargain bin. I suspect the industry 
realises this and churns out even more 
product in t he vain hope that no one 
notices. It's Top Trumps at £sd a pop. 

Hence my intention to stop 
collecting, I'll carry on subscribing but 
to be honest I can't see that continuing 
for much longer. I stuck with you for a 
lot longer than most but I've had 
enough, (cue final sarcastic comment} 
It's not so much a case of Dead Rising 
as Gorge Rising ... 
Jonathan F Condliffe 

Could you hang on for a month? The 
Wii sounds tailor-made for you: plenty 
old-school Sonic and no games that 
wish they were films in sight. 

Send us email {edge@futurenet.co.uk), 

I but be sure to use 'In box' as the subject 
line. Or send a letter to this address: 
lnbox, Edge, Future Publishing, 

130 Monmouth Street, 
Bath BA1 2BW 
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